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u l t imate  porn  
"kiddie-pernS' films, there's a "snuff" flhn-a Womi 
actually killed on seree~ during a sex per fo rn~ee 
circulating somewhere On theu@er  levels  of Weal 
Vancouver ,  and theres  talk ~ of ant i -pore ~v/gilant~ 
squads in th e province',central I n te r io r .  : • /: { 
"P  o rnog  rap  hy / i  : ib  d0ne~i&~dly but we heven't~i 
becoming a serioasproblem nabbed them yet." i i l  
in Vancouver , "_  says  InMay,  the Suprem~ 
Inspector ~en ~rowh', Court of .Canada ailed ~/ 
Vancouver vice squad. : munic i l~Icounoi l thecity~ 
"With profits anywhere Prince George, B.C. is naY* 
from 300 to 600percent tobe emI~wered to withhold a 
made, it's r ight up_ there, business llcenee on grounds 
withdrugs, prostitution,. ~o  of protecting communi ty  
gambling. The fear at me mo~ai welfare. 
v ice squad i s  that  the Harold Moffat, mayor of 
.sitnat/onis ~pe for ~,ksover Prince Geo~e, sa ld" the  
oyorgamzea drone, matter is right at the boiling~ 
t ;o rpora l  Dar re l l  wint ."  ~ 
Wakel.am of .the R CMP. " "My fear is that v lggante .  
morality.squau, says leca~ groups are going to form 
porn producers, atready!a~_e_ .~nd take.matts~ into their;, 
reliant +on ,American, mob own handy. I t ' s  a sad  + 
connections to  process and commentary on our times.".~ 
distribute their films; 
"The test to produce porn LOCATION A KEY 
films using children here is Moffat said council is~ 
pret ty  high," he ~d.  "The more worried about the~ 
thing i s ; to 'get? ,  the f i lm.  store's possible lecation~ 
p r o c e s s e d a n d than its actual existence, "~
duplleated...well,there's no Garden Of Eden BouUque!~ 
such place" up here. We Ltd.,afterfirstbsingdenied~ 
don't have the facilities so a business licence in Princei 
~ey go down to L.A," where George then Winning in~ 
.' -. ' " " - ' . ., ., - .  ' . . . me prints are .maae aria court, intendstoloeatenean~ 
• . • Don Boyehuk operates the tractor with mower and hay conditioner livestock this winter, The Job will be completedin the next few days if the shipl~ed tiu'ongh a network two Of the city's rowdier 
Nmv,nn attached at Mountalnvlew Park, the old Franks Bros. Dairy gem on Kalum weather permits. - . . - Of distributors. ! ~ ..~., hotels, . . . . .  ~.. 
. - ' J  ~ • LakeR0ad, TedHidber, standlngatr!ght, plans to~use the grass to'feed his ~. ,  : .{  - ~ ? :i : ~ . ~ Once . c0ns)de, reo< zne .  s to re  spokesman Johni ~. 
. . . . . . . . .  sduct'of South' ~er lca  p na who mann as the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  , . . . .  ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ..... I n "  . . . . . . . . . .  ay  , . .  . , .g + 
+ I . . . .  : + " ~ i  . . . .  ' ~ . . . .  L ' + " . . . . . . . . . .  P . . . .  # I i ' I I + ' ' ' "  ~ '  ~F : " I  " I rl ~ "+'~ ' : . . . . . .  ~<"  + ~ . . . . . . . .  '~  '~i+"+'~ . . . .  ~ ~+,Mex i~ .+; " ' G '  'den~; : 'o f  + ?~1~.~-  ez  
[~1&l  • !~f~] l~- fKH,3  .-; . . . : . :+ ~.+. :.,:.., .... .., .... o~.~. . , ,  , . ,~v~ ....... .' • . . ~ .. . .  :,. / o: cnuaren, ozten as young mere  ts no aemu~e aa~e m~ 
'~ /~.  I I t .~ I ' I I I :M%A . " ~'~, il !, :. , , .'+,:!/::. , :~.~ ' :~.~ -~ .~ • .... ' nafonrand flve years old - .oven the store in Prince! 
~:: - - . .~ '?~. .~+~".  ';~ " ' -~'  , I i ~ I I c~n:nr  ~ I', ! J . ' now are produced in the U.S. (~e0r~e.Both sides .ar.e sully 
~.~I  Y .~  11A ~'q~ I + ' : . . . . .  . . . .  " '  I, P i J d , [ O ~ I ~ ,. , ~ " . and Canada; arguing the fee wmcn ~i  
' ' ' "  " ~ ' ~  •" ' i l l  a tor • ' . . . . .  . " ~ ~ . . . . . . . .  . . . .  '. CROSS BORDER store w p y • 
Vigilante crews +! 
may.  c lean  up  :! 
• , "  
VANCOUVER CP .  Pollce .here haveemflseat~  
I 
survey ,'v,ces sm 
- .~ C +.  
Sockeye gishing at the mouth of Sk.eeaa ..River opened" 
Sunday hight for two days, a full Wecx earlier man was  
ant ic ipated  by the fisheries daparUnent. .~ i " 
Byrd Durtz, :fisheries officer, said the river opened i 
earl~ because.~early returna'and escapement have been 
gooa, .~=~ • 
However; he said the 245 gilinetters i/~ the area had: 
poor catches averaging 30 tO 50 fish for the first 24 hoursl 
of the opening;., i + : : : . . . .  i~ ,. 
Escup~ment up the Skecna sb far has reached 129,000 
well on the ~vay t~ the desired 700,000 ~ 900,/~}0 desiredby" 
f isheriesforthe s ason, ....... - / i , 
Kurtz said~a few beat~ were fishlngthe Grenville and 
Prineil~ Channel ~eas but were nothavlng much better asking questions rabOUt ByBILL MARLES 
luck than th0se in the Skeeua, ' recreation services, parks; . . . .  
Me~nwhile in the Naas River area the catch so far this the library, amalgamation Terrace iS iosin; both its Emergency 
year has already exceeded last year'~ totai.and ~well on ,of T.erra.ce and Thomh~, and its Human Rights officer. 
the way to the record set in 1973 when 255,000 fish were anu me u~e . . . .  + There is now onl:t one Emergenc E Servi, 
landed. ~ . . . .  . .. Casey hopes the students area. It is in Prince Rupert. Bill Par] 
WithtwototlreeweeksleftontheNassrun, K~tzsaid Kathy Webb is one o'f 18 willbe, able to cover ~ery  PJghts officer for the area, wasmovedtc 
the catch this year has reached 210,.0/)0+s~.~eye.. students hired b~ the home m Terr_a.ce ~.a ume:  Friday. Both programs are under the 
EecupementuptheNass ha reachedtheuesireaJeve~ot district of Terrace to do a permitting, Tnornhill an,, provincial government. . '  
180,000 fish, but Kurtz said the river system could easily survey of , munlcinal other ~ i t iag ,  a reas . .  Jim Stott, zone coordinator tar 
handle 200,000 f i sh . .  .. , . . . '  ~ . .  services. Dlst~et . Ca.se~. doqsn~. ~,me emergency program, said in a telephone 
• As fer  the flkceas, Kurm said premcuons tar me recreat ion director Bill cusu'~ctbemg ame to uo a Prince Rupert hat his departmeut's uut 
sockeye ,return ~this year are still poor iand the early Basey ~ hopes ihe stndents g rent deal about improving ~ ,plans and preparations for disasters ar 
opening should not be interpreted as an indication ~ . will be. able to visit every i services j~t  no.w.: Howev~. The Prince Rupert office now covers 
fisheries thinks it will be a good return. • home in tl~e area this it is hoped tus~ me economy, from the Charlottes to the Hazeltons, and 
"It appears ome fish have just returned earlier this summer He says each will g.etl .better,. and the ! of Bella Coola to the Yukon border. 
year than expected and we opened the fishery." ' student will have an identity district will: De .ame .t°, However each community has its 
. . . .  : . ' . " . .  + " " " ' " card with his,her photo, . .in~,porve ~pon servzces at a~, organization.. Emergency Services has t~ 
' . " r " . ' mmre ua e . ,  : in.Terrace and 25 to 30 in Kitimat, says I
, - .. . . . . .  . .  Casey ~snid ' the district! trained in search and rescue, heavy re • . , +  . . . . . .  . , ,  , _ _ ,  w.,,d +,o,. .  =+ --  ,  nompso w, , ,  . . ,= .  that students In addition, Emergency Services has trained private 
pilots in looking for lost people and planes. ( . 
. i + ". . . . " . • ' identify~ themselves at .the. Stott says' his job is to coordinate and tram meso 
, i- , ~:  . s g /. • • s s door  as a summer employee volunteers. 
: + ~T ~1 | ~ [ | r ,~r t ,~ i r~/~c~ I c~ i of the district. Eachsludent, He maintains that the volunteers are so well trained 
• ~ ~L + ~, ,  :''I[,JLI I ~ I I IL J  I~ 'P  LA  ~ l , , IH [ ,~[  ~'~ : will be provided wi~ an I:D. j that they could cope with ~ almost anything. In any case, minimum security correctional, insitu~. Gray was 
• / i ,  :' . . . .  :~ ~ ~. I - -  I - -  . card with their pnoto on ~c~  start maintains he can immediately charter a plane and offered ajob in Prince Rupert, but she decllned because 
. . . . .  i'~/ i';+' ' '+'~/ ~;;~ "" ~"" ~'! '"  " • o t r  ction I fthereisanyd°ubt,  p e°ple~ beintheTerrace-Kitimatareawithinanhourffneedbe, she wasestabllshed inTerraceaireany. : 
The Federal' in ~+ in to  invited to attend the opening governing port c ns u . . . . .  t" ar" '" q Y t o h shame as~ to see  na c a Stott was asked how,people in the Terrace-Kitimat Stott says the staffing situation at Prince.Rupert is
od f cdities affectm session and to present a and tanker o~ra  ins  ave ' .m.^ , . . . .~ . . ,  . . . . .  .,~' a .~ g . . . . .  ~ • +, .... ,=-©--=, - , -s  v-, s . . . . .  ~ area would be able to find the Prince Rupert number in under review. It's possible the Prince Rupert office 
, rt and been oat oned to a seaman Canada swest +coast waters : descdptlon of.it.s:.~ . P P . . .  ~,,,.~, o~o,.,o~-,~,,=oao, ~ i |  willo en in Vancouver July p i  line+r0posm,~'.nes aiu. commencLng ~ vancouver #~,.;~i:.~.=~ . , .~ ,~.~ the event of an. emergency or disaster. He said "99 could get mere staff. But it dosan't look like Terrace will 
18 wi~ opening statements ' ~d~+c~rnge~in theterms on ~epcemoor 7. ! ' . . . .  " "  . . . . . . . . .  T . . . . .  "= percent', of the people would phone the RCMP first. The ever have its own Emergency Services office again. 
RCMP ,would know where to get in touch with Terrace Aid Vic Jolliffepointed out that the area has 
by the  •participants, of reference does not entait Further details' as Lthe ~ ' + " ~ Emergency Services wolunteers, also lost Chuck Gale. Gate, who was district engineer 
includinu descriptions ofthe a n y . s u b s t a n t i a l  hases of the  :formal It A . . . .14 .~ .. a t ,  various'propesed projects, restructuring Of ~e inquiry Cearing, the scope of the IV |U IU I~I  . |O  Stott maintains that Emergency Services can provide a~d imrt-time local co-ordiuatorofEmer~..e~, ySe.rvi'c.es, asgood a service from Prince Rupert.  He said.the recentlylmoved away from Terrace. do. l~emammms 
Dr. Andrew Thompson, Dr. Thompson sam. evidence to be presented "~" ' "  ° e~, , ,As~,P~ advantage ofhaving an office inTerrace ,"was no~ ~na~ that part of the reason the pr. ogram .~.um. uonea~or a y.ear 
inquiry commiss ioner ,  ?It .does seem andon community hearings [ |~ . ]W ,~) t . l l t .~ lU~ great", The Terrace office was originally established in the Terrace area with omy one ttm-ume sum memoer 
• announced Wednesday. appropriate, nowever, to will be-resented atthe July [~nause of the poor road between Prince Rupert .and was due to the assistance of Gale. , 
anti reed in mr as the ~" ~ FORT ST JAMES, B,C ,, , ,, Dr. Thompson c ir rename the q ' ~. session i - ' _ .  ' . . . . . .  -; Terrace, Stott says the road has been improves mnce + Now there s nobody, he said. 
in supplementary ruling West Coast Od 'Por t .  _ ':" _ .~ t t ;v j  - -  ttt;~t" said Joiliffe said Gnie's replacement, Eugene Thomas, 
' .- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,, ,._~_;,.,^~ t'articipanm inme inquiry ~Wednesday that the death of then. i . +.. 
• i s sues  dmy o .ma~ nm u~r , ,= m mrb ' ,  -©=uu©u.  ' " o 0 " of reference have 'been ~esaldtherewouldbono intending t make pen.lag Peter..Bas.il, _20, on t.he Rent on the Terrace office came to $7,000 a year. This recentl~ appointed by council, iswo.rkingatfl~eao.th.er 
~.~...,4o,~ t~., ,K= Cadre,hi ,~hon~= In tho ¢-ndin~' of stamments ac_ me sesston Tacme ms:an tteserve dmy was given as another reason for closing the local office, jobs wgth th~ district. Thomas m curranuy acung 
?~'L~:~:'~^'?-~^s.."~:-.:7::~; ~T;~ .C'~,':~:on~" ~The commencing duly 18 are 1~ WaS a suicide andnot  The Emergency Services program was started in the building inspector, acting engineer and director Of 
' ~;,u,,©, , ,  ,,,,~,=,,~. . . . . .  : ,-on,,- v . . . . .  ,.= . , . . . . . .  -, ,^ "-,- ,,- ' ~- • .- early 1950's. It was caged CiviIDefense then. in1974, the building services. , 
• ~ r~qu l reu  tu  imurm , se  murfler as  in i t ia l l y  was  KiUmat P~pellne Ltd. but formal  hearings of the 'n " r " t 666-225 prograr~ was given its present name. Also Thomas can only work within the municipality. 
also "Trans Mountain inquiry will open in the u~q~ry sec_em~.a..  1 suspected" - - -  - TiieTerrace office hadtwoemployees until a year ago. Gale covered the whole area, says.Jolliffe. 
• ' • .u  ra ter  urn .  , ,my .zo t 'O l lCe  sara persons Pipehne Co. Ltd. and other Vancouver • , Devenshzre ~ • + . . . . .  I proposals.', . . . .  Hotel at 1" p.mi on July 18. A participant !s anyone detamed_feOr: questioning | Wally Barclay applied for a higher position at that time The Human Rights officer dealt with cases of violation 
i Thompson sa id  other Daily sittingscommencing wbo']las appeared at the  ~r lenL~nn~el~t~ ~ | andgotit. Emergency Services asked theprovince for a of basic individual rights in the area. Bill Parklmon replacement for Barclay, but Stott says they didn't get dealt with complaints Of discrimination due to sex, race, 
i proposals would include .at 9 a.m. ~ be held on preliminary sessions of the _ _ _ • [ . . . . .  
those of Northern Tier successive days until all inquiry/ and asked to be case ~.as~. . .  ~ _ | on~ Jean Gray continued on as sole staff member for and the like. A reason given for transferring Parkimonwan.that 
Pipeline company and  participants have presented recog.nize.d as a participant - ^ .~x~eta~snooung ~.c~eo | about ayear ,  put the government decided to .~ive up there wasn't enough complainis in the area, "l~e ~oc~ 
SOHIO Transp0rtatlon .Co., their, opening statements, or who .  has anvisea me _ . . . .  I their office in the old Blue Gables Hotel at 4926 H~ghway I~dstry  of Labour  is not certain just where  iocul people 
to the. extent..that these Phase  I of the formal inquiry, in. writing of the nou~ on m e re , rye ,  a,oom 1 16 West, when another group wanted  the building for a should direct their eompkinta.  ' ~ 
affected Canadian ,waters, hearings dealing with the  desire to be recognized as a u~ mues,zrom m normern I 
Northern Tier ,'ha.s been legislation and regulation participafit, commumw. ~. l , , 
. . . . . .  m the salary of 10 "We got one with a south l~obusiness licence , Herald Staff Wrltor + thenbegintocollectthedata pay g ~+ " • " t " . . . . . . . . . .  • .~- - - - - - , .  .*.-~--',-:-,-.--~+o students The other six Panerleanbrotherands~ter In handingq.down_~.he~ 
xne mmu'sc~ ox -c!+=~ ..~ u,~ ~=,~,  w=, , . .  - ~+,,.Io,,+=" o,~ ~, , ,  ¢,,,d~ which were ameng the drst decision Justice unan 
hiring 16 students "mls ::, Terrace councin maae ' ?;- . . . .  ..:- -,;....-,--.D..---.--:.- ,^ - - .~  4, ... t , .-~...Ao ,, r~,.L,.nn '~id t~ S,nremei 
- . " din of mrougn + Young ." uanaoa w ~© ,, , ,,~,..,,-,,~, .....-.~/- . . . . .  ? summer to do a survey of a plication .for fun g . . . .  not  concerned . . . . .  . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  .. -,^-,.,, vn .n '~ armada Wakelam nail. There s a Court was 
mumc:pa, semees .  • . . . . . .  - uus project £asc xan, ,,,,=,~ . . . . . .  • " "  " h 're ' '" h the uestion ofi 
Recreation director Sill The 'prov inc ia l  Youth Work.s.and the "c~st_-i~ar_e ~w~.up~e~oar/erUnt~e~r ~itral i tv inqtbe Prince; 
Casey, supervisor of the Employment Program is prowmng me suPlmr+ cusm. We he-='~e there are some Geor"e ~natter : 
project, says the +. . . . . . . . .  6 • . 
municipalit wants to . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . .  
determine  ~at  peo l~e fee l  [ i ' . + ~ . . . PROVINCE C U T S  BACK+."  " + . . . . . .  ~ 
about thg~+c0mmum!y ands: '  l + ~ " Ms" ~ ' r  : ' ' ~'':k . . . . . . .  " ~ F " '  ~ ' f  " . . . . . . . . . .  " ~" : ~ r '  " " " " ~ ' " " 4 
-..~e~b'-~pu't about,, what I ~ + " /e r race  loses services 
l ik .  ' +.  • ~ 
Services office 
Services office in the 
I rkinson, Human 
~ed to Kamloo~ last 
~r the control of the 
for the provincial 
,hone interview from 
's duties are to make 
iSters and emergencys. 
v covers a hul~e area ,  
~0ns, and from lust north 
rder. 
h~=s its own volunteer 
.es has trained 40 people 
at, Stott. They are The old Blue Gables Hotel near the West End Store 
~ sey: s= e, scue, "first aid, Highway 16 West is undergoing some changes. In the 
oul  appr health and+other near future it will become a minimnm security 
on of cerrecUonal centre. The Imllding now houses vsrleus 
government agencies. Some departments have moved to 
4548 Lakelse. Emergency Services and Human Rights no 
longer have offices bi town, . , 
I 
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. , • ' • - " i '  A WARDS & GRAD DAY . .  . . . .  . . . .  . • . .  
students Gordon " Roy Wi lcox honors • ' : I i 
; ' ' & .i 
. • . " , , . 
J.~st Thursday was awards  and graduation day at j 
K i t imat 's  Roy Wilcox E lementary  School. Awards Anderson  
were presented for. "Teacher ' s  He lper"  Litter Patrol  ' = 
and Safety Patrol  .as well as athletics. Continuing i 
Educat ion  awards  were  presented to students who 
part ic ipated in ext~a-¢uricular language classes. The . m 
• Br ing  you  " grade seven graduates  receiving diplomas were; \ ! 
GRADE 7 GRADUATES Elaine Ross | 
Scott Adams Pamela Grant t h e  " 
Dominic ~,IIosUlo Dorothy Walker , m = 
Kern BerriMord Patsy Duncan '~ " ' i 
Glen Bowen Patri¢ia Bolton n,. . , ~. . " " • m 
Nadine Brown T~no Pirhonen ! ' . " " ! 
Robert Buysse John Wood as 
Robe~ C~rre i ro  Joy WO~_. • ', ' m 
F~lwardChow Laur ieBc lmss  i reLY T V GUN ' Celina Duncan Cheryl Adams s . . • 
.~ :: Robin Empson Scott Reithaug O O 
Michael Froess Vslerie Bolton :' i 
~: Alana Cow 
Alice Grant * 
~. :,Kenneth Grant 
m • 
Flag u • . • 
• m 
~' S0phea Grilo Kelli Berrisford Roy Wilcox School Grade ? graduate Cathy Llesch receives • , . ;~. .. • 
~ :~C~fftey Guise ,e r  d ip loma f rom School trustee R. Wozney while teacher i ALL L I IT IN@I IUBJICT TO !~i "-" 
• Maryanne Cox observes. . -.,. 
~: ~ John lh~onkar l  Safety Patrol " .m d . ' ~r ~ " . $ ~ . ' ~ ~ g 
.: Bernadette Ivbon AtMetlc Awards Sandra Van der haven 
~.~- Carrie Anne Johammm Nelson Tome 1 SehooITeams David Rummelhoff 1-" CWWGi WITHOUT NQTIC_ |  ' ~ i ; 
-~  Cathy Uesch JohnPedro Is  n '1 * ' ' ':L~ n " ' ' I " ' n ' " d" ~" ~" ''''~ ~ ~ n ~ '" :''~: ~ " ~ n M 
• :.Janice MeAndrew Rajvinder BhatU (Crests for two or.. less Robert Carreir0 I 'm 
~, ,Jean McAndrew Gordon Fossl activities) Ian Provan John Heinonkari mmmmmmum|msmmmmmmmmmmmmm|nmsismm|mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmsmss|mmmmmmmmmmmsmmm|mmm|~ 
.. :Laurel Me]in Eugene Trudeau Ed ~ OWl  Manuel Pedro . ;m . . . .  - , " " . . . . . . . . . . .  - __. 
Wing-Kee Muns Jim Hussey . Petri Vartainen Robert Buysse ' • • " " " ' " ' -= 
' Andy Oeste HelmUt Beniscbke Stephen Welsh Mike Schuss :J . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  . . . .  : .." 
, Harlnder Pannu Lee-Anne Maia _Robin Em~son , Nelson Tome . . . , ,  : ~ , ~ : .  . . . . . .  I . . . . . . .  , . , -  • - . . . . . .  m 
Manuel Pedro Christine Bellosmo Tony;rereu'a " " . . . . . . . . . . .  " ~- " . .  : -. John Pedro • , , -,. • 
"~: Elizabeth Pereira Lynn Homburg Geff Guise Scott Adams • " :.:: B 
;... Tony Pereira Heather Bowen Helmut Benischke Kevin Kuschke t" - ~ii~ 
: ~.:/4m l~rovan Simon Camazzola Ira-is Bertoncello Jari Yrkki 2 3&6 ~ 4 , ~:~ 9 
, . .Suu i  Reese-Ha~en Tony Cordeiro Barry Sonnefeld Greg Neumann 
SEAYrLE TODAY , . . . .  ~ • . Beverley Sea,re Doug Froess Adrian, Welsh Tom Stam&takJ8' ; . . . . . . . .  '... 9:00 ROMPER OOM SESAME STR-.-, 
Mike Schuss Amy Grant Keith Todd Jim Hussey 9:30 vJmm=N,sYo~ ' 
~.: Baz~_ 8onnefeld Sydney Howlett Simon Camazzola - P, ajendra Patel :~.,=m-~ FoI~ruNE . :FRIENDLY.GIANT V0:OO . JEAN CANNEM ANIMALS &~t~H 
~.. Paul Squazzin Rost Janda Denise Snider " SHOOT ~ ~esr.~ms. , ~ messup " " .' ' 10:30 ~Fmmm ",c ~u~ 
! ~,-Jamie Stewart Elizabeth Lovegren Donna Turner "(~um~ ,c  
.-.. Rebekah Tammi Liana McWil]iam Suzanne HcGladrie Athletic CertHlcates .~_- .~_ "mAT 1"bNe ~ SlmEEi' | 1:00 BEam" a~mm~ 
Jamie Middleton ~.,co & me .~.~ . ' ,1 I :  30 . ~ ~mB.  • ~,~FmIT~/~ACTO~y ~ .Tracy .~11ckett Tuija Paivio 
Weedy Thomson Li]Uan Reinfjell Liana McWi~am ~ Pee Wee Girls - Shelley . . ecec~ai~c0. 
Ketth Todd Arthur Renwick Elizabeth Lovegren' iCreedy t/ou.,twooo s~m~ .~0~ .kLSA~ sHOw.. . ':12: go NOON SEW, 
Robert Vennard Ellis Ross ~Bruce Todd ;Pee Wee Boys - Kenneth cec..~ws ' 12:30 ~ .wo~m~u~, . ~t.~ mNOOOea • 1: 0O :~vn~,  'SC0~CE Se~CmAt.. 
Hazel Walker Daniel Rummelhoff Joey Chishohn Bergmann 
Adrian Welsh Tom Stamatakis Tony Cordeiro Bantam Girls - Deadra  :oocrom OEA~ V~.~'~ n~S ... 1:30  ~r our( ,  
Ooug Froess . Sorley ' "AI~OTHER WORLD : £LL IN "1rile FAMI . ~:00 ~MA~KING MUkll~ I
Stephen Welsh I~eah Tammi Arthur Renwick Bantam Bo~s - Calvin Howe BREAD & BUT- _ _  
Dorit Webrhahn ,Junior G~rls - Nicole eDGe OF SUGar 2:30 '~r.~ 
• Pelri VarUainen Sheryl Thompson Mike Vossi TERFLIES 
TiinaYrkki ShawnPerreault Burj;~s " 11~ s O"a~k IV~vlo, .TAKE~0 3:00 ." _L'O0~___~E~.'t 
Tawnia Wood Tilna Laitinen Sussi P, eese-Hansen Junior Boys - Steven Watson -,'The L~im M.n.., ~ 'cm.s~m, COOKS 3:30 ~omen ~oaw ~ soamy' 
,!,.,Taxi Yrkki . Linda Meyer Laurel Melin Senior Girls - ,Dorit .n,s ~oua o~ce 4:00 , ' .SESAME STReeT 
,.:.. Ross Battey Tawnia Wood Webrhahn [.L0c~ Senior Boys - Robert Buysse ~ w ,  4: 30 SHOW _ , 
....x~__n.y HARTMAN'  ~3.A I4~qlE  ' 5 :00  " iEMERGF~.CY " ,M ISTER I~OOERS! ~*- SERVICE BARS Laurie Hmnphrey Wendy Thomson 
,: : .Cathy Johnson Tracy Thickett " Plaques ~ ,. . : • . ... ',- m- , , '~ . , ,  5:30 " , - . ,ELECTRIC'CO.. -  
,'- . . . .  TeaeherHelpers Todd Knibb . Leah Tammi ;NEWS ! ,, , . . . .  . . .  ~ T .', . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  ,,.,'.' Jill Lawrence ...... "' ."*i ~ ="  Sheryl  ThOmpson. " i0"and~fnderTrop~y~ " . . . .  " " '  " " (Track' '~ : '~" " .......... "' . . . . . . . .  -; ' ' "  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • 6:00 '~vs~, ,~ .~.'~" " . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~"*~"~":'~, ,  ...... 
Tiina Yridd Nelson Pires Sophia Grflo - NBC sews smwraum ,n 6:30 o~S'upo~ A CLASSIC 
Linda Meyer .Geddis Wilson Rebecca Tammi Meet) . Gordon Fossl Rodney Buysse - Deadra .s~rn.~ w~m~r . . . . . .  Y:00 ¢.a~o w cooNva~, '~"eaepoar~c~eq"'eeeea 
Nicole Burgess .Marjaana Salmi 7:30 '~ISH WOO~HO~Se Pt~VHO~Se 
Cheryl Adams Mariette Sluyter " .Heather Block Sorley ~vc ,  CAMe 
Beverly S~aife Debbie Thompson . .u~ss OF THE RIFFIAN MAWtS~D ~ 0: 0O cry gYSTERY MOVIE IrHl ~iJDiN LINe 
: HarinderPannu Fern Block Crests and ~ar for Bison Trophy - Robert .n~eFe .mw.  ~ .~ 8:30 ,,~::-':~.~:  s,-,;~', 
,;-=Tawnia Woods Cathy MacDonald Three or more Activities Buysse - Dorit. Wehrhahn ~r.AM~ ~y p~m,wr 9:O0 Mowl:~!,ro .Parls w~ u~. ,  
Susan Gri]o Benny Oeste Sharie Reitlmug House Plaque - House I ,,r-.re~m To t~=n~e' 9:30 ma~.~ ' 
"'":' Litter Patrol Mike Vossi Janice McAndrew Geff Guise - Alana Gow. , 10: 00 ~E A~E~ , "L'~ " 
"" Patsy Duncan Jean McAndrew . , 10:3Q At~mor.~:, 
Kelli Berrisford ContinuingEduca//on 11:00  'J NEWS WOMAN : : : .  ~Medric McIntosh Stephen Ong - - .  is~m ~m 
Marvin Stewart Shawn Perream~ Bernadette Ivison ' ,,, ~sa~, O~F:::; 
Rhode Paul " Jamie Brisebois Cathy Liesch French - Natalie Bou]ianne ~wosn~rr show 11:30 ....... 
Deanna Dumont Norman Fossl 'Theresa Ivison . ,~a .~oo ~o~nns.. - 12:00 ~e L~Te mow. !.~ 
Mandeep Shergill Tiina Laitinen German - Norman Fossl ,  , .--,-- , ,,~e ~,;~,-r' ' =~: . , . , , . . . .  
Don Froess Trevor Patterson Lillian Reinfjell Gordon Fossl, Marian Fossl, - ~ ' m o w  :":~., 
Lorraine Carreiro Peter Sonnefeld Carrie Johannson Benny Oeste, Andy Oeste. :::. ... 
"' Earlene Grant Chris Cambridge Nadine Brown , ~ 
' Priscilla Stewart Bruce Todd Betty'Pereira Chinese - Hilton Lee, Kit ~mmnmmnummmmmnmnnmmmmmmmmmsumsmmmmnmnmmummmmmunmmmnmummmmmmmmmmmmn~mm|mmHmi| 
.... Mandeep Shergill Marvin Stewart Dorit Wehrhahn Chins Mung, Wing-Yun w . . . . .  -~.- . ~. • u ' " ' ' ::: • • 
: Michael McClure ( left) Medric McIntosh Alana Gow Muns, Wing-Hong Mung, . ¢~MmdlOS s . .  ,. . .. 'm 
i:-.Denise Grant Patncia Bo l ton Jacqui Burgess Wing-Kee Mung. • ..... .. . .. . • 
• ,; ~ , - - - J  o ledr l c  .i: :~  : 
, .  HONOR STUDENTS NOTED ~ . ,  . . . -  . . . . .  " ~. .. 
i day at Tho , n' ~ '~  ''''' '`~n ' ' '~n~ ' ~ 1 " ' "  "oar"  ' " ":' " " ; Awards  rnhi '. :: -" 
Th0rnh i l l  Jun io r  Grade 9: Junior Girls' Basketball: Track & Field: "~.~ '~' •- .. _ ~~ ...~,I~. . ' •u 
 ro,,n ,en * i 
i awards day recently. Shelly McRae ' ' " Athlete by . ="i ~ . . i ~ *  i ~ . i  ; ' ,~  ~", ' ~m 
Th.e students l i s~d have ~ ~can~a~:S~ ith wresumg:  • B : : te~l 'Round s . / .  ~/~']!: ' \~-  n ~ : 
e y Start Bevan achieved nigh smna~ in • ' • , .  f i . . .~  : . ' ,~.. , i  ~ . 
• " t Va lene  Calder Grade 8 . ~ B n n ' " h " : ' ~ I ~ : ' U • . S 
~rg~le ldS~eC~ns~ten ly Veromca Ignas Ju, lor Girls' Volleyball: K:ith n~n~nbroek  , . =. '~,  ~- . .  :., !;~ . • 
Drama Service Awards: Grade I0: Lynne Carey . u , ' [ 1 " . " ~ . [ n m 
eX McKa Vide Schooner ' Grade 9: .  b., , , n : 
• Y or o ' o Julius Komlos ~a ~nna Baker- Brenda Reid Junl B ys V HeybaH" m~ .~,~,, , ) " ..... ~ . I • " ~ • 
B~nda Reid Lynne Carey ' F~vin Delaney Doro. . ,  . __ f fer  ,~  i ,  L - - -  m r: ,,," 
i Tr i ton Bet vice Aware :  Occupational Award-  best Badminton:  ~)~dnes l~lze_  . .el . u I~  " "  m 
| b~manne .eg ,er  , al l-round student Dorothy  Stauffer Joanne Rauschen.er~.  : " , . .  i 
Danita Street 
Best All.Round Student: ~ • , " - • ' ' 'm 
I I I l~ '  ' ' I ~ / I  N 
Lynne  Care ,  - ' I,,1": '" ,WUU"  uA1rma, .  , , , .9 ,  " | i oc t r ,¢  ~ i !  | . .  Genera l  Service Award-  i 1 9 7 7  I ~]=e~.ooner beS~erbehind the scenes [ , . : • s 
~Honor  Ro l l  Cer t i f i ca tes  A lexMcKa,  ' [ PRINCE GEORGE . .  . [ | ' $89.91 • I ledri{ , . ~| .| (must be on the honour roll . I , . 
| at least 3 out of the 4 fimes) Athl tic 'Servlc 'A  " r~ I ]~Y] [~ ' ] [D  ] [~] r l~ 'd~] [~ • ' 
|~| Mary-JaneD°nnaSUsan J~ daLessardAsarta Sports" man Award :  I'n , Aug 11, ! 2, 13, & 14, ! 977 [.•i ~ '  ' -- ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . • ~' ....... ~ . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . .  ' ";~I, 
| Alexa Wand l  J~nneRauschenber,er ' . . . .  i : 
Jeanette Buhr Julius Komlos I EXHIBITION PARK , ..n n I /M/k I ~ . 
• PR INCE GEORGE B .C .  . , " , ,  . ' m 
! HELP  WANTED . . . .  ' " ., .,-" 
I Jim.cEwan.otorsLtdTerrace I [  ' °" '" '°"""°"  il G d &A d ' n  i' 
! 'requires Journeyman Body Man I I & PR IZE  L IST  EVENTS ' "r O r O n ' ' : n e r s O i 
l rate S,.30 per hour I [ BOX 955 I "  4606 LAZELLE  AVE . LT  r ,  .635-6576 ' : |  
. PR INCE GEORGE B .C .  CONTACT MR KEN HENDRY I I ' ..' , " "  ;'. 563-8805 ! PHONE 6=S-~9"  11 I. CLOSED MONDAYS ~:. ~., 
I ; l l l l l l I l l l I  illllllllllIllIlllUIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllnIllllllmlll~" 
? 
. ., F IEE . J~t~I r ' l l l~B ' -  g, , ,~tm#V~,~ll '~l l , , , , , , ,q l~ qE,# . . . . .  . r , i . B A - - N K  
Retired managers put their experience to work 
. " . BAD LUCK FOR TOURISTS 
• ....  Strike h i ts  A laska  fe r ry  f leet  
JUNEAU, Alaska (AP)  -- , state .c~m.e to terms, and we w.o~d llke to ex~nd negotiate through this work 
MV Columbia, the flagship C o m m i s s i o n e r of our consciences to re.us stoppage at this time than it 
of Alaska,s ferry fleet, Adnlinis__t_t_t_t_t_t_t_t~_ti0n_.Bfll Allen. ravelers who may ..o.e is-to agree to proposals 
docked here today to signal ~iditwas'.'unfortunate this: i.ncon.venienceu Dy ~ms which, in the long run, may 
the beginning of.a~strike strike hadto occur, during ..mumuon... :~ ...:.::~ . :. ~ .  pri.ce the ferry system su.t of communities, as~..well 
against he ~s la to~e ~peak  Ireffic per iod. . ,  "We ceueve~rm n~-u~r to b.,dstenee."~,~'."'~',-'-:.; !.,i~ Kodiak Island. . . . . . .  
highway system: ~: . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . .  ~ " ~"  ' . ' .  . . . . .  " ' ."~ . . . . .  . . . . . .  . .  ' • " 
• ' Wi  ' • ' .-ah" prov ince  ,de...,.o--w;". . ne  pr ,ces  h ,ked  
be played throughtout the 
day and week as.. Alaska's seven other ferrieo pul! into ~VANCOUVER (CP) ~ InApril, inline with thi_s_ Ciark enid wine drinkers in France this _Sln~l~ and 
designated ports from The..  p rov inc ia  policy, the price of a French ~ could expect to pay sig- the wine erop will be lower 
cordova to Ketchikan and .government 's  l iquor Wine, ChateaunaufDuPape, nifieantly higher prices'for than usual. 
the 500 members of the -adminisirahen brancn ~s  was reduced to~.10 from. imported w~nes later this This, along with currency 
lnlandboatmen's Union increased the p~c.e of. 4o $5.55/Effective this week~ year uecame..of E~o]~ean lluctusUone, will probably 
walk off their jobs, imported wines ettecuv.e theprice has been increased market conamoas. A tres¢ add up to further innreases, 
" dmy 1., a ~spol~eaman s m $1.65 to $6.75. ' killed many acres of grapes be said. - i 
• , Saver  o f  swans  is dead  i The entire state fe.n'y Nick~ark-  snokesman system will be shut down ny . for the brar~ch's nricin,' ~turday, "_m.a._P.~L_s~_~_tie~p '.dePartment, sa i~ the . . .  " " 
plan worxeu ou, - ,u~v uj. ~ increases are a direct result " ' ' " ~mion and state offlclam . . . . . .  cos" PRINCE RUPERT, B.C. white trumpter swans near naturalized Canadian 
deadlocked over a new ox n~ner . m. .  (CP)' -- Ralph Edwards, his Lonesome .Lake, B.C., citizen in 1915. He settled in 
ebntract for IBU Workers.. The increases' follow a who once helped keep an home about 55 miles from the isolated Lonesome LAke 
' • March 31 announcement by endangered species of Bella Coola. area and made his living as 
a trapper. He moved-:, to As the Columbia pulled . Consumer Affairs Minis~r swans alive, died Sunday in He kept ubout wo dozen of. Cons ~ver near here a few 
into port to unload Rare Mair who .said me Prince. Rupert Regional the rare swans alive by years ago. 
passengers, IBU .Vice :government .~ould..reduce Hospital. . He was 85,  feed ing  them ~r~ .dur~.~g 
' ..Brian Sears uses a hammer to dislodge wood from thlslog during construeti0n President Greg O'Clary re- : the'~prices of imjportea n.a • "Edwards Was awarded the 
o f  the new tourist booth oil Uilghway 16 near the new bridge. Work.began two .iterated that tbe'union had,/domestic: ..... wines, to _Meclal o f  Service .by .the- me rug~en wmte.rmn me He was admitted to 
weeks ago and Harvey Webber, who Is in charge of the pr0Jeet, says the roof an overwhelming mandate • n e o u'rl8 g e" B r i  t.i s h Oi'der of Cafiada in 1972 for northwest B,C. region. . hospital in February 
shouldbeonbeforethemlddleofAugustfftherelsnott°°muchwetweather' The from . its members to Columbians to switch from his efforts more than 50 Edwards was born in the suffering from a heart  
con~ue the strike until th~ hard l iquor.. present tourtst boothls beside the consh-uctlon near the main bridge, years ago to save a flock of United States and became a ailment. 
• , ' . , . . /  THE STERL INGNEWSPAPER .CHAIN. .  • . " 
 The "family," that includ es the Terrace Herald 
By John Schreiner 
- ,o ,  
and now a daily with a circulation of' 5,500. In quick ' R adler has centralized accounting for the B.C. 
succession, Sterling bought the Prince It~l~t Daily and centralized production in North Vancouver l~erl~ 
News, the Terrace Herald, and on the other side of the Vancouver" area suburban papers. A computer: 
eouniry, the daily Journal Pioneer in Summerside, c, on~o_liedpr.oducflon system, ~ ,bei~g~,,~ve~a~, 
The strike will cut off all 
public surface transp~_ Un 
about two dozen 
Southeast  A iaeka  
as  
• ¢ 
.-.Last month the Terrace Herald,..eiroul_atinn 4 ,~,  
switched from weekly to daily producuon. ~ine vent m 
noteworthy because it means that Sterung t~ewspapers 
Ltd., which owns The Herald, now has eight of its 19 
British Columbia papers appearing dally. 
It is possible that Sterling is still unknown outside 
• media ckcies and not too well known within them. One of  
the youngest and sma.Hest chains in' ~e  country~ .since ~ 
1969 It has put toguiner a group ox papers w~m a 
' ciroulationof more than 225,000 InPrince Edward Island,. 
Quebec and Bri~h. columbia ano, accor0m~ to 
President David Radler, worth a conservative $~ 
II 
of 
The Financial Post 




The growth has .also made Rodler, a .35 year .old 
Cadillac driving enu'epreneuF., one of the rising young 
stars in Western Canadian uusmens.. Well-connected 
directorship, along :with similar penis with Canadian 
Imperial Bank of commerce" and T.'Eaton CO. 
The trio went into puhlishing in 1969 by pub.h_ aslng, for 
a modest investmen[, the Sherbrooke Reeord, One of .the 
Oldest Eiigiish-language dailies in the Eastern 
Townships, the paper was losing money. Radler and his 
paterus diagnosedover staffln$..as a main problem and 
started 'the turn-around by eutxmg Sr~L ' . 
Later, Radler told a newspeper interviewer: "On~ 
we realized..we couldmake money Were, ua~e_z 
couldn't,/we got ~rious about the bhsinesa. ' ~ (_Th. e
Record was owned inthe 1950's bY Tornto publisher ~o~i s 
Bessett, but was in local hands when Radler• and 
politically, he is, 'one of. the .Bennett government's 
appointments to the boars o~ cnreet0rs of the British 
Columbia Development Corp., the Crown agency that 
f~terssmall bus iness . . . .  ' " 
~,adler is one of three _I~rin .ers_behind._~e p_riVa~o~lY- partners bought it.) ' . 
held Sterling roup...The old.eat is~er:er.Wlute, ~ rs a, . Success at The Record led the group _to acquit..e sover_al 
- lawyer inLondon, Ont., ano owner m n m own sn~ p.pe, . other small newspapers (French and . .F ,~)  in the 
new~aPe~i He and Radler were execunve asaisumm Eastern Townships,. Sept-isles and ,Bale .~omeau.. 
the'adn~mlstration of Daniel Johnson, a former Union Several. were sold when the group uegan to e~q~ana 
Nationale premier of Quebec. outside Quebec; but Sterliug still owns The.Record, n.o)v 
Conrad Black, 33, is the youngest partner and runs stuble and profitable, and a' French.language paper in 
Sterling'sl Eastern'oper.atio.ns fr.~m T.oron~,._He wa~ ~. the townships. ' . . 
history student at Lav.a.t our..~..me jo_n~s_on,_.Y.~, ~e~e~ : Havin~decided to expand in pub~,  tile group, m~ 
the author/of a recenuy puDuanea mo~rap~v vx  ~u , :an appendix to Senator Keith Davey s.royn,.commmm n 
strongman Mauriee. Duplessis. ~ .,  .~. ; . .on tl~ media s a shopping list, whi~ list~, indel~end,e.n...t. 
If l]laCE;is the youngest ,.of the S.~rliag.t~, o,fa~:s~ -~al~xs--ii~.-U~ii~-da. "They .~.1~.~. ,eynonmg 
~h~epe the best connectecl financmuy.~, ms. 'z publishers of some of these papem, wltn o/ters to nuy. 
Black,'was a noted Toronto nnanc~er ann'  ' Late in1971Storling succ~eded in making adeal to b.uy 
director of-,argus Corp. The kon now holds that the Alaska Highway News at F0rt St. Jolm, t h e n a w e e m ~  
P.E.I, 
~inRadler moved to British Columbia in 1972 (first to 
ce Rupert), to • manage the .new properties an.d..leok 
for others. As the Starling nuymg momentum ouih up, 
,offers began to come to the group- and, on occasion, to 
competing chains at the same ume. . . . . . .  
"l~very nin~e-vendor said he was unsling w~m 
Thomson,"Radler says. There are repor.ts, ho.weve~ 
that Thomson Newspapers Ltd., the prenner cnam h" 
small city dailies, competed in1973 when Ster~tng boug t 
the Alberni Valley Times (circalation 7,800.), a 
Vancouver bland Daily. And one reason why'Steruag is 
not in any of the smaller Ontario cities is because the 
ubiquitous Thomson chain got there first. 
The" deal that moved Radler and his partners into the 
rich suburbs of Vancouver was the purdiase arly in 1974 
of the North Shore Citizen. With a twice-weakly 
circulation of 40,000, this tabloid covers North and West 
Vancouver. The recent demise of its only major 
competitor is creating further opportunity for expansion. 
Sterllng's acquisitions now. r ing  the Vancouver 
suburbs. The seven neighborhood publications (one is 
monthly', the rest are wC~.y .or twtce-weckly) acco~, t 
for two thirds of the group's circulation. Radier ~ree~y 
admits thathis mode[is the suburhan Toronto chain run 
by Douglas Bassett. " 
All Sterling's newspapers, except one, have been 
~t ,  the excopUon being tbe monthly Kerrisdale 
Re~ in Vancouver which was started last'October, 
At presstlme, Radler was negotiating for three more 
small newspapers. 
~. A co puter: 
I p] ~n sys~  m , eiug dev~ to 
Irassmit copy from the papers.to ~ prlating.j~lant b.y 
computer tapes (either hy ~lelmone ~ne or uunveren to 
the plant(..The plant also noes a substantial mount of 
We re also beginning a program to sell national 
advertising centrally," Radlar says. ' 
T~e' Sterling chain has been financed., through q 
combination of bank .loans and internauy-genera~,o 
cnsh: Radler agrees without hesitation tharnewspapers 
can be lucrative. 
Will Sterling go public? "Why?" Radler asks, 
seemingly surprfsed at the. ques~on..T° raise.equl.~ 
capital for further expanmon. ' We non t r_equFe_ m~ 
outside quity," he says. There,s also a. hint that he an~ 
his entrepreneurial p rtners enjoy making desk witbe.~t 
• being encumbered by..ou~ide shareho_ld .e~s.. it  ~ 
Such entrcpreneursmp  rare ann namer gnows .. 
"Conrad, Pe[er and I see very few people our agewno 
have done well without inheriting wealth. To us, it's Ju~ 
the start." 
Earlier this y~ar, they acquired control of Dominlo~ 
Co., win p , one 
in the country with about 30 percent o~ me mar,re. T.n~ 
unusual eap from newspapers occurred because. 
majority interest had been held by Black's family.. !~ 
Radler describes it as anomer ousme~ turnarotmo 
and one which as been somewhat more profitable 
the partners had .e:xpec. ted. That experience l d.him. ~ 
conclude there are I~szcs of business management wmcl! 
work in a variety of industries. And he has a readiness 
move in aimus~ any business direction- if the deal 
appealing. .~ 
counsellor. 
..The ex-maunger of the 
Richmond Bay  store' 
counselled, in •Terrace, 
recently, requiring only half 
a day to present his 
• message.store ownerC°St:to thelocal:forthe v luable ..With a variety of  ,lending services and management" bank's, regional dlrector of management services, local 
advice: $Io. . . support progriuns: ~e .Fedem. l. Bus.iness Development .branch manager Mike Karts.shelf (.center), and asslJtant 
• "We've  ~. . _  __ found~ tha' t when ' Bank  prov ides  a hetp to aspmng ousmessmen aim a nranCnrvieesmanager. Jtoa ~ousms exptamea some m umue 
peop le  retire, after six resource for existing business. Robert Dohan (right), the se . 
mmiths o fd  whatever • ~ ,. 
.they.wantedto°in~o theyfeel Cassiar, and other s~.  .shuek.thtsdualrole. ..s~ial ty~e__cofpresentaUoOn r similar bus 
readv to do someU~dl~ again communities, the loca l .  Untilrecently, Kar. tasheff for his i.~,iar.visit, ..he down the s t~ urn,. m 
wi~h-~busineas. '' Dohansatd. branch .is kept busy in explained, the companywas desired to .a._o~s. tun .Terrace manag.er can easily. 
-S0weglve~hemanominal P err .or.ming its lending ann rem c.~sntL to ene_ourage sp~c e.onmuons, mere:  ~a _.wn_. up_o? __m_,,.em_,._~ 
fee to keep 'their hands in  support programs, sm._a~l,_,_ ~_s~nes__s_.e~...~ o urancn  . ass !s tant  s~yc_ uu _m~u:_,.~a~.s.~_~__ 
tq, mtnesa" esmnusn. ~u~ now, uunu& _n~er / too  uoumna smo me eeuera, rim, mess 
-"~'m~o~'t 40 Terrace l~eeent ly ;  Kartasheff an expannienprograminthe that  while business I)evalopmentBankeomes~ 
businesses have taken travelled to the small ~ .o l~. . ra f lon ,  there isa .:conditions are comparable - bringing the expert~__ 
-advantage of the program,, mining community oz new.  mttiative to spur .:in the northwest o the thebusinessmnn, providing 
local manager  Mike Cas.siar. to e_.onduct, a nu..dding....eacre~n..eursmm ou th.,.tbere.isanoobvio~ a service to j?eople~in 
Kartasbeff added, smnm~mere, "rneuassmr eam.ottsmn~, remu ou.ueu, remuve unoeran~uance.ot ..mnauercomxn. nnl.ues, oma.~ 
With a district that Asbestos Corporation is at serv!ee munsmes, perhaps resourcej~.rsonnezonwmcn raze or remuve inc..moon m
includes Prince, Rupert, once vaternalisticemployer a mo~l..  , ,  . todraw ne~.  no more.man a numrance 
Stewart, Kitimat, Smithers, ands[Ioreownerandwanta to Kartasneff proaucea a There mnt me accountant hat can ue overcome, ~. 
• By  ALLANKRASNICK a reservoir of talent for tl~ Assistance for Small [~.ovided," Doban said." 
ManagingEdi~or FBDB to tap. Enterpr i se  program " t~ ~ear ,  it will be over 
• Robert Dohan, the bank's (CASE).. 2,000. 
Thanks to. the Federal regional • director of It is CASE that supplies The sorvice's successful 
Busin'ess Development management services, expertise from agency business response is 
Bank (FBDB), the explained that apart from counsellors or retired indicated in its lr0o~.Cent 
knowledge galned by retired the Crown corporation's businesspenple to smaller mon_thly m~ of gr . 
management personnel functionas a supp~emmtary companies. Only large,' profitable 
need not be. lost. It' is lender, it prove, des .three. Help may be provided in operations, those.with over 
• cled. forms of management establishing, expanding, 75 employees, whlchcan 
re~ugement  counselling services: informaUonabout enhancing profits,, displays,, Wel l  afford normal 
. is an important feature now available assistance, 'or other aspects of business, consultants, are not eligible 
offered by  the expand~ seminars about aspects of he told the Herald. for the service, Dohan 
government agency ann. modern business operation, "Last year, 1000 CASE 
• retired business, people form. and the Counselling counselling p.r~rams were 
ex~atued. 
• fee charged for the 
program is nominal, about 
" $20 a day. : .Retired 
- businesapeople offer, the_k 
services, at an equally 
nominal M daily and tbe 
hank subsidizes the client. 
is not available H expe~ise tl~ communi ' from within 
FBDB will pay for trav 
costs of an . outside 
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,T'S I 'Spo ts" 1 Jeot .!ak!ng Pulford to pilot ' WINNIPE ' :t~ 
Black Hawks .m,..,::'. NO ro,:)lem a;$a~sa"  "I baven't talkedthenitO fr hon anybody over there about anything," be said. "I. haven't been told about who they're considering for the 
p coaching job. But, if they 
m _as , ___ ,  don't consider me, CHICAGO (AP) Nat/2:b nmaameCetSaSin~ta~tg~;era ~ i~i!~snsg ~ guess l'm gone.,' Pulford, former 
Hockey League player and player personnel. 
coach of Los Angeles Kings, "Fulford is the type of guy Hull, 38, didn't say. he 
was named coach and any organization would he No immediate plans were WINNIPEG (CP) But Hull is-making no wanted the coaching jobleft 
lookingnfor," Wirtzsaid at a announced for &fenceman general manager of Chicago 
Black Hawks on 
Wednesday. 
Pulford, 41, who resigned 
recently after five years as 
coach of the Kings, replaces 
interim coach Bill White, 
who took over in midseason 
when Billy Reay was ousted. 
,No plans were announced 
for White. 
Tommy Ivan, Black Hawk 
general manager since 1954, 
was promoted to vice- 
president and assistant o 
president William Wirtz. 
Jack Davison, chief scout 
for the Black Hawks since 
1969 and a 19-year veteran 
with the organization, Was 
news conference. "He was a 
winner as a player and our 
organization has had our 
eyes on him for some time 
now." 
Before coaching the 
Kings, Pulford played 14 
seasons with Toronto Maple 
Leafs and wound up his final 
two years as a player at Los 
Angeles. 
LEADS TO PLAYOFFS 
During his past four years 
as coach, he led the Kings 
into the playoffs and his 
over-all record was 1.78-150- 
68. 
Pulford was reported to he 
unhappy in Los Angeles 
Bobby Orr. Reports had 
circulated saying Orr, 
slowed by recurring knee 
injuries, would be offered an 
administrative position. 
"I do not know as he does 
not know whether or not he 
will again be able to play,,'. 
Pulford said. "He certainly 
wants to and we certainly 
wish to have him because I 
believe he is the greatest 
hockey player of all time." 
Pu]ford said, however, if 
Orr is not able to play again, 
"he can make a ~reat 
ambassador for the Chicago 
Black Hawks." 
Cahill contends with 
an inherited problem 
TORONTo CP - From all 
ind icat ions ,  Toronto 
Argonauts will finish last in 
the Eastern Conference of 
the . Canadian Football 
League, a quarterback 
away from being a solid 
contender. 
Head coach Leo cahill 
inherited the problem from 
T 
Russ Jackson,and it was not 
corrected in off-season 
recruiting. 
Unless Argos trade for a 
veteran quarterback, cahill 
will have to live with the 
mistakes of sophomore l~ro 
Matthew Reed, who needs 
only game ekperience to 
mature. 
I 
Another near miss 
for Dog 'n' Suds 
Terrace Dog'n' Suds ladies fastball team came 
within one game of capturing the Prince George 
invitational Fasthail Tourney last weekend. 
Dog'n' Suds entered the final game as the only 
undefeated team, but finally lost two games to Jack 
Ellis Saw Shop and take second place• 
Friday morning, during their first game, Dog'n' 
Suds edged Kamloops Superior Kitchen Centre 7-6, 
scoring, their: winning run. in the seventh inning. 
Experience won out over youth Friday afternoon as 
Terrace Dog'n' Suds easily defeated the Yukon Junior 
Club from Whitehorse 7-1. 
Saturday afternoon Terrace met their rivals of the 
previous weekend, namely Prince George's Jack Ellis 
Saw Shop. Early in t i~, game, Jack Ellis took a strong 
lead of 6-2, but Dog n Suds came back to win with a 
score of 14-9. 
During the morning of the final day, Terrace met 
the only other undefeated team of the tournament. 
Dog'n' Suds played their best game of the three days 
with a resounding win of 6-1 over Pioneer Homes of 
Prince George. 
This win placed Terrace directly, into the final 
game. Jack Ellis Saw Shop had come up through the 
loser's bracket o again meet the Dog'n' Suds. 
Terrace lost the first game by one run with a final 
score of 7-6. 
The tournament being a true double knockout, the 
two teams clashed again. After an exciting game 
where the score see-Sawed every inning, Terrace 
again lost out, this time 5-4. 
f'.malloss placed the Dog'n' Suds in second spot 
wire clack ~uis uming the trophy. Pioneer Homes and 
Yellowhead Inn, both of Prince George, placed third 
and fourth respectively. 
Two Dog'n °uds players took home individual 
trophies. Gene McKeand won the "Best Pitcher" 
award, and Angle Colwill took the "Best Outfielder" 
trophy. 
There will, be five CFL 
rookies o~ offence and 
inexperience will take its 
toll in mistakes and the 
absence of ball control. 
Canadian centre Stew 
Francis is the veteran on 
offence with five Argo 
seasons behind him, but his 
knee is suspect. 
On the right ,side of 
Francis are two University 
of Georgia rookies, guard 
Joel Parrish and tackle 
Mike Wilson, who are 
improving with each outing. 
Left guard Gene Clark is 
untested but Canadian 
tackle Nick Bastaja is a 
sound lineman. 
Tight end Peter Mueller, 
in his fifth season, shapes up 
as the team's most reliable 
receiver. 
Rookie import Kevin Kirk 
of Dayton appears to have 
the split end job. 
Dennis Franklin has been 
converted from quarterback 
to wide receiver. A similar 
switch could keep Chuck 
Ealey on the rester. 
The slotbeck spot is a 
weak link •unless either 
Canadian Alex Morris or 
veteran Tony More plays his 
way into the lineup. 
At running back, John 
Harvey can be one of the 
best in the CFL and an 
excellent receiver as well. 
Fullback Neil Lumsden is 
moving with power but 
needs to overcome a 
tendency to fumble. 
Argos can use eight 
imports on offence because 
the defence is stacked with 
proven non-import talent, 
including veteran ends Jim 
Corrigall and Wayne Smith. 
Ray Nettles has been 
superb as middle 
linebacker. He will he 
flanked by an import-Ron 
Toxx, Richard Lewis or 
Tom Chandler - and a 
Canadian, rookie Rick 
Sowieta or Gord KnowRon.' 
" "  " ' "  "'"'"""""" ,'""'" i"','i 
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Yellowhead Trade Dollars are available at most progressive • • * , , • • tt ! *t ,t ; businesses in Tourmt Region G .from Jasper  to the Sea . 
@ , . - 
: Ask For Them/ i 
Save One- Senti One. and maybe even Spend One • 
• , Limited edition -Limited time 
• . . o • 
• Pure Nzckel. zn Phzshc Pouch- Uncirculated ~ 
• Sponsored by: . 
$ B.C. Yeilowhead 16 Travel Association '~ 
• * , Box 1659, Prince George, B.C. 
: l 
Bmng~n 9 the communzt~es of Tourist Region "G" together * 
for profit and pleasure, i 
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Veteran leflwinger Bobby 
Hull and general manager 
Rudy Pilous met 
Wednesday to iron out an 
apparent misunderstanding 
that prompted the latest 
report of Hall's departure 
from the Winnipeg Jets and 
the World Hockey 
Association. 
Their meeting came less 
.than two hours after the 
latest report surfaced in 
Winnipeg. It quoted Hull as 
saying he was no longer 
informed about the affairs 
of the Jets or who the club is 
seeking to replace coach 
Bobby Kromm. 
"I haven't been told about 
who they're considering for 
the coaching job. But, !f they where he is to call us collect 
don't consider me, then I every few days to talk," 
guess I'm gone," Hull was Pilous said. 
quoted as saying. Winnipeg's two previous 
But Hull left the meet ing  coaches, Pilous, who later 
smiling and Pilous said moved to general manager, 
there never was any real and Kromm, who" left this 
problem. 
: "I've been trying to reach 
him for three days, leaving 
messages for him. But, 
really, there's nothing to 
really discuss with him 
commitment about h is '  
future. 
"I may not even be here. 
Right now, I'm waiting for 
the other people to make my 
plans for the future." ~aring for'Detroit of the 
tional Hockey •League, , Hull also said he has 
were both the choices of serious doubts that a Hull. 
Hall's contract has •five merger or Accomodation 
~,ears remaining and with the National Hockey 
because we haven't even includes clause} that sayhe League, something he has fought hard for, will occur 
gotten close to deciding on a has to be consulted about • before next season. 
coach." coaching changes. The, 10- 
EIGHT CONSIDERED year pact called for five ' "The NHL. must get its 
Pilous said the Jets have years of pla]dng and gave own teams in order first 
about eight names, " him the option of moving before they take on us, and 
indluding at least one into a coaching or so far they haven't done 
suggested by Hull. management position for' anything to get their teams 
"I told hfm no matter the final five y.ears, straightened out." 
vacant by the departure of 
Bobby Kromm, but added 
he expects to have a say in 
who is hired. 
Kromm was Hull's choice 
as a coach, and the presenf 
general manager, Rudy 
Pilous, also was his 
selection. Hull has been 
consulted about most of the 
player, coaching and 
general manager changes in 
the past• 
When he si.~ned his 10 
year, $2.5 million contract 
with the Jets, it called for 
five years of playing and 
thengave him the option of 
moving into a management 
~sition for the remaining 
five years. 
SCHICK Hers & His i 
Styling Dryers 
, kPower fu l  680 Wat ts  ~-Ful l  Size .... 
P ro fess iona l  A t tachments  ~ Two Speed and  Two 
Heats  For  F iner  Dry ing  Cont ro l  -k 120 Vol ts  A.C. "l| 
[ I CAD Accessories Include - -  S l ip  on  I r^n i 
I I evn  Brush • Wide Tooth Comb I rub  Uis accessories include 
i i I UER .Concentrator . [ l l i i J l  • S l ip  on  Brush  " [ I .=n  . .oo, .o . .  Ha.d.- I n ,m • ~o~b.Co...,ro,o. 
• ~i * 
~!~,. 
I :~! Your  "111 I ~  ( ' J~ l l~\~Yml  
I I ~ Each  . . . . .  
.... ,,. l J :* Safeway Brand , . .~  _. m 
Panty Hose /lt iIsateway 
SOCKS 
• Assorted 
Shades & ~ J  ~1 / / "ill I l l  ill off 
Sizes " li~JJl I~LJi] / ~ / All Sizes Ill Ill Ill 
Styles ......... ~ ~ lake 
• ' ° I 
Melitta Filter Bags Carpets Need Cleaning 
:990 Size Ix6. Package of 40 , . . . . . . . . . .  
SAVE Cof fee  ugs  Rent an Easy-OFF . M CARPET GLEANER, ' 
"~, sorted Av,,ilable ~,  
at most Safeway STORES 
Spice Garden 
COOKWAR[ SET . Leave.~, , ~hotO servxce 7Pi : S our filva t th.e 
itra'Set I ' :~ /~Q n *  ~~ ~ conVen_~e~a~'SafewaY_~. "" *"- ' ' to be  P '~Yd, r  photO • 
An E • 
For The Cottage~ (~.m~ U/  [U / [U /  ~ /~ 
Set . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ e ~ '  ~#'  ~ ; Into borderlel$ mnlle finish prinls 
| 2 Exposures $_~ ~ 7 
Safeway Cricket . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
G[oves Lighters ANT Per  Ro l l  ..................... ................ . . . ~ m  36 Exposures S(~ /~  
~,~."~r"',,,r,o ' 7Qo I1[~ I I  Disposable RG~ Per roll ................................... :. ~¢ •v .  
Pair . . . . . . . . .  i~  [ I J P~-~L I each . . . . . . . .  " ' '  R , ' Snapshots are  FUN 
Novel Brand [ ale_grand :"" ' "  Snapshots  a re  LASTING  ;atteries[, Lighters E Snapshotsare lNEXPENSlVE . . .  " 
'9~,,,.ROcl Assorted mnl~ 1 ~ ~  
Pkg. o'2 .... ~ IOr---- l cole?rt . . . .O~--~ , 
Prices Effeotive: 
Thursday to Saturday 
duly "/th 8th and $th 
Reds outpower Atlanta 1 5-1 3 
Reds battered six Atlanta 
~itchers for 15 hits. Johnny 
erich and Ken Griffey also 
homered, giving the Reds 10 
home runs in the three- 
game series. 
In other National Leegue 
act ion,  p inch-h i t ter  
Fernando Gonzalez's three- 
run homer off relief ace A1 
Hrabosky led Pittsburgh 
Pirates to an 11-8 victory 
over St. Louis Cardinals/ 
Grog Gross's first major 
league homer, a three-run 
By THE CANADIAN 
PRESS ' 
George Foster broke a tie 
with a two-run single in the 
eigh.th inni.nj~ and Dave Con- 
ce~en !o,ow.ed with a 
gra.no smm home run 
Wednesaay night, powering 
Cincinnati Reds to a 15-13 
National League baseball 
victory over Atlanta 
Braves. 
Pete Rose had four hits. 
including a homer, and 




Gaves will begin each 
day at 2p.m. on the 
grounds at Skeena 
Junior High. 
Saturday night's 
competition will be 
followed by a getting 
acquainted party and 
the tournament will be 
capped Sunday with a 
dance. 
Teams from Kitimat 
and Prince Rupert will 
visit Terrace at the end 
of this month for th~ 
first annual Skeena 
Hotel Invitational 
Rugby Tournament. 
The three teams, 
which may be joined by 
Prince George, will 
battle July 30, 31, and 
Aug. 1 for a 
championship trophy 
donated by Norm 
shot in ~e sixth inning, led 
Chicago Cubs to a comeback 
• 6 victory over Montreal 
Expos .  , " 
• Jerry Martin s bases- 
loaded single and a sacrifice 
fly by pinch-hitter Tim 
McCarver produced three 
sixth-inning runs and 
enabled Philadelphia 
Phi,lies to beat New York 
Mets 5-3, extending their 
winning streak to seven 
games. The loss was the 
seventh in a row for the 
Mets, who managed only 
two hits. 
BALT IMORE WINS 
In the American League, 
Mike Flanagan pitched a 
sixhitter andKen Singletof~ 
slugged his 10th ome run of 
the •season, leading 
Baltimore to a 2-0 victory 
over Detroit Tigers as  the 
surging Orioles won their 
seventh consecutive game. 
Carl Yastrzemski and 
Fred Lynn had four hits 
apiece, as Boston Red Sex 
smashed 17 hits and beat 
TorontoBlue Jays 9-5. 
Lyman Bostock's leadoff 
home run in the eighth 
inning gave relief pitcher 
Tom Johnson his 10th 
victory of the season and 
lifted Minnesota Twins to a 
4-3 victory over California 
,Angels. 
. Juan Beniquez stole home 
in the sixth inning and 
blasted a solo homer in the 
seventh, leading' Texas 
Rangers to a 4-3 victory over 
Oakland A's . . . .  ' 
Geor[ge BreWs pinch-hit 
single an the bottom of the 
ninth scored Frank White 
from second base and gave 
Kansas City Royals a come- 
from-behind 8-7 victory over 
Milwaukee Brewers. 
IStand|ngsi 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS American League 
National League W L Pet. GEL 
EAST New York 46 35 ,568 - -  
W L Pet. GBL Baltimore 46 36 ,561 V= 
Chicago 49 29 .628 - -  Boston 43 34 .55S I 
Phlladelld~la 46 32 .590 3 Cleveland 37 39 .457 6V= 
St. Louis 44 37 ,...~13 6"4 Milwaukee 36 42 .41S 7V', 
Pittsburgh 42 38, .525 9 Detroit 36 44 .450. 9V= 
Montreal 37 43 .463 13V2 Toronto 30 49 .380 15 
New York 31 49 .388 19 Welt 
Wed Chicago 46 32 .590 - -  
Los Angeles 54 26 .675 - -  Minnesota 45 36 .556 2V~ 
Cincinnati 44 35 .557 9V= Kansas City 43 36 .544 3V= 
Houston 36 45 .444 15V= California 39 38 .506 6V= 
San Francisco 34 47 .420 20V= Texas 38 41 .481 8V2 
San Diego 34 49 .410 21V~ Oakland 34 45 .430 12V2 
Atlanta 30 51 .370 24V~ Seattle 35 49 .417 14 
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Goggle-eyed gasper 
When II year old Jeff Deters surfaced at one vision. The pool is open to public swimming 
end of the Terrace pool yesterday, he was from 2:30 p.m. to S:30 p.m. every day of the 
only half sure of where he was going, weekend from 6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. Tuesdays, 
Goggles keep the water out of his eyes, Thursdays and Fridays. 
alright, but the fog plays havoc with his ., 
Too EXPENSIVE 
' .............. ' ' i Tour needs revamp 
. ~  .~ / ~ 1 ~ . . ~ ~ ~  ~ : . ~  professional golf tour in tournaments have small sponsored by  Ladatt 
I Canada needs overhauling purses which have not been Breweries of Canada, is 
I " I ~ l I I , ( ~ ' ~ f ~ ' ~  l " I Bayer Brand because the players are mcreased to match being played at Ottawa's. 
I Cartridge i ' ~  ~ Denture I finding it too expensive and inflation, he said. Hylan~ Golf Club. Severm 
calibre of competitors the make s e y, course in good shape el- 
: Blades :Toothpaste eaner ~ Aspmn country should produce, Bob Panasiuk said in an though the greens were 
I I w I I ~kSchick II . • i Crest Brand ~ Tablets ~ Panasiuk said Wednesday. interview the day before slow. 
I i - I Panasiuk said the existing play started for the 1977 Aft&r 36 holes today and 
t JL~JI~L~I c IB0ttle0f~'~F, ~ UI~J J l  circuit of regional and CPGA championship, n Fridl l ,  the field will becut 
provincial tournaments i Panasiuk zs one of 170 to th~low 70 and ties for the i Blade I I  I I [~UI  ~ Brand. 
I I I . I ,Package I i  ] l f f t~ l , ,~ '  I I  IIlRfm~J,~aek~geof ~ l ~ l  ,3~ ! ~ 1 ~ 1  hurting golf. Several golfers shooting for the f ina l ,ho les .  
I I I 11  regional tournaments along" $10,000 first prize. He came Punasiuk said that Dave 
Bottle loft0 ... [~#~/~l lhe  ~_]OV ~/ [~atabets  . . . .  :~[~/  I .......... ~ / ~ [ ~  with the Canadian Open and , second in the QuebeeOtPeh:. Barr, 25, of Kelowlia,:B,C. is
' A~rid Cream Ontario and Atlantic opens year; Ban" won the Quebec 
this year. He won the Open and other compelltors 
,,~,, 99=,,~ • .Deodorant -1973.championship~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  in. 1972 and said,hehasl~ked'sbarpall. 
"The Only 
Hair #Bdruff Control ' " - °  • Suave Brand. ~ i ':' ~)ml size, .,,,.. . . . .  :.. . . . . . . . . .  
Roll 0n Deodorant UlCraBan. 99 ' '  Scented  or  Unscented  
" 1,5 fl. oz .  Bot t le .  ; . . . . . . . .  
$2 67 ,,o,.o, '1 ,1S  " Noxzema Skin Cream ;'llom,,n'~ejrsr.un.b.u.r?: "  . .  





Box of 12's 
Stayfree Mi.i Pads~:~.,!::o:. . . . . . .  
Shampoos Everynight " - - .  350 ml Bottle 
1 oz. jar .......... ~ 
krid Roll 0n Deodorant 
1.5 oz. 
*1A3 ',et,. ShQve,  amy.. 
, U oz. tin. Lrem 
' New nt Sofewoy bstermmt " ' Mou th . ,  h*1 ,6  • 91 $"°"r °* L'mi° L 'm91 
New Listerine with mint. ?I0 ml bottle .................................. ~ i 
Cooler 
 S.1 OOi 
So handy, buy severtd. ! I ~ ~ I 
ca,h, . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - -  . . . . . .  I 
!Portable Hibachi 
. .$6,9. .9 
I Ch Lawn Chairl aise Lounge 
" ' Z95  
I .o-.-.~,..=.A Q~d~: ~'"' ~4  
I Canvas. .-qmIB~,, M M I  Ass°rtedC°l°orsql~ I 
I Fo~d, away for~" B I  . .  . '1 - - '11  Treat " i 
L ,sysy~ge. ja jh . .W.m~.__ . ,~ . . j  yourself, each'.., m, 
Sleeping Bags i 
't99)5 Explorer Brand. From Jones Tent & Awning, Vancouver~ Fibrelon Fill with ~1 . . . . .  t . i s _  a - . -~_ -  nn~t . .~n l l  n I t ,  . . . .  :~t ,# 
Only. 
• 4 ,  
Sales In Retai l  Quantit ies el 
Golfers Associat ion 
championship would be 
preferable.;, ~ .. ~ . . . . .  .'. 
• Panasiuk,  two-time 
winner of the CPGA title, 
said the championship was 
elevated to the status it 
deserves by a purse in- 
crease to $50,000 from 
$35,000 two years ago. 
"I'm definitely going to 
win a tournament his 
year," he said. "If I don't 
win this one, I'H have to 
bear down and win another 
one." 
year .  
Panesiuk said if more 
companies could be • 
Interested in sponsoring the 
pro circuit, prizes mtgbt be 
doubled "and we'd get a 
g.ood golfing ~as0n." 
Cedar Kings 5th 
in Barrier tourney 
By PISTOL PETE 
The Skeena Cedar 
Kings Fastball Club 
travelled to Barrier for 
the July weekend and 
• came 5th.in the 12 team 
tournament, which 
looked a lot like the Pre 
B.C. Championships. 
In their first game on 
Friday afternoon, the 
Rings defeated the 
"R.B.M. Homes club 
from Burnaby 3-2 in a 
battle to the last inning. 
The next day they had 
the 8 a.m. draw and 
were narrowly beaten 2- 
1 by Royal Towers of 
New Westminister in a 
game that was called in 
"the 6th inning after the 
11/~ hour time limithad 
run out. 
Later on that 
afternoon at 2:00 they 
met the Barrier Motor 
Inn squad and knocked 
them out of the tourney 
with a 3-1 score. Sunday 
morning, again the 
Kings had tobe on the 
field at 8 a.m. to take on 
the Rutland Rovers, In 
a hard fought game the 
Cedar Krngs found 
themselves down 2-0 in 
the bottom of the 7th 
with 2 out and I man on 
hawse. 
Ken Ziegler stepped 
into the hatters box and 
cranked the very first 
pitch out of the park 
sending the game Into 
extra innings. 
This left coach Pete 
Peterson's Club taking 
the  field with no 
pitcher's left, which he 
admitted later  in a 
candid interview was a 
' bo0-boo n his'part. 
The Kings gave up 4 
runs in the 8th inning 
with Norm Z]01dikovits 
on the mound and Just 
couldn't come back so 
the final score ended UP 
6-2 for Rutland. TI~ 
Kings ace hurler, Glen 
Coffey put on a fine 
show on the weekend 
~itehing in all 4 games 
ut the club couldn't put 
enough its together to 
help him out. 
At TERNA TORS B Y P I N ~  
RF Z O HMZ - 
2000 ~ATT 
Z15 VOLT 5 H,P. 
• ..~s75.,oo 
i rw  
~, RF 30 HM~ 
3000 ¢ATT 
r ii5123o VOLT.7H.~. 
. . . . .  ~485. O0 
RF45 HM2 - II.$/230 VOLT I0 H.P. 
4000 WATT .. . . . .  $675.00 
2809 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B, C, 
TELEPHONE: 
635-6226 
. , .  . - . .  . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . 
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arc ,,ume people m terrace wno an not believe In the containers and vandalize 
them, leaving many people to toss their garbage along the streets. Almost every 
block, however, does have litter barrels and this commnnlty would look a lot more 
impressive to visitors if people used them. Take a hint from someone who has to 
reach up to do rids simple chore. 
Terrace is a mess!  
One can pretty much tell what a 
person thinks about his body by the 
way he treats, cleans and clothes it. 
Vanity, slothfulness, absent 
mindedn~s Can all be read from a 
person's outward appearanea. 
Similarly, onecan tell a great deal 
about a person-or family by the 
app.earance of the home. A neat-as. 
a-pro, unlived in home indicates 
certain characteristics in the owner 
as does an untidy, but comfortable 
one. A filthy, cluttered house speaks 
of a different ype of dweller. 
The same principle applies to a 
community such as Terrace. Each 
time a tourist passes through 
Terrace or a visiter stops here for a 
while, he takes away with him an 
impression of the people who call 
this town their home. 
And what kind of image is that 
likely to be? 
Without question - and this is not 
hyperbole for the sake of,impact -
Terrace is one of the dirtiest towns 
in North America. Indeed, even the 
litter and filth in some of New York 
City's sleaziest areas are not much 
more repulsive than the, shattered 
glass, litter and garbage which 
grace our streets. 
.Broken glass seems to be our 
speciality. Every morning, a new 
glittering layer has been spead over 
the downtown streets. Shards  of 
broken bottles lie on sidewalks, 
parking lots and streets waiting to 
imbed themselves in tires and feet. 
What kind of mental i ty iS- 
responsible for this? Drunken, no 
doubt. But must a drunk forfeit all 
sensibility and intelligence? And if 
EDITORIAL  
• so, should others who are forced to 
walk and drive on an incessant 
crunch of glass acquiesce? 
No doubt here are laws governing 
this type of wanton vandalism. Is 
there no way theycan be enforced? 
To discard fitter in the street 
indicates a lack of respect not only 
for one's fellow creatures, but for' 
oneself as well. The town, after all, 
is one's home and to make a sty of 
one's home, is to make a pig of one's 
self. 
The Herald published an earlier 
editorial on the condtion of the 
streets and  it brought some 
sympathetic response. We know 
there are residents out there who are 
as disgusted and frustrated as we. 
• Furthermore,. there are probably 
many with sound ideas on how to go 
about cleaning up the mess. We 
• would like to hear from you. 
If the law enforcement agency, the 
district government and the people 
themselves have slouched into 
inertia, only the slightest amount of 
agitation will make itself felt. 
Terraee i s  situated in..one of the 
most beautiful areas of the world, 
but because of human laziness, 
indifference, and insensitivity, it is a 
scar on the landscape. It projects to 
the world an image of crass 
callousness, cynicism and shallow 
thinking. 
Who does Terrace belong to 
anyway? 
OI977 Un~lr~l Prl~ S~'~clkote ?/~ 
."Well, if you didn't rob the bank, how are 
you gonna pay my fee to prove your 
innocenco?" 
. . . .  .~ .. ~ , ' . ; . '~ , . . '~  , :  , .~ : ;~ "~J . ; .~ ' . : :~ ,  ,~ . . . . . .  ? . . "  . . .  . 'o , . .  . . . . .:. " .. ".., ' ,  "),-~ ~;,',:~.}'s,~,,:, ~:.:,,', . . ,  .~ . . . . . .  - 
• , : , . . . , . :  :. , , , . , . In terpretmg t e news  - • h 
Conflicting plans to ship gas 
• WASHINGTON (cP) .-- dsctsion, an Alcan Pipeline" the Alaska Highway route a . " ~ " 
While the Canadian cabinet lobb~t said Wednesday, temporary boost, hut said 
prepares to accept0r.reject "we felt that our main Alaskan natural gas is 
the Alaska Highway comnetitor was Arctic needed urgently in the , . . . . . .  ,. 
pi.pel.ine prup.0sal; backers Gas. ~, • southern states and "the ~ , I,_ i , / ,  I 
.OI t . l~t  pro3q~L a~ star CHANGE TARGET American public just isn't [ i nera la ,  . 
neaviiy, en~a.gea..In =an' Now, he said, lobbying going to stand by and wait ,' 
escalating u.~; |oonymm ettorm for me alaska while the Canadians settle _ _ ---.  
struggle with supporters of Hilhway route are being their land claims " Publldmd by ~erroce - oa~.5367 I 
the competingEI-Paso plan. ~c~irect~! against. El Paso " ~wl ln t l  PM~llshm's LM , K l t lmat  - 632.5706 [ 
If E l  Paso ~ wins that. and .may behefitconsider- - EXPECTS SUCCESS • ' • Circulation -53S.~STr I
contest for White. House ably'from the years of work , The Alcan Pipeline . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  [ 
approval, the Canadi~/n ~the Arctic Gas group has lobbyist, however, expected ~o,~,~,~=~...~.~Vm W;~n!.~,~N .... l 
cabinet's decision Will be done onbehalf of the cross- success with his argument K,"~,~"~m~,~,,ta~,.v~ '' ~, ,~ '~,~,~,~ 
~rreleva . , Canada concept, that land clazms along the c T N 
IRCULA IO  ~ N A G E R  JACK JEANNBAU Whilethe Alaska Highway Arctic Gas has not Alaska Highway route are a . '" J 
~rojoct, whichisprol~._..ed. ~ off icial ly given..up _the mi.'..nim.alproblemco.mpared Publlshed every weekday af 3212 Kalum St. TerroceB.C. A / 
~.a.naaa. _.O.y 1 ..~'o ?[nl~ S str~l~gle, conte, n~mg t~.t  with mood %ong ne pro- memberofVarlflodClrculatlon. Aufhor zed as second class / 
.(Y .u~, ony ,Lm.  an a m; me/  Parliament nugr~tover-rtue posed.,a:r, ctic uas route_ , mall. Reglstrotlon umber 1201. Postage paid In cash, return J 
~nst.e.o ~ates ,oy.~alcan me .energy uo.ara, out .a Tne u.~. argument on mat postageguaronteed. ] 
r'zpoune to., woma cross. WaSnmgtonSpoKesman smcl ooint,will almost certainly 
Canadian territory an_d  Arctic Gas member De significantly affected by NOTE OF ¢OPYRIOHT J 
reqnire Canadian approval, ~. compani~ are reviewing the Aug 1 decision of Ken 
El Peso's p!an for an all- their situation. Lysyk , '  a Canadian ThaHeraldrotalns full . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; . . . . .  " - - -  J 
-Alaska pil~llne combined '" one option for  the ~overnment commissioner advortlp,-,.-. ,,-,-'-'--~-~'"~-'~-~-'"-~;.~.~°-P~,~,'~-n,'-~a~[ l 
~)~ - . ~ . . . .  ? . suaa.~);~, u.a,~T, P ,, - mlpac[ Ule PA, I~, If~ ulgnway Is not psrmll~id wllhout the wrltl~n permission of )he l 
ttcauon, . • . one m ~e rival consoruuxlm~, oronosal WOUlO have Publla~or I 
Canada, however, tias A U.S. government study "- ,~other El Paso 'msue is . . . .  
already had a ~maj0r  group on pipoline financing the Canadian board's . . . . . . .  ~' 
influence on. . the. U.S, f~ce~tly, i)r~=dicted that the "stipulation that the Alaska 
aec.mion-ma~.mg ~ro.cess uccessful consortium will Highway route be modified 
ann wm conunue.~o:.n~..y.e.::/.hejbi]/ed~ymembersofthe, t  a l lowfor  a possible " 
~_c:h_;ax)_~fl~n_ce veii:.:ff / " Oth~-.: :g i~u~,"  ,who , would, cana~an p.ipo]ine n fu.ture "bas ic  concern Of the once supported A~ctic Gas 
r res .mea. t . .~ar . te r  . ~.u, ,  provza.e neeoeu . new from me ~ac~enzie uelm, numerous congressmen, can be expected to switch to 
.reacaeo ~ Dame_ Deem)on.. financing,.. . .. That, the spokesman said, from the midwest, northeast the Alaska Highway route 
ve.~o.re., me . ~anama.n - . ElPaso sup~orv~., noise would add sixcents for each and southeast would be to now, the lobbyist predicted. 
caoinet s oecmzon ss to aetea~ me alasxa I,000 cubic feet to U.S. costs get direct pipeline delivery . 
an..nounced....:: ,..~.:;.-.... : .. _l:lig.hwa.ypropos~ partly, on and would affect every of Alaskan gas, rather than . With.l~s than two monms 
_ ]s~/acce~ung me ~a.s~_ -- the oasis oz t;anadian ative cou~ressman's constituents, the El Paso prooosal to land co go oezore t~ar~er males 
Hignwa]/p~an ann re~t/ng land,claims, an issue that T]~e Alcan Pioeline the gas by ship {n California. his ' decision, Such 
,.an,=~rc.uc uas. prof,., a}.:zor.a ,played. a~.large role in the lobbyist, however, sa~d the He recalled that~e desire " arguments are expected to 
.m)..e. along ~.,Mac~.enme. ner[~ybcard's rejection of six cents is a m@imum for assured irect delivery be heard With increas:inl~ 
vauey, t;anaou s p~ationm Arcuc tias, ~ estimate, in 1983. dollars, was a prime reason wl~y irequeney in t;ongress, ion- 
Energy Board is considered A anokesman for while the Alaska Highway Vice-President Walter erai government offices, 
by most observers to have Rapresen~ative Don Young route is estimated to be 30 Mondale was a leading state letislaturesand other 
knocked Arctic Gas out of (rep. Alaska);: one of the cents for each 1,000 cubic Arctic Gas supporter as a pressure groups as the 
~he multi-billion-dol- chief El Pasoadvocates on feet cheaver than El Paso in M innesota  senator ,  pipeline companies eek 
lar oompetition. Capitol-Hill, conceded that 1975k dollars. Monda le  s fo rmer  mdirectly to win Carters 
Before .that ~ July 4 the board decision bas given He predicted that the colleagues in Congress who favor.. 
Northern Times Press, a 
new publishing company 
based in Terrace, iroudly, 
announces publication of its. 
first bool~ . Trails to  
Timberline - byEinar Blix. 
The book is now a~,aflable in
book and  camping, 
equ ipment  s tores .  
th roughout  Br i t i sh  
Columbia. 
Trails to Timberline is the 
first book published on 
hiking trails in Northwest; 
British Columbia. Complete 
with 40 photos and clear 
guide maps, it descri.l~ in 
detail some 50 trails in the 
Kitimat-Terraee area, the 
south Nass region, the Seven 
Sisters,  Rocher .  Deboule 
range, Bablne range, 
Hudson Bay Mountain, the 
eastern Bulkley. Range and 
Telkwa range. 
The book .  i s  a 
comprehensive guide 
prov id ing  deta i led  
information on access to 
• alpine country. It 
recommends trails for 
families and challenging 
routes suitable for more. 
expe~enced hikers, The 
author gives valuable 
background uotes on 
g~raphy and climate as 
well as the time required to • 
negotiate ach trail. He also 
makes useful suggestions on 
the "selection of hiking 
equipment. He: also 
comments on the historical 
development of the r4~ion. 
Einar Blix is "a 
Professional Engineer, a 
Iongtime northern resident 
and a seasoned, 
imowledg.ble and 
' qT l "  
.t) 
' TRA ILS  TO T IMBERL INE 
Helpful hints for the local hoofer 
Canada Day brings out our feelings of unity 
By'IONACAMPAGNOLO making at the poiltical evel " man, with much ambition will be ]hissed by family, $1.4 BILLION FOR BritishC01/anbia, theYukon 
Skeena, MP for this same came. and vision for the Social colleagues and fellow MP's. REINSULATING HOMES - and Northwest Territories. 
CANADA DAY More important it was Credit Party. He worked GREENVILLE FEDERAL By 1984 all homes built 
I don't think I can recall enco~aging tosao so .tna.~, hard~s~.engthent.he crass- DREDGING GOVERNMENT prior to Sep.tember 1, 1977, 
seeing more excitement in t;anamaus express prise in t;anaoa ues oz ms party I am most pleased [o see . The federal government will be eligible. 
Ottawa as I have this past their country and in their during hisUmeinofflee, and that dredging will begin nas announced a $1.4 billion In issuing the statement, 
week, with all the Canada loca l  communi t ies  was widely regarded as.a immediately on the Nass program to reinsulate the federal Energy 
Week celebrations.. I hear throughout the Canada Day brilliant organizer. " River • Channel ' at existing homes. It will 4o Minister, Honourable 
that across the country it events. His death came as a great Greenville. into effect September 1 m Alistair Giilespie, said that 
was me same - music, LEADER OF NATIONAL • shock' to all Members Of The federal government ' participating provinces, at the same time he hoped 
bunting, flags, Canada SOCIAL CREDIT PARTY Parliament, many of whom of Public Works will pay The program, under the provinces would adoiit other 
Relay runners bringing a DIES recognize that some of the $89,535.65 for this project, auspices of the federal energy saving measures 
torch across the country to' During the early hours of tight travel:schedules kept Tender has been "let to department of Energy, such as a 55 mile and hour 
Ottawa, civic parades. JunePA, as he was returning by MP's are inherently Island Sand Sales Limited of Mines and Resources will speed limit on two lane 
As observations poured in to his home from a full day dangerous. Hundreds of. Richmond. provide a taxable grant of  highways and a 60 mile an 
up to $350 per  home, hour  limit on other from across the country, it of political work,, federal miles of travelin one day- a PORT SIMPSON SCHOOL covering two thirds of the highways; prohibit/bulk 
seemed that many Social Credit Party leader day that might last from 7 
Canadians used the Andre Fortin, 33, died in a a.m. to 3 a.m. - are, as • Port Simpson School will case of purchasing metering for natural gas or 
opportunity of Canada Day . tragic car mishap. It has Speaker Of the Home James undergo a major change this insulating material, electricity in multi-family 
to pledge support to a uulted, been suggested by Jerome said, not conducive summer with construction ' -  t ho ""~t . . . . .  c dwellings and finally, 
Canada. authorities that he fell to good judgement or alert of additioual classroom and "" .."" ..' . . . .  ~°"  .~..' remove the sales tax on 
It was indeed most asleep at the wheel of his performance either in or out orecreation space. The day operation me program wm ;,~,,l~t;,,,.,~,~t,,riais . 
heartening for all Members car. of the House of Commons. school is located on the Porz cover homes built prior to "~f -~n" . " 'h~"~.ent ' ton~ on  
of Parliament to see the Chosen Party leader last Mr, Fortin's' death ~s a Simpson Indian Reserve. 1921 in New. Bmns~ck, this ~arti'cuiar~progra~ o~ 
• Value of- the project has t/uen~, unmrzo, ~umwou o t h e r g o v e r n m e n t 
great support of so many November, Mr. Fortin sad. sad tribute to h is  I~,en pegged a~ $409,~0. and_,Sas, kat?hewan. and legislation, please write 
Canadians for the supreme replaced the late Real dedication and extreme Tender ~s  beenlet o truss ,u,,~, utuit prior tu ~u~x m me, care of the House oz 
efforts all parties are Caouette. He was a young effort in pursuit of duty. He P, eidLimitedo.fPortMoudy. Newfoundland, Alberta, 'Commons, OttawaK1AOX2" 
/ 
Little Joe Lakes, Iooklng.east towards Babine Lake. In the Bablne range near Smlthers. 
cross-country skier, well Mr. Blix will be making and skiing opportunities i~ Thursday, July 7 - at The_' 
qualified to describe and personal appearances - the  region with all Hubfrom3"tp4:30p.m.,and 
recommend the best hiking throughout the Northwest to interested persons, at Winteriand from 4:30 to 6 
trails in the Northwest. discuss his book and hiking Mr. Blix will he in Terrace o'clock. 
Repor t  f rom Ot tawa ' 
+ 
i+ne Herald, 3212 Kalum Street- 
P.O, Box 399 Terrace; B,C 
Phone 63S.6357. Terrace 
Phone 632.S706 - Kltlmat 
Subscrlptlon rates: Slngle Copy 
20 cents, Monthly by carrler 
Three Dollars (~•00). 
Yearly by mall In Canada 
NO.00. Senior Citizens $20.00 per 
~ear. 
Yearly by mall outsl¢le Canada 
$51.00. 
Authorized as second class mall 
by the Post Office Department, 
Ottawa and for payment ~f 
postage !n cash. 
Classifieds due 24 hours prior to 
desired day of publication. $2.06 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds or~ 
classified ads. 
1. Coming Events 
Weight Watchers meeting ~ held. 
evew Tuesday at 7.p.m. st:the. 
':. Knox United Chuft, h Hell; 490~ t 
Lazelle Avenue. 
Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club 
will commence play each 
Tuesday night at 7:30. PJay wlll,• 
~be In room 4, CaiedonTa Hlgl~. 
School. All bridge players arej 
Invited to attend. Fo r~ 
partnership. "or Informa'tlonl 
phone 635.7356. (eft) 
Thornhill Cal0rle Counters; 
meet every Tuesday, Thornblll! 
Elementary School, 7:15 p.mJ 
New members welcome from[ 
Terrace and Thornhlll. 
• ~ .. 
Loyal Order of Moose Ledge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meetln~ 
held every 2nd and 4fh~ 
Thursday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635.6641. (cff) 
INCHES AWAY 
CLUB 
,Meet every Tuesday night at .tl 
,~ the Skeena Health Unit. Fo~ 




":::'Monday, Thurs., Saturday. 
635.7S95 
r ~ i . . . . . .  i . . . . . . . . . . . .  r ' 
B.C. Heart Foundaflon~ In 
Memorial Donationsmay, I04




• Are yo~ making your own.life 
end your ~:hildren's mlserable.~ 
P.I.C.'s goal Is to help yot~ 
become the loving constructlve~ 
I 
14. Business Personal • 
Class "A Electrical ~on- 
tractlng. Free EstimateS. 




No lob too big or small, free 
estimates on remodelling, 
roofing, porches, siding, 
painting, spraytex ceiling. 
Phone 630-4094 
ASk for John after 6 p.m. (cff) 
Webb RefrigeratiOn 
~23 souclf~ ns.2100 
Authorized " 
Service 'Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Fr~zwfs, Weshers, D~vers; 
And Ranges 
(Ctf! . . . . . . .  
KILGREN EXC&VAT!~G 
Small cat work, 420JD;•l~and. 
scaplng, backfilling; s|ump 
removal, clearing." T~uck,. 
tandem axle. Hyab 17' Flat- 
deck, 20' tandem axle flaller.. 
Phone 635-3112. ASk for Wayne. 
(ctf) 
"19. Help Wanted 
TERRACE 635-6357 
i ' YJtXI Di~IVEI[~ 
,Full time, part time, Clest 4~ 
l l lcence and pollce 'pe.~mlt 
I requlred. Contact mana0er, 
~T~.,r_a_ce. Ta_xi -_ .~ .O. ' . . . ( .~ , )  
Wanted. Owner o~rafor wlth 
loader and dumptruck.for 
several months work, near 
town. Phone 632.3474 days, 
59,15 evenings. (C.S) 
Help Wahtod: K'~idels required. 
by Summer School of the Arts. 
$$.00~)er hour. Call 635-7558 or 







sa la ry .  App ly  tO: 
• i ln lp  r | i  Soarg 
I I  I 
33. For  Sale M isc .  
Hay for Sale:-Orde'r now In the 
field or in the barn.. Discount 
p~auantlty (mixed hay - heavy' 
IIs) 647-3165 (C.19.1 men.) 
For S';le: Portable electric 
typewriter. Excellent condition 
5175 Phone 635.3281. (C. 
22,1,2,3,4) 
I Wholosele Prices 
Truck and car fires all new 
6~ 8 and 10 ply tires, highway 
and bush treads plus other 
automatlve eccessorles. 635- 
2744. (C.3,4,5) • 
Flowerl.ng almonds, floweringl 
crabs ready to bloom~ lilacs, 
fruit trees..& berry bushes, a 
broad selection of flowering & 
ornamental trees, shrubs 
: evergreens pa rticu la r ly su Ited 
for~our northern climate 
UPLANDS NURSERY , 
where you'll find The Beauty 
of Nature for your Home."~ 
.corner of Halliwell & Kalum 
La~u urwe m Terrace• Ope~ 
!0 e.m.. to 7 p.m. ~on. to Sat. 
Closed SundErs. '~35-2603." 
. Instant Printing 
"and  Photo Copying,. 
10c Per Copy 
Totem Press & Statlenery 
4050 A Lakelse Ave. 
Phone 635-7412. 
(CTF) 
For Sale: Bestquallty hay from 
Smlthers. Guaranteed quallty 
timothy, alsec, and alfalfa• 
Priced at going rate. Can he 
picked up at Smlthers or can 
arrange delivery to Terrace• ' 
For Infermatlon phone Gordon 
Peterson days 847-2656, 
evenlngs 847.2077 weekends • 
phone Ed at 635.770u. (C.4,S) 
For salo, weaner pigs. 
:2~03. (eft) 
' 37. Pets  
Pigs for Sale: Weener and 
feeder. Phone Smlthers 847- 
3627 or Write to Steve Olynyk. 
Box 452. (O5) 
for Sale: 1 grey gelding - 13 
hands, 1 Bay geNIng,- 14 hands• 
Nice disposition, good 
gymhkana ponies. $250 each• 
Phone 635-4046. (2,3,4,5) 
4 Year old Reg. =/4 Arab mare 
for sale. Phone 635-5680. (P- 
4,6,8,10,12) 
38 Wanted'- Misc. 
Wanted, a rear end" for..68' 
Mercury V~ ton. Phone 638;Q2/.6. 
48.. Su.ites for Rent 
01inton MHor 
Furnished or unfurnished studh 
or 1 bedroom' apartments 
Security enterphone. Phone 
,63S'1032 
or  
636 4321 i I 
I . . . . .  . k 
HILCSIDE" LODGE" 
44~0 Little Avenue • 
Sleeping recess, housek.eel~qg 
units, centrally located. Fully 
furnished• Reasenable rates'~y 
day or week• Non.drinkers onl~. 
Phone 635.6611. (cff) 
I 
Suites for Rent 
Keyston~ Cour~ 
~,partments. Off ice No, 
2,4611 Scoff. One, ~v() 
and three  bedroom. 
apartments .  
635-5224 . 
~'Bedroom apt. with trig. and 
stove, electric heat. Free 
laundry facilities. No pets. 3145 
• River Dr. 63.~6445 (CI'F) 
For Rent: Furnished one 
bedroom duplex at 3936 
Mountalnview Ave Thornhlll 
Phone 635-2577 (CTF) 
3 bedroom Row Housing Suites. 
Full basement, .1V2 baths, half 
block from schools, 5 mlq.,te 
~ lk  from town. LSultable mr 
fbmlPles. $250 per mon~. '& 
mont, 'ease. Apply Suite "108 .. 
4530 Scoff. (eft.) 
12x56 2 I~,droom fully furnished 
trailer, private lot. No singles. 
• Noanimals• $300per month. To 
view at 3347 Kofoed Dr., 
Thornhlll 635.2482 (P.3,4,5) 
• 3 bedroom side by side duplex to. 
rent. Phone 635-3409: (P.3,4) _ 
I I I  I 
CEDARPLACE ' '  
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh  Avenue 
Suite 113 .. 
Terrace,  B.C. 
.635-70.56. . . . . . .  
'l~iew +,-2 bn--d'3 b~lroom s01te., 
for rent. Frldge, stove, 
drapes, carpet, rec area,: 
sauna and pool table, wlth~ 
Security enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no pets. 
Lcft) . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  
For Rent 3 bedroom four plex on 
2304 Peer St. Has basement and 
wall to :wall carpetlng 
parent you really wJ/nt to be. , 
All enquiries ~bsolutely 
c~nlldentlal. Phone Morylor 
John. 635.4419 or Jane --635~ 
4607. (df )  
Kermode Four Whoelers , 
Meetings 1st Wednesaay of e~cl~ 
'month at 8 p.m. in the meeting; 
F~om at the Sandman Inn. For ~ 
.lbrther Informatlpn ph~e 635 
'Meeting .-- Terrace B.P:O,E~ 
[Elks Lodge). First and Third. 
t~h, ursday of month. O.0~R.:P. 
(Ladles of the Royal .Purpl~). -
Second and Fourth Monday of 
' ' I 
: If you live in Thornhlll and hove 
• any Items to discuss with the 
• Regl0nal District Director, Lee 
Watmough. Be sure to attend 
.the open meeting to be held In 
the Thornhlll Commonlty Hal!, 
Thursday July 7th at 7:30 p.m. 
.Also in aftendence Will be" 
:Morty Nathanson who will talk 
on Federal Housing, Loans and 
,Grants for Home Improvement 
• and Recreational Facilities. 
Garage Sale Saturday the 9th at  
10.4 at 5227 Mcconnell (C.3,4,5) 
4616 Lazel le 
635-6641 
Wanted part time Assistant 
Heals Care Planner, to assist 
two or three days weakly with 
Health Care Planning 
Research, report writing and 
pr01ect monitoring. Mall 
resumes to: Regional DIsfrlof 
of KltJmat-Stlklne, care of John 
Pausette, No. 9, 4644 Lazelle 
.Ave, Terrace, kB.C. VaG lS6 (C- 
:22,1,4) 
24. Situations Wanted 
L 
WORK~VANT EO" 
':Bulldozing, basement dlggl.n~, 
landscaping etc. Backhoe ~tor~, 
rote;tilling, .post hole dl0~lq'g. 
Phone 
32. Bicycles, Motorcycles 
• For Sale: NCR Cash Rel!lstor, 
8 departmont .total, recon. 
dltloned, very reliable tylm~of. 
machine. Wintorlsnd General 
(ctf) throughout• Phone 635.5941; 
. . . .  . Available July 15,'1977 (P.4,S). 
Wanted vo guy. leO0 c.c, 
#,asda or Courier engine or :  I=or Rent: Two ~bedroom 
trugkof eemewlth good eng{ne, townhouse. Wall to wall carpet. 
Frldge and stove. No pets 
435-2603. '(ctf) . please. Phone 63~-2409. (P.4) 
'39. Boats & Engines :49. Homes- fo r -Sa le , . ,  
. Central Mortgage 
24' Custom built cabln cruiser. & Ho0slng Corporation 
Recent marine survey states . 
"like new condition" F G • " i' " • " • sh Single Dwelling, 4620 Webher 
P W 165 mercrulser, ~re . . . . . . . . . . .  • . .. . _ _ , ~T., :.1 Dr, 1(/O4 sq. lrr., carpor t ,  
weter Cooling, sounaer,  ~. o ,  e~n nnn =^.  ~. . . ,h . .  , .  .~+ , *  , f & V l V V V *  . V l  U V l l l l ~ l  I l l "  
heet 3 burner stove, c-w.~yer~++fofmatlon contact Werner 
moored at P.R. Yacht Clun~ 63~ '..,, . . . . . .  + , . . . . . . . . . . .  
2824. (C-2'3,4,S). '.'+:;!~'~:'+~T~,635.3933, (C-5) " " 
For Sale: 1974- 24ft. Relnell ~:B~rOoh~chouse on cement 
cablncrulser, commend bridge, foundati0'n with unfinished 
trim tabs, lots of extras, very ~ exfontlon. On one acre. Low 
condit ion. Phone 6271847 
affgc~ed $. (P:3,4,5,6,7) 
For Sale: 29' and 24' plywood * 
and.flbreglass flatboftom river 
boats and one boat trailer and 
motor with let Phone 635.3265, 
(P-4,5) 
41. Mach inery  for  Sale 
t 
1956 Chev 5 ton single axle truck 
• with gravel box. Also 1 gravel 
box for single axle. Phone 635. 
3939 (C-22rl,2,3,4) 
taxes. Close to town. Phone 635. 
7586. (P-16) : ' 
FOR SALE~', 
3 bedroom modulafhome, 





i(~f- Ju, Jul) 
5 year old 2 bedroom, 9605q.'ff. 
•homeoo Kalum Lake Drlve on 2 
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57. Automobi les 
"1;73 Ford crew cab. 1973 Ford 
3 ton pick-up, 1970 Ford fd00, 
1972 Datsun pick.up. Call 635. 
or view at 2609 skeena St. 
(__~) 
Going south? EnioY alr con- 
ditioning. 1975 Chevelle Mollbu 
Classic, 10,000 miles. Phone 
635.4384 (P-2,3,4,5) 
For Sale: 67 Beaumont. Sport 
Deleux• PS., PB., Phone 635. 
5687. (P.2,3,4,$) 
1974 Couga'r 2 door auto. H.T., 
P.S., P.B., P.W. Perfect shape 
2400 miles• 400 eng. 4640 Welsh 
or .Ph.one 635.2667 (P-5) 
• 1975 Buick Skylark hatchback 
350 cu. in., PS., PB., radials 
tires, 1300smiles $3900. Phone 
635-6817 after 6 (P-2,3,4,5,6) 
For Sale: Near new Toyota. 
Fork-lift truck with extended 
forks and roll cage. Capacity 
approx.1500 Ib~. Galine model. 
Priced very reasonable. Phone 
635.T/06• (C-4,$) 
1970 F100 Ford P.U., P.8., 302 
C.I.D. 4 speed, 7 tires and rims. 
• 635-9074 evenings. (P.4,5,6) • 
67 Pontiac 6 cyl. std. $400 Phone 
~18-1802 (P-3,4,5) 
1972 Ford Bronco 4x4, good 
condition, many extras, 46,000 
• miles. 635.9546. (P-3,4,5) 
For Sale: 1954 Chev 2 D.P., new 
375 H.P. Ltl 350. tur- 
behydromatlc 350 tress with 
B.M. shift. Kit373 posltractlon 
rearend. S2,000 firm. Phone 
638.1849 after 5:30 p.m. (P-4,6) 
For Sale: 1964 2 dr. HT Chevy 
Impala, V8 automatic, PS, PB. 
In good running condition. 
Asking '$450. Phone 638-1849 
after 5:30 p.m. (P.4,6) 
58. Mob.lie ,Homes 
For Sale: 1975 Vista.Vi l la 
trailer, 12'x68' located Terrace 
Trailer Court. Phone 638.1454 
days. 635.3615 nights. (C-7} 
12x68 Elmonts mobile home, 3 
bedrooms. New carpet in 
Ilvingroom, fridge and stove In 
condition. $7500 complete price. 
1 ~ ' CalI'63Y;7394 or 633•2421:cqllect 
: "Nb~s: ;Cb~n'~:,':~Vib~"~1: Centur~ 
Traller Court; Thornhill 36~ 
Muller. Keys at nelghhours. (P- 
- 5) 
12x68 , 3 Bedroom Safeway 
Manor. Ex(:ellent condition. 
Completely setup In qulet cool 
traller park. Only : $9,500 
Phone 635.2715. (C-16) 
For Sale: 10x50 2 bedroom Own-' 
A-Home trailer. Set up in 
trailer court. S2,500 Phone 635- 
2482. (P.3,4,S) 
1974 Estate 12x68 Expando 
living room, 3 bedroom, fur- 
nlshed, Very clean condition. 
1976 Starcraff 15 ft. boat and 
trailer; 70 h.p. Johnson, 20 hrs. 
on motor. Extras. $4,500 firm. 
Phone 638.8395 (P-4,5,6,7,8) 
For .Sale: 1972, 12x68, 3 
bedroom, Paramount Mobile 
Home, situated on a large lot 5 
miles out of town. Asking price 
' $18,000. Call 635.5605 "after .5 
p.m. (p.4,s,6,7,e) 
For Sale: 12x60, 2 bedroom 
StofeeMan, Partially furnished,. 
heated/ 8'x24' ]oey shack. 
Askiq~$6,200 or reasonable 
offe~m; phone 635.7349. (C- 
4,s; T ,9,1o) . . 
FoH|'Sale: 10x50 Sierra 2 
bedrooms. Fully furnished, 
with washer & dryer. Set up 
and skirted In town. Phone 635. 
. . . . . . .  , 
166. Rec. Vehicles 
1972 St~urlty. Camper 8' Ex- 
cellm~ ~condltlon, large roof 
ra ta  a. way frldge, furnace. 
Als.o1~S5 Crown Victoria With 
with sun roof, for more In. 








V~ICTORIA (CP) - -  ew time- and.asked Speaker misleading, say:tg that !~ 
Ed Smith to rule on whether wanted the publi, to  believe Democratic Party members 
of the British Columbia 
legislature continued 
Wednesday to attack Public 
Works Minister Alex Fraser 
for alleged political pa- 
tronage, despite an 
emotional explanation f the 
situation by the  minister. 
Opposition leader Dave 
Barrett refused: in the 
legislature to apologize _for 
remarks made Tuesday 
accusing Fraser of "crass 
interfenng patronage" for 
hiring "his ex.son.in-law for 
a ~,000-a-year job." 
xne  cont roversy  
surrounds the appointment 
of  Don Larsen last year to 
the position of projects 
manager for the newly- 
created B.C.- Building 
Corporation. Larsen is the 
former husband of Fraser's 
foster daughter and is his. 
former executive assistant. 
In an  emotion-packed 
speech, Fraser, visibly 
fighting tears, told the house. 
that Larsen had married his 
foster daughter, ' and  
'therefore, could not be con- 
strued as  being a former 
son-inlaw. 
there had been a breach of that just be( zuse the 
privilege because of .minister had been  a 
Barrett's tatements, humanitarian se eral yeap. 
Fraser said he had not re- ago, he could now ao 
sponded to the charges on anything he war ed. 
Tuesday because "they Lea also ac used the 
have such grave government f using 
consequences formy family sefnanties to avoid a 
that I had to discuss them legitimate politi, al charge. 
with my family." Health Mini ter Bob 
The minister said he McClellandthen auneheda 
asked .B~rrett fornthe 
apology "not so much for 
the damage he has done to 
me, but for the damage he 
does to the ~ob of thousands 
of people m the province 
who try to do their best 
fornfoster children." 
However, Barrett later 
refused to apologize and 
repeated his charges. 
ABUSE OF POWER 
He said Fraser had made 
"a pathetic attempt to use 
his luster child as a shield," 
and that the fact still 
remained that Larsen had 
re:aiDed the job improperly. 
"This is nepotism, this isa 
gross abuse of power and we 
will not he deterred," said 
Barrett. 
Earlier, Graham Lea 
counter-attack o] the NDP; 
accusing them f making 
several overtl] political 
appointments while it 
formed the g~Ternment 
from 1972 to 197! 
McClelland sai, the NDP 
attack was sha zeful and 
scurrilous and t~ at Fraser 
had a reputati, 1'beyond 
reproach. 
~raser said later in the 
debate that Larsen was a 
local boy from the Cariboo 
who has made good in 
Victoria and "I'r, proud/' 
The minister*st eased that 
Iarsen's appoint| ~ent o the 
position was dora by order- 
mcouneil and not through 
competition because his ;~ob 
was outside the ci,,il service 
and in the minister's office. 
The minister called for an (NDP-- Prince Rupert) had The exchanges took place 
apology from Barrett--who a t t a c k e d • F r a s e r '  s during debate o¢ Frasar's 
was not in the house at the statement for being budgetary estim~ s. 
TO FIGHT WEED 
Do-it-yo u r seller's 
drug Okanagan Lake 
VICTORIA (CP)--The not know how much 
ministry of environment is unauthorized chemicals ar# 
concerned that some being dumped into the 
Okanagan residents have Okanagan lakes. 
joined the government's "It's very difficult to say 
chemical warfare against just what is goingon," said 
Eurasian milfoil. Nielsen. "But weknow from 
Environment Minister " other jurisdictions and also 
Jim Nielsen said in an from inquiries that have 
interview Tuesday he does come into our offices about 
New pharmacare 
program unfair 
VICTORIA (CP) -- 
British Columbia's new 
universal pharmacare 
program unfairly forces 
80,000 ~oor families to pay 
for theil" own drugs, Rose- 
mary Brown (NDP-- 
VancouverBurrard) said 
Wednesday. 
Brown told the legislature 
that under the former plan 
instituted by the New 
Democrat i c  lear ty  
government, persons with 
notaxable income and their 
dependents hadonly to pay 
a 50-cent-a-month premmrn 
for their drugs, plus the 
gharmacists', dispensing 
• zee• 
current plan unveiled 
earlier this year by Human 
Resources Minister Bill 
Vander Zalm, these people 
stand to lose all their 
benefits. 
"Are we having another 
instance of the poor 
supporting the rich," she 
asked Vander Zalm. 
The minister said Brown 
was misinterpretin~ the 
figures "in order to mzslead 
the public" and that she was 
"completely erroneous, 
completely misleading and 
totally ignorant of the 
facts." 
use of herbicide (we be- 
lieve) people ha, .~ taken it 
on tliemselves to rid 
themselves of he weed 
problem." 
MLA Pat Jor, an (SC-- 
North Okanag n) said 
earlier she be~heves the 
herbicide being u.~,ed is 2,4- 
D., She i s  cones "ned that 
someone might b trying to 
sabotage tbe gm ~.rnment's 
mflfoil eradicatio program 
~y introducing ~xcessive 
ounts of ehemi "ais which 
would produce ~ zessivaly 
high readings n water 
samples. 
Nielsen sai I that 
possibility is being 
considered but 1 ; person- 
ally discounts it. 
"I don't think rm should 
speculate on that ~eeaase it 
might give gome~ ~e ideas," 
he said. " ! don want to 
talk about hat." 
Nielsen said the .~moun~ of 
chemicals in sam~des taken; 
to date base all )een well 
below the level ,.3nsidered 
safe for drinkh]~ water. 
However he said ,',here has 
been no exteusi' e testing 
outside areas v ~ere tbe 
government is ap lying 2,4. 
D. 
Vander Zalm said in a Jordan said introduction 





PLACE: Presbyterian Church: 
Primary, Gds 1.3 
Preteen, Gds 6.7 
/ 
ADDRESS: United Church: 
Kindergarten, age 5 
Junior, Gds 4, 5. 
', DATE: July 25thto August 5th. 
TIME: 9:30 a.m. to 12:00 
: Register earlyl 
Mall $1.50 per child: Mrs. 
• Audrey Robinson, 26 Ochwe, . 
,, Kltlmat. . , ", 
. . . . . . .  
14. Business Personal 
:G~d'en Rule: Odd'lobs ~)r. the' 
!~less. P~one 635.4505.,. 323~ 
Y, klum. (dff) . . . . .  
ABLE 'Z=--LECTRIC LTD.: 
Refrigeratlve Confradl,ng~:z~.d 
housdNdd • repalrS,~ PhOne'.'~kl$. ' 
UTior 6a.1~31, (ctf) ' 
Store, 3210 Kolum St. Terr.a¢el 
43S-4634. (cff) 
~=or some rean-oargainsl~]sl~ 
~omen's  and chlldren'sl 
.~:lofhlng, household Itan~:~md 
ys see the seledlon, at. tl~_. 
~Yimat Workshop at ~A) W. 
~,olumbla St. at :Rlverlodge~ 
9 to ' 4 Week~ 
~ay_~..1do_nations w.e! .c..0m, e d.. 
,(cft). 
33. For Sa le -  Misc. 
For Sale: Fork life, props'he. 
powered: 2500 Ib: capacity. 
Suitable for' warehouse usa. 
Pacific Northern Gas 635.7291. 
(C.S) , ' - -  ' 
For Sale: 4 burner propane 
stove wlth auxlllary oli heater; 
Ideal for cabln or country area. 
Phone 635-2577 (C-3,4,5) 
For Sale tol~'~il end sawiust. 
Call ~L~-g603• Ask for Ksvln. 
(el"F) ' . 
" 2" RolK't lumber. 120 per 
thousend board' ft. only. Prlcp.~ 
Skeena Forest Products. (eft) 
.43. Rooms for Rent acres. For more Information 
:call 635.7836. (C S) 
'Room' for rent with kitchen ' 
facilities for single gentleman For Sale 3 be~!lroom pan.abode 
In the bench area..  635-3971 
(CTD) 
Private entrance, near town 
sleeping room for rent. 
Bathroom for your own con- 
venlence. Reasonable. 635.4013 
or 2703 S. Eby. (CTF) 
on 10 acres of land. 2 fireplaces, 
w - w carpet, full basement and 
spiral staircase, skylight, 
carperf. Land Is partially 
cleared. On pavement. Priced. 
to sell. $65,000. Phone 
445.4454 
For Sale: 19' Triple "E"  travel 
trqlll~ro fully self confolned. In 
ne~l~ condition. For In- 
fornTatlon. Phone 635.5344. (P- 
4,5,6,7,8) 
For Sale: Homemade, ~0' 
camper. Sleeps 5, propane 
stove and Ice box. Will swap for 
'car top boat and motor or $800. 
View at 4017 Yes St. Phone 635. 
3152 (P.3,4) 
She said that under-the 
Copper 
pollution 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- A 
report released Tuesday by 
the Westwater Research 
written answer to an earlier of. chemicals into the lakes 
Brown question that "it is could endanger drinking 
impossible to indicate and irrigation sur )lies, and, 
whether any specific family interfere wil z the 
will be affected by the new government progz an. 
polieies ince incomes for an "It should also . e c!eerly 
individual vary from year- understood that the 
toyear and amounts and introduction of herbicides • 
costs of drugs vary from • into the lakes is beolutely 
year-to-year." - . i l legal--unless •under 
He told the house mat the professional su ervision 
families will be eligible for and with ap; ropriate 
assistance after the $100 permits,, she sai~. For Rent: One bedroom ~l th  after 6 p;m. ,,, n . . . . . . . .  Centre says copper pipinjg in 
Three bedroom house und ~ '~ household plumbzng systems is the major source 
large storege building on Iorge I I  IU~U[/I~ • of copper in Vancouver's 
,lot. Room for 'garden and l !  m=~,~.v  | sewage,  
I For Rent: 3 bedroom home I animals. Asking $22,500, Phone i /1 t  I" | "As tor  other trace metals 
located at 4841 Olson Ave. I &15.7~0. (p-13;!6,21,4,9) / TIME | in residential waste water, 
lead and zinc are present in References requlred, Inqulrel 51; Business Locations | .  TOBUcKLE I In person at the office of I 
Prudon&Currie(1976) Ltd. o r l  - - - -  - I  / ' I Phone 635-6142. (C-3,4,P) '| i-0FFfCE @Ai i  • DOWN.  lesser concentrations, likely originating ' again from • 
• ~ , r  . wLthin-thehouseSold 
3 Bedroom I report says. . 
For rent near schools. Un. I It says concentrations oz
furnished. Fenced yard. I ia~¢sq, ftodownto'wn~l'r-n'/~cai~'~ - - '~  , ,~ l~ ~ ;.~.~i,:'~, r~-~clz'~, nickel, 
Phone 635.2806 (C.7) J Smaller areas avaliuP,!e. ~. ~"~ . ~ + ' ' " ~  + . :,:!~(~ +x',+; ~'.+,: :'~ "* !~i'~: t~ 
~edrc m h~.,.~.e f imius~la] land uses. Storm 
,u, ly furh;~'~ "', ' ' water runoff  i~ another 
.+ i i  !++"i' 1 ' .o.ro  o, ]o-- 
: zinc in waste water, 
,kitchen facilities, for gen- 
tleman. Phone 635.5693. (P-4,5), 
47. Homes fo r  Rent '  
deductible, like everyone "Putting herbi,:ides off 
.... else in the province, but if local wharves or I caches is 
they need extra assistance, not only illegal, )ut very 
they could seek help through foolish and could 1~ eve to be 
the Guaranteed Available hazardous to u~,knowing 
Income for Need program, users of the watel/' 
For Rent: 
July. One bed=cent h .,. .c f:dl 
basement, 
Close to Ske~ Sec• Sch~v.'~ 
S220 per m~nth. Phone ~35,~4:L 
. (P.4,5) ' 
CERTIFIED 
PRESCHOOL SUPERVISOR 
Commeficlng Septmb~ l it ,  11~ 
to work with 
SPECIAL  NEEDS CHILDREN 
Apply .In writing before July 15111 
E~c~, l l ve  Dlt ec la t  
Child I)evelopm~nt (;entre' . 
172 3111 St. Klfitvaat, B.C. VIIC 2H$ 
? 
q • 
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l lli I " + I COMICS , ' the  da i ly  hera ld  
ON THE LIGHTER SIDE 
The Wizard of Id 
. . .A~rr  THEI TAX Re~l"P,. 
by Brant parker and Johnny hart 
~k A VlJ-~.~. A ~ / I I.IN5 ANOPI~I< I 
7., + I 
Catfish by Rog Bollen 
I 11~ Ily CNee~ TiIIlur,14~'f. N41wl IblNL lae, . . * ,~ ,~ 
~Z 
by johnny hart 
• I I /  , 
: o / -  
by Dik Browne 
B I C ' l  
, o, 
_____J. 
Hagar the Horrible 
by Addison Boner's Ark 
The Amazing SPIDER-MAN 
~Y ~/ /~.~"  ,r,. ~ ' 1  Ill I I Loo+¢e u+¢m HE ~-~'*'M ~I~ ilr I 
by Garry Trudeau Doonesbury ' 
















_--11  aev e /- I I ["' 
I IS AN 
IV---I I t /P/)',4~ lq~i~ 7/~mVl 
+K~ !!+++'i!I 
+ _'/ l+: I 
Crossword 
by Eugene Sheffer 
39 Two fins 58 Killed - 10 b~mmoan 
11 Stately tree 55 Garden tool • Beame 35 
18 Is situated 56 Pitch 9 River Into 
19 Uganda's 57Secon~and the Baltic 36 
Amin Avg., solution time: 2Y mfn. 3'/ 
20 Authentic ' 38 
~1 Newt 
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(slang) DOWN barn owl 
40 Small sprite 1 Coin of 11 Cupola 
41 Labyrinth Iran 20 Witness 
44 Electrified 2 Italian bearers 
particle wine ~ Symbol 
46 Hebrides 3 Shun for iron 
bland 4 Pave in a 24 Greek letter 
50 l~I~lem mosaic 25 Cask 
title pattern 26 Small eggs 
51 Among 5 Resemblance ~7 Household 
52 Eire " 6 City in god 
53 "A Raisin Romania 20 Black and -- 
in the --" 7 Tooth decay 3OSpoit 


















51-  Islands of 
Indonesia Answer to yesterday's pw.zle. 
I 12 ~ "--- 
i~ . 5 [ 
....... ++ , m 
W + 21 !S 12~ 
25 26 Z7 "~ [ 31 
3q ;6 ;3 38 
+ ........ + +" '+  '°1 N ~///11/, ~.  . . . . . . .  
}4 '= 49 4t ,42 43 . I~  
$o 
56 ~ ! 
,,,, )'t,:(:luip. 
IQS  VMQCV MYTT VMYLL JZ  Wl  
YZ IVW Y MKCKWJZ TQ'cc J s  " 
ZK JW 
Yesterday's Cryptoquip - -  GREGARIOUS GUEST HOGGED 
SAD HOST'S DUTIES. . . 
1977 King Features Syndicate, Inc. +' 
Today Cryptoqulp clue: S equals R 
The Crypteqalp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter iLsed stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal 0 throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give. you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
Dear 
DEAR ABBY: When Lenny came home from a 
convention trip, I thought he acted kind of funny. It was 
two weeks b~fare I found out why. It seems a bunch of the • 
guys went out one night and got tattooed. Well, Lenny had 
a pair of red lips tattooed on his behind. (He said he asked 
fur a rose, but the artist gave him the.lips.) 
Eenny says he is sorry, and he wears a large band-aid 
over it so it won't make me mad everyfime I see it. Is there 
any way to get that tattoo off his behind? 
LENNY'S WIFE 
DEAR WIFE: Yes. Lenny should see a dermatologist 
(ski n specialist). 
DEAR ABBY: My mother is the moodiest person on 
earth. She can wake up feeling fine, and then if anyone 
does one thing wrong she's mad for the day. I am 16 
• years old, and I am sick and tired of her actions. So are my 
brothers and sisters. • 
I realize that some women have a difficult time when 
they reach 40, but enough is enough. Can you please give 
• me some advice on how to get along with her? (Thank you.) 
SI-IERI 
DEAR SHERI: Yes. Just for one day, refrain fromdoing 
any of the things you know will irritate her. And try to do 
the things you know will please her, such as: cleaning 
your room; limiting your telephone conversatious; keeping 
the radio and TV low; desisting from. complaints ,bout 
what you don't have or can't do; remaining silent when 
you'd like to talk back or argue; and keeping the peace 
with your brothers and sisters. You wm then find that 
living with mother is so much more enjoyable, you'll think 
you're in the" wrong house.• (You'~e welcome.) 
DEAR ASHY: My children are•just average, but they 
~tre good kids. I have no outstanding beauties among my 
~laughters, and while they do have friends, none of them is 
vildly popular. My sons are average students, just fair in 
• ~porLs, but none of them ever made the team. 
A relative of mine has outstanding children. They are 
popu!~r goad looking and gets lots of honors-and he 
,.l~:~;r/! lci me forgot it for a moment. What can I say when 









(Mar. : l  to Apr. 20)  
TI/ough many means to ad- 
vaneemont exist, you COULD 
throw a wrench into the 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
Go after the big gains but do 
not expect o have things your 
way all along the line. Be 
B'epared for some opposition 
and you can meet it mere 
ou~ly. 
s~rrrA~/ius 
(Nov. 23 to Dee. 21) X~,.p,_d~ 
machinery ff your attitudes are A tabulation of "mum" may 
suspicious, your approaches uncovers wonkpragram-- one 
toctlesa. Care: that should be pepped up to 
TAURUS ~ show your abilities to hatter 
(Apr. 21 to May 9.1) advantage. 
Personal relatlauddpa should CAEglCORN V3 be highly coqenlal now. In 
fact, some of your brighter and (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
Not much planetary help 
more amusing companions here. How the day turns out will 
could give you some stimulatlng be largely up to yourself. Use 
ideas. ,+ .~ j~,  your wits to project the el. 
G~Mfl~ll fective and eliminate the 
(May 22 to June 21) ~ meal,sore. 
Place your confidence in hard 
facts rather than "feelings" AQUARIUS : ~  
.and, in disouMiono with0thers, (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
don't be overly imaginniive. Look well into. proposed 
You could read too much Into su~ustious or you may find 
words, yourself involved where you 
least desire it. Some definite 
c.mstc'mm, e/f~ "no" answers wm ha required. (June Im to July ~i) 
Great antivi~ Indicated in PISCES lul'~;~' 
• youreroa--whlch should prove + (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
highly stimulating. Especially Avoid tendencies toward 
favored: eclentifie interests, restlessness and un~ulineus. 
community projects, travel 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 
Planetary restrictions lift 
now so +you will find 
achievement considerably. 
easier. Not only should routine 
matters go well, but you may 
evou have an opportunity to 
• cash in on an avocational kin. 
(Aug. 24 to Sept 23) 
Curb an indinatlsa to act or 
make decisions too q,ickly. In 
holding t l i~u~oI ,  don't ry to 
force issues or you  could 
overshoot ~i u te  merk. 
umA . rl 
(Sept. 24 to oct. =)  
lniro~ce a new note - 
perhepe a new approach -- to 
live more s~rk  to ~y's  
doings.' 'Outi+iit'"wiil ~ul~ 
improve. 
Note warning signals. Many 
errors and misguided moves. 
can thus be averted.. Shun ex. 
~s,  
YOU BORN TODAY are 
endowed with a high order of 
intelligence and ,  being 
essentially scalarS, you never 
cease in your quest for 
]mowledge. Extremely adopt, 
too, in imparting this knowledge 
to othars, you would make a 
teacher without par. ,~.ience 
also appeals to you and you 
have an inventive turn of mind. 
Any branch of modern 
+ts~nology would be an ex. 
cellent outlet for your talents. 
You are artistic, too, and would 
make an outstanding painter, 
mamLdan, writer (especinHy on 
scian~le subjects), or actor. 
Bktlxlato d:  Mare Chagall, 






By Abigail Van Buren 
© 1977 by 1110 Chlc|0o Trlbune-N,Y,News Synd, Inc. 
DEAR SIOW: Nothing. Just because a jackass braye 
doesn't meanyou have to answer him. 
DEAR AHBY: At the age of 44, I'm stumped. All my life 
I've worked with the public and thought I had seen and 
hea~d everything, but my own situation has me\completely 
baffled. " ' 
After 12 years as a divorcee, I remarried. My problem is 
sex. When I dated my husband our sex was great, but as 
soon as we got married it started to go downhill, until now 
it is nothing. Six months of nothing, a~d I am ready 'to 
climb the walls, • 
I love my husband, Abby, and he claims he loves me. 
What is wrong? I am his fourth wife, His three previous 
wives told me that sex with him was wonderful-until they 
get marriedt They all admitted that they had cheated on 
him. (One he caught in bed.) 
I don't want this to happen to us. Or me. When I mention' 
seeing a doctor he flares up and throws a tantrum like a 
kid. 
He is 50, drives a truck and looks like a stud, but since 
our marriage he has been a dud. Help me. 
"ME" IN N.J. 
DEAR "ME": It's psychological. Some men are turned 
on only by illicit sex. But as soon as it becomes legal (amt 
therefore us longer forbidden), it loses all its excitement 
and appeal. In extreme cases, they are unable to perform. 
Psychotherapy ceuhl help. If your husband refuses, you 
have no choice but to climb the wall:; llt~:: -,,,, reach the 
top--and then go over to join his three l, finer wives. 
CONFIDENTIAL TO "WRONG SIDE OF TH~ 
TRACKS" IN CLEVELAND: If after all these years her 
parents refuse to accept you, quit trying. It would be 
easier to move the tracks. 
- t 
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding," 
send $I to AbIKall Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hi'is, 
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long, self.addressed, stamped, 
12~) envelope. 
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Skeena is well known as, big bear country as shown ~.,:,,. , ,' 
on the left by three hunters  in 1920. The bear  was shot -:: : :~: 
at Lakelse River with a .S000. ThornldU's growth is. - ~/:i~, 
shown at the right with the Skeena Bridge in the ~::~. 
foreground and Highway 16 to the east. The picture .•~iii'!ii", 
was taken on May 31, 1936. (Lloyd Johnstone - :~ .  
collection) .. ~: :~: 
~ " Rupert was a visitor here:: SAWMILL LOST BY FIRE dollars. After the fire had ~week ,  ~ ~'~' D O M I N I 0 N D A Y completed its job the wind " VANARSDOL contmued and b lew away . S .C .  Frederick of Ka l l~ i  !, • even the ashes so that Lake is in town for a few:  
• Another northcrnindustry hardly a 10g or a stump is .days. . 
Went l up in  smoke on left to mark the place. , 
'Dominion Day while all . . . .  ! Bob Thewles of the:.. ! 
A LAND EXPERT S~AYS ~ ' ~ . ' ? . - - . - -  _'hatchery staff at Lakese :  
wereexcept awaYjohn HaganCelebratingand h s GROWING PF/AS IS" i ~ Lake was here the first 'ofl ,.. 
wife who had: remained at BETTER ~~:~ ..... home to watch  things part icular ly "of the Bulk le~,  MORE R ICH ORE FOUND :~ the  week .  , :17  ~: .  
• About a ciuarterto three'in On Wednesday night, the Val ley.  He •ad~ised the , Mrs. Simpson andi~ ~i 
theaf lernoontheVanarsdol  hall was we~ filled with ~..arm.e.rs. t 0 go ~atoo~kt  F.airl~ aut h~t~i~t~POtc ~, daughter of Anyox are~/ 
lumber mi l l -and  Sto~..k.°f f-a~- nners  ana-~-~w°i...P~°-P'e'~ - t . . °~Y, , t ° r0~eso~.  The -a[.,e,,mt~s?~tve~ on the  ,nmtingm town. , , .... . 
]umber and  nearly all une Tile , oecamvn w~ a, mu~. , ,~ ~- - : .  - ~_,,,,: o D thie - - '  ~i therin of . farmers and quality seed cou|a De Henderson vein, u " - -  . :: bulldinSs connected with the ga g, , • . Albert Arnold and Jun,~ i ' " • " s and those who redueed for only a limited mine, Hudson Bay . . . .  ]aut were destro ed. Mr. politicmn . • " ' " • en Jones of New Hazelton we~ .: : ~a',,~, oo . , .  ed m solvm the ~e He very. strongly mountain,  has be . , . / .  i • ln the~oaseand are.engag g . • • . . . .  . • . . here for the holiday ands:. 
- ~ '~ '~"n , , '~- -  ,.,h,,,~, t,o nroblems of the farmers of • .advocated. that. :the local encoun~.r~, m the 500 foot went ros in the. '' " 
- thought was : the  tra in .~e..  ..proylnee and farmers, go more .m~ .P~S leve l . .ummsh~tof_ore  _ Kallum Lake district ~..:~" /:";'-::: ~: 
" arriv~mg He w'ent out to See horticulturist., xc was 'an ' . fo rseeo . .he .  sam.me ~r  an.extensive as meoucou . . ' ~.: :~,_  
:.. but funnel a f i rehad got well _aftsrmath of the;:Fa .r[ners i was :  more  ~sdited ":~f r the surface was it will mean . :  . ''* ~ "~t . e'~Iv~ r% 
. , .  started:at '  h.e.~ha.rn which I~,,flt_ute_convenuon" .° t '~ :  ~r°duc i~go~r .~e~-~.UCe h. t ° i t~wan~ r ofm~en - • At Terrace Mess..rs. M~:~.i!~ .:. 
: .: was omy a snore disanee, ax_~.ru~u... , _ .±._ -  ,~, .~:_ - -~,  ' - - ' o~to f  au _ .2 , .  ~ district • McCaf fe ry  ' ana . ~,q[;,~.~ ...,,~ 
,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . , _ .  In a . . . .  . ' " . " '.': " - "  o . . . . . . .  " . _ .  . . . . . . .  o f  P r in . . ,~ , : , ,  . . . . .  -. H C . Wrmeh M,L.A.,. however, was cme pr per ~ . ,~ ...,, . , .  remarkabl short time the . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  .~ • ... - • • Rul~rt s nt.the-holldays~>~..,. 
• " ." , ,Aff~nfl  ~adcon er tedthe  member .for .: ~c~, .  /..He ..~ro~llon of crops.: ~n.d..:a,. Mrs.:  .Low and . three Pn~'t 0 f~e time they were;'i '~,. 
' :'. .~W~ar~¢~nnWf l re ,  An went~to :  the '~egismtion.~. :Syste.m .o~ g~M~]  ,mix..~,eo. •children:/of.:~;~dl{..ary:~,.m~.._ '~n~ ~t  the rm~na ~: i : :  , ~"•" 
, ~ua ,v~. , , -  .~- . - .o  . . . . . .  ." ' "~,  l l~ l  , • • " - . , - - .  . • .~'~. ' , " ;=" . . . .  -- . . . . . . . . . . . .  ssedat the las tsesa lon .o l  fa rming .  Tne.: .~.pu eY . .  nd ing  a .  nouaay  ,w lgn . . . . . .  : ; .  " , "  ~ "was  sent ,~Te .~-ace  '~  . . . . .  • " - " - - "~-~ " -~ " "  . . . . .  : - ' - - -=~- - ' ,~ :~ '~ '~. - ' " " "S . "  ~ . -  " : "  . . . . .  ,,.-Lal~'e~|eLakeandmsome~,~..,.:. /.,.:i,,. , 
• ' . . . .  : . . . .  the  ~veF  wnere  .me. , . .  : l e  18 . .mtu~•~ . . o~u . , . vaueT .W_~U ~wa~ o~._~_ :mw, -_3] .  Mrs . . t .~ lsseu .  , . . . . . .  ' T o~, ;  . ; .  nnd,a ,~,s  ~. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • -,:- .. . . . . .  .,. . . thenearb creeks. ...... ~: 
q r ' . . . . . . . .  F i re  " CUh i~Y~ nto tho~e acts ,. a ,mixed fanning, co~h'y .  . . . . . . .  • . . . . .. . . . . .~ , : .  ::~~ . lewere lenleia . ~ . . . . . . .  ~ .... . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  so e, f~ah on .  Fb~rdSa,. . . . .  "~ ~'d' " • .: • .thOr. ' : ,_ ,  at Lak e 
. . . . .  .. ' -:~ " ' " " me . ass i s tance  .....,ox-..~.ue " .a twrney  generm :.W~U...~p. lvuss.'z;el~m vmwn w.up., m . - . " ~:~i "~. :"':' ,- :.: nt was ,  beY O~d~ sav ing  : . .... , . . . . .  , • . - ,  . . . . . . . . . .  . ' , . .  .... . . . . .  B • Fulton took f l y  ,o]~..~,-:,., 
. . . .  . ~P~Ioss  WOk complete..~rm.ers.'iH.e,,ref~.t° ~.  ~, .~- . s0mew.~m !~.: :summering_ a t  ....La.zeme. [dly...and went ou~ in .lild']i~'~ '. '. 
...... : ' " ':" . ' i es :' thei""ni i l i  ' .the. ' ' ass,', ina'.de :} ,.u~, y .oy'.,, ~onSltit~ney" ox.~:..~..mmeca~.,,..taxe, w shnouoay, gu..es.~ o~ ~,,=~ ~.w~'t~.,i~ w~',  '~'.;'~" 
bu i ld ings ,  and .~,Per~ f~°~ad?irerS~n.°wn~a~°~n ~ t~ea~ro~]~iPe~Ts~de s Grl~me~. Mona ann . ten  to  thesrlines The Sad,, 
ef fec ts  o f  em 1o ees ~ ~ . . . . .  : : . . . . . . .  " '  " : " "  " ' " '" Y '  ? i : "  '"~'" 
" " . . . .  . . . . .  ' ":'/" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . .  000  feet  ,o [ " "P  "~: " lumber ' :  ,~  :;:i~othy ~'see  8Ten~. ,ixq~ . . . .  . . . .  .He , ,  . . . . . . . . . . . .  to ld  : the  h ,s to ry  ,of '  the ,  r': "~: ' ' : - -  " " . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . .  ' l~P f rom ear ly -  Butm~:] ! " : " th  ,,:,.... ,.,.;'~.,: 
250, . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . .  tm . . . w i th0qt  a bi te.  • .ey,: ...... 
. . . .  ,4~nte~wr /  ' Three  horses  fe l t tha[ . t t le 'new. l ,  egmla~on progress  ., o f  .~:...Br;i  . .h  ' . . . . . .  . . .  . - . , , , . , ,~ .  ~ ,~, .a  o , .~ , ,na  .lh'.;:'." "'~' ' 
~ - -  - - - . .  . . : ., ,.. . . ' • .~ j~3~.s  ~ , . , v .m. , , . .~  . . . .  " "~ " . . . .  0 e':'Hannon was oing. to be of-furmer ~o lumbia ,  .especial ly.  Mrs.. North0yer .ana ~uss . ..::. 
" '-I~1" ~}T i " f~-~ , : '~e :~- -  ~ 'o  nns i s~nee 'I ' ' "  sUresa ingthe  Drug]tess  Umt '  Bun l o f t fo r  me i r  nome, tn  lh.eir.ol~d eloLSes.anc.i..rl.,dl_ng_ :~;,: 
• TUn _t~r. enu .,~_m.uu~- ,, . . . . .  " • ~ - ' the ' . o Mends ' aeons, m a ram ola um.e~]. 
were burned ln.the.b~n.:.A . :,,Mr:._M_u~, oL,~,Vietor~, a ~d I~fl~n made d~l~.  t~. o~P~ ce,,~l~., .~rnt- ~t y~nr  y flivver. JoimKlrkpatriek 0f~,,~: 
on lya l i t f leoverath0usand nor thern  in ter io r ,  Liberal governme'nt. " Billy Dahl of Pr ince ' ' 
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MEMORY DIES HARD ,o  '~  . 
-.Russians rememberthe,war, , 
" ' ~ have to think about." 
KIVlATYN, U•S.&R. (AP) dovetail nto glorification of began the systematic More • than 85 per cent of 
- Throughout he Soviet the modern Soviet army. destruction of parts Of the its buildings were destroyed 
Union, memories o f  the DRILLS SHOWN . revublic's population. Jew- by the war and 
Second World War are still In one display outside a isllsources-here said 100,000 replacements were thrown 
" fresh. But nowhere are they local movie theatre,  a people were wiped 'out in up hastily in the postwar 
stronger than in  bulletin board displays .Minsk's ghetto, years. Few of the pre-war 
Bye lo russ ia ,  the  'pictures of local civil- OTHER C IT IES  and pre-revolut ionary 
westernmost Soviet republic defence drills aimed at  SUFFERED . buildings that have become 
and the one that suffered surviving the effects of a Other Soviet cities, such tourist •attractions in 
most from the Nazis' nuclear war. as Leningrad with its 900 - Moscow, Leningrad and 
onslaught. My father .was a day  siege, also suffered other cities were ~etz stanu- 
resistance fi hterduring the heavily in the war. But a ink here• 
Here at Khatyn, 43 miles occupation,,,g said a young visitor is likely.to hea. r less- .. " In  Lenin~ad at le.as.t 
from the Byelorussian 
capital of Minsk, there is a Minsk woman. He fougl~,! about he war mere man in meynaveanom c turm me 
massive memorial to 149 for years in the fo|:ests. Minsk. Here, the war is not andbufldings that survived 
" entadded" "In: ~ onl a historical fact butthe the war and provide some villagers who were killed by Another es|d • Y . . ,, 
German troops in 1943. The Byelorussid, everybody!, official excuse for many of di.stractto.n for the,m,, __a 
memorial, which thousands' during the war was a the city's shortcomings aria...ivunsgresmentsa~a.~.n_e.rej 
visit every year, iS also a ta ce' fz h ter - -o r  thedrabappoaranceozmest the war ues~ruyeu 
general reminder o f  war- reSle~zans a cg~aborator of its buildings, everything and it's all we 
Even public officials, who. 
are aggressively pushing 
new agricultural  and. 
industrial production in 
Minsk, pause frequently to 
reflect on the war. 
"Just look out the window 
at the new central ccty 
we've built," said one 
official in-his fourth.floor 
office. "There has been a lot 
of p~greas ince the war. 
But there is still a lot to do." 
Khatyn in Byelorassia has 
no relation tona site with a 
similar name ~n Poland' 
where hundreds of Polish 
officers were found dead 
after the war. 
time events throughout the with the Germans• But there 
republic, wasno  middle ground; The sudd killer ' . . . .  • Loudspeaker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . everybody--here,  d "  .... was . . . . . . . . . . . .  - '~ e n  ' 
announcements on planes thoroughly revolve . ......... 
arriving in  Minsk still tell The destruction of Minsk . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  " " : 
.visitors that a fourth Of bY '~theC~rmans was  the " c a ~ [ e d  c r i b  d e a t h  By.elorussia's 2•2 mil l ion eighth time the city had 
• citizens died in the war. been destroyed since the -- 
Minsk's own population only 11th century. German " 
regained its pre-war level in troops, in their surprise LINTHICUM, Md. (AP). didn't know where to go or through it and, altheu~,h it,s 
1971, and that was largely attack on Russia in 1941, -- Leo and Nancy Lefebvre what to do. We were totally the most difficult thing to 
• due to the import of workers managed to take ~e city. in .tucked in their apparently numb. I had to go to the do, you become a better, 
from other cities, eight days although anomer healthy three-months-old morgue and identify my son stronger person for it. 
• Propaganda about the Byeloruss ian fortress,  son-Peter Douglas for h i s  and seeing his small body ,,I also let them lmow that 
war is also designed to Brest, held out for 32 days. afternoon nap ou JulY4,1964, lying there was too much.", they aregoing tohave some 
strengthen present-day G e r m a n f o r c e s They never saw him alive SOUGHT ANSWERS good days too. Although 
Soviet defence. In the es tab l i shed  260 again. . An hour after the everyindividu~uisdiffe~nt, 
official press and on public concentration camps in Peter was victim of the Lefebvres were playing with time dees heal the wounus." 
bulletin boards, reminders Byelorussia, according to mysterious sudden infant their son, they" were SPREAD INFORMATION 
of past mil itary events Soviet accounts, and soon death syndrome (SIDS), searchingforenswersaheut The31SIDScentresin'tha 
~. commonly called crib death, what they might have done U.S. try to provide newly 
which kills 10,000 babies in to cause his death, bereaved families with- 
THFATRF the United States each year. "Guilt feelings play a big information about SIDS, to 
- " ' -  . . . . . . . .  "Five to 10 minutes later part with SIDS parents." educate the genera], public z
Pfl(~(~l:(  be was dead," Lefebvresaid Le febvre  exp la ined ,  support . researel~ ana 
l ~ . ,- nvv - -~ ~ softly, as the painful "Neighbors; in-laws and facilitate change in the way 
[ [E"~. . . .  memories of that Sunday your co-workers can some- communities respond to the 
• ~ " . afternoon rushed back. "His limes reinforce those guilty problem. 
body was still warm The - feelings, too." - Weinstoin said the cen~ 
'. ' "' " th~ ~d¢ ambulance was therewithin Many of their neighbors teach local mealeal 
! Ill ~ H,dden somewhere ,n . . . . . .  o .  . . . .  ,.,,,~= ~..~*t,o.,~,,.t didn't know how to approuch examiners ,  po l i ce ,  
. . . .  • . "o '~- , t '~v~ h="'~m ";~'' ~'- the couple with the recent emergency-room personnel, 
in the enter ta ,nment  sect ion c ,~,.dn, o ,.c,,nle of-weeks loss, so they stayed away,-  clergy, physicians and un- 
i ~ ~ . ~-~,nT" . before," . . . . . .  Peter ~ad a routine . "You , become very dertakers, how to cope .with 
are two Terrace phone numbers. Vacc inat ion  wh ich  eaused  a molate.d ,because.. the,y .the.mdespee.tmmefpainful 
[ IL - ' l : ind  thom and if nn~. is yours you 've  wof l .  bad reaction, Lefebwesaid. wro.ngly ,oepeve m a~ .~c tee_-ngsot ~w.~ pare.nm,._ 
;~"  . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . .  " -  " ... " as iven tests might De contagions, ne varentswnol~eacrmam 
~-~ P i~kup your tickets at. the -Hera ld  office, bT~u~. e  d ~digated that said. " - crib death sometimes have 
~]'__.~ • 3212 Kalum S~ ' "  .! ~etet _was ia good health. Weinstein said recent psychological problems 
• " . . . .  " - Peter s case was typical findings show that crib with subsequent children, 
• ~- , . . .  '~ . -  ~ ~" of SIDS victims They are death m not contagious in health officials said, 
, z . -7 .A / / .  - _ " r /=:  . _ .  r i L .  , .~."  ., • .a,,,,orentl,, healey infants, the usual sense. Although Lois Barclay M~phy:o f  
~ '~,~,~d~/~ ~ /~d~'~,~ IFJ~-'{4~r~d~4~" us~'une"ll be~tween the ages of the,cause.of the disease.is the..N.afion~H italt;entre... 
• . • four Yw'eeks and seven un~n.own,  r ese, a.r, ch in washin..gt:,C~.C:ts__ai'dit 
• ,F]',~..~ _ . . . . .  ,~  months, who are nut to bed ~ indieatesizisnoca later is important ot  mem m 
ztT~f~ / /~ . l~  , , ( , ,~ ,  " ~,~-~/q l  without the slightest sus- virus" that threatens Other -remember that another 
"1"¢ ~ ~ . . . . . .  'nitdnnr . . . . .  •that . . . . . . . .  somethin=_ m" famil, y . members or baby cannot ake the place 
SHOWING AT 8 P .M.  " wrong, said Stanley L. neig.hbo~. . _ ~ .  of ~.e lost one:. ' 
• ' ' Weinstein, director of the umer xnown tacm aoouc ,umougn t,etevvre agrees 
JULY  6 -9  " central  Maryland SIDS aIDS are that it is not with this in principle, he 
Centre hereditary, it cannot be said it's. harder than that. 
• '~ '  ~ '~. .~f~'~P~ I " ' NO CAUSE FOUND prevented or even predicted "With each child it waslike 
~~,v '1~ ~ , v ~  ~ ' He said post-mortem by a doctor and.!t is not reliving the first episode," 
Starring ~e, ,m,~ ~, , , '~ . , , . .~ ' .  , ,  examinations ~afl to find an. caused by suffoc.a.tion, aspi- he said. "We were ~ways 
Chuck Norris ~ ) ~ ~ - ~ ~  t "  'adequate cause of d_~th.~ rauon or regurgztauon• pro.t~, z.zve aria..c~enu ,,o~ 
B R E A K ~  most cases autopsies are BECAME HITTER any illness winany  of  our 
JULY  10-12 performed a~d. in many Lefebvre, now nrogram other children; . " 
JUL IE  CHRIST IE  CARRIES states crib deathis listed as co-ordinator fo~ the 
DEMON SEED • 
JULY  9 MATINEE __ 
" 3 STOOGES MEET HERCULES" 
7 & 9 P .M.  N IGHTLY  " .: 
"9 P.M. ONLY ON SUNDAY 
JULY .6 -9 '  " "/ • ' ' " 
• RABID . 
". .Pray it doesn't happen to youl 
JULY ' . 
"TRACK DOWN" .... 
- Starring Jim Mitchum &'Karen  t~mm 
the cause on the death cer- Delaware Valley SIDS Pleadinglgnorance 
~i_cates .  . . . . .  Communi ty  Resources .Aw"~n¢~:ged~/hef t  t 
uac.g .m t ne eany x,Bos, Cenire in Philadelphia, said sno .. p ,;_ ; 
the enhaoelpnia couple his wife became bitter, • an attorney, uo you warn 
lacked the extensive support angry and "anti-God" for a me to assign you anattor. 
systems which are l~eing set "long time after the tragedy hey?" the judge ask.ed. 
up today by 31 federally July4 still is an "onen "No,"~'epUedthede/endam; 
funded SIDS centres across woful" for the counle" 13 ':!! it.'s..~right ~th  you,'/~e 
th,e,.coan, tr~. _ .. ,, years later, but ~ebvre  !=~eto~nrowmyse~;~nr~ 
we naam go it alone, : . . . .  Ig~ranceolmecour~. said through thew religmn - 
Lefebvre said. "There were and their belief in each other - 
onl.y a.few parent ~oups et they have realized that ,~r,^.,B.akeAg~aln.v,,atoe s 
up to ne.t~ parents aeal w~m something ood has come .:,~,'=':h..~,,~"K~,~ino 
meow ~ullty teeli.ngs, ana we out of the experience. They ,~'"~:.,,=~i,"~,.,'~'~erV~n~ ~ 
naa almost no intormation both work tinsel,, with "" . . . . . . . . .  "-~."" ' ~ bakmg sgam m a moderate ~about ,:,SIDS o r these newly.bereaved sIDS ove~ ""  " 
groups. . parents• ' " " " " 1 r 
O/dy in the last five years "We can help them deal - ~ . - '  
have doctors, police officers with their feelin-s because . , ,~, ,~,, ,a=,.  . . . .  . . , 5 many people use milk for 
and the pubhc]earned about weve~onethrou~hit There ~o~,.,,- ..~-..~ ~...-o but 
cn, u ,~m. ,  .z~exeuvre. sam..:is no way of going around yogurt has aneven better el: ~, 
After zt ~pponea, we grief. You just heve to work feet. . ; ' ;  .... :i:~ 
, . ' -  
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R0a.m. a_t Home 
,,,:,;,, , ,  . . . . .  GULF OF GEORGIA-- , 
PrbVinCe"s Spanish islands 
By Jean  MaeKenz le  Cana l  de  Nuest ra  Smora del the terri ' t~y and the  Br i t / sh  a long  the  B .C .  coast .  ~-~,  the  Br iUsh  and  the  
Rosario la Mar inera" -  the 'navy carried on the work of Thus charts of Canada's. - who have each 
Few vacationers, arriving present Strait of Georgia. charting and S.urvey'm~the western coastline reveal the claimed this incomparable 
on  the sun-spattered Gulf SuUI and Mexlcaua -were . ~mze of'~.kannem ann uuem story of three peoples - the land as their own. 
Islands of B.C. are aware liny ships, estimated at 
about "45 tons burthen" and that they are treading on 
territory once claimed as armed with only two g_uns 
part of the Spanish Empire each. Vancouver was al~o 
in the NewWorld. engaged in charting the 
As far back as1774 - a few area that summer  and 
years before Capatin James colonizing it in the name of 
Cook landed at Nootka in King George I I I .  He found 
1778, Spanish explorers the two little schooners 
sailed up our coast from -swinging at anchor off what 
bases m Mexico and is now called Spanish Banks 
California. " near today 's  city. of 
Juan Perez brought the Vancouver. He pronounced 
Spanish coloursin 11"/4 when the Spi/nish ships "the most 
he sailed as far north as me il l-cal~ulated and unfit 
Queen Charlotte Islands. He vessels that could possibly 
was followed by other  be  imagined for ' such an 
Spaniards. - .  expedition." ~ : 
• They came in cocklesheu Perhaps  out of concern for 
.vessels,  ventur ing into their safety,  Vancouver 
remote and stormy seas. invited Galiano and Valdez 
Some of them died swiftly at to join forces with him. in 
thehands of.angry Indians. explor ing areas  tu rmer  
Others, with tlieir gums north. They did so for a 
toothless and:  bleeding, time, chart ing. :Redonda 
perished .in .the'.~ s lower  Islands near  Pbwell River 
Tan~uish of scurvy.. . . : .   ~ and naming Hernando and 
hey came ' to '  asser t  Cortez Islands after the 
Spai0!s " r ights"  tel the egnquistador of Mexico. 
northwest coast and to stop Then Vancouver, with his 
Russian fur-traders moving swifter ships, sai led -on 
south from Alaska. ahead for h i s  h istor ic  
One.. of these doughty ~e~0Uatiens with' quadra at 
Spanish seamen was Juan No~lka. • 
Yramisco de hi Bodega Y Gal iano and Valdez, their 
• t~adra.  +He'arrived on this +ships whirled and buffetted 
coast in the summer of 1Tt5 by the swift  tide-rips 
in his 36 foot  Sonora. l~tween the Isluad~. at last  
Contrary winds, the onset of found their way to the safe 
scurvy and a surprise harbour at Friendly Cove 
• Indian attack failed to daunt and then headed south for 
the courageous Quadra. Mexico. Theirs was the last 
He' "pressed on, ~ ~_"  exploration of the 
fresh trouble for ~anted."  northwest coast, 
Battered b),' gales and With the settlement 6f  the 
drenched by my downpours, Nootka Convention,. Spain 
the lone ly  little Sonora relinquished her claims ot  
c lawed her  wayto  57 . '~"  
degrees  20 'minu~ north T~eyCu't :  ' +:..,  
latitude - halfway up the  Lawyer: ."They can't put • . _ _  , . . + _ _ +  . . . . . .  ; 
. + . . + + +  o++ + + +, .  + .  . . . .  + .  
"Well I'm sure not calling his sick and tattered sbi'p's . . . . . .  
• .company .paused before ~ j o u # o m t h e b , s ~ , p o t . "  . . " 
mrnu~ honieward and took . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : ..... 
. l aud  in  ti'adiUona~ ex~orer  • +... . . . .  ' ...... ~.+. .. ,, . .; ~ t ( ~ . ~ - - . ~ ,  ... 
fash ien-byereef lnga large !s~:~ -~.-'...- .,+ • 9:00 ~. ~ ~  , .... 
.woodencroas in theuamei~ ' • . '. ' 9 :~0 .. : ~ l : ~  :.: J  ; ,  .' " 
the i r  k ing ,  Car los  I I I .  - - + ' " ' ' " .:.;~/ That  epic. voyage-was  ~T~'~r ' t '+-~-  ....... ~ " i~(~i~t"-'e"~-~-+:~-']" 10:00  ~iP, AN:r,~tlsr~.._  N41Ww.s&/wO(: . ._ 
commemorated  in 1903 . 
when three  i s lands  east of ;~ ' _ ; ' :~ I~T~t ;~, I " . .  , ,~__;__~_.s~,w~r, +,4  11.00 . . . l~ ' r l~" ' . ' - .  ~ + + "~o~us~¢.  ~. 
Discovery Passage  were ~,,m&~n~;-_~-. , .11 :30  " ~ l~t .~; ' : " - - - '~-~ [ i~Y~' - ' F 'k~,~v.  ~ 
namedinhonourof-q~adra,  • -e~- ,~~,~ . . . . . .  ~~~=: . ' -~  - 12:00  ,~ /~.~,~- . . - . .~  ~LE¢-,~]~0._'. 
his stout little ship Sonora,.. +~ ~ • 
and "his sub-l ieutenant . • .~_ .~s ._  ~ . . . .  12:30  ~ u  ~.. , , .  . . . . .  
F ranc isco  Anton io  ~,nm~ - ", • 1:00 ~to~t~ ~m~:es~T~ 
Maure l le .  -~(~r~s  • . ~_ :_~ .,, , , ,  ~nA~S~ 1-30  , , . ~ - ~  " 
Few Vancouver Is land " " -~L ,~m~ . . . .  j : . '  ./.Ai;IN'THE~.. . 2.*00 ~ ~'~iA'~I#G'I~'O'SiC~ 
residents know today that"  ~ m ~ r  "i.i~..~ ~ 2:30  ~'H~I~/ ' " ' . ' .  "--'-'~ BREAD & BUI"-:.' 
: TERFL IES '  . . . . . . . .  t - ,. their island was. also once 3:00 ] ' .  , . . . . .  "+ l~.wm=,  T 
named .a f te r '  quadra ,  i ~ ~ o ,a ,~ ~,vk , , . .  .','._,w_~o . . . . . . . .  Lsdm ~,  ..: . em~m,  coo~s . .  ; 3:30 g~l~l l~ .o .  ~=~ ~Ovi~ soamY' Brit ish Captain George '  
Vancouver, who formed a " -+ ' . . . . .  }~S~oRc.~m.  : : .4 :00  I" " ~ ~-sk~s~rU~Y~~'-~T: 
c lose 'personal ftiendshilR . HOWMI~W 4:30  ,r~.u~_.-+~.-.~--.,'.y~;-~,~. . • , 
with. quadra ,  ' nameo.. '+ .-,.._-_,J~,~;Je.- . . .  • (~~, . - : .  ' .  ..... + . ~~;+i ; . - , ,q~, t_+!  . ' . 
Vancouver Island,+ " the  . =:='3,. ~t ' , ,~'~'=.:L: -} $ :00 '  • . . . . . . .  
I s land:  of Quadra and  :I_~T~-.+-:~'.:- • , :e,, ,~m $:30  ..- ikL.,~,~R,C:c6.. 
+ Among other Spanish" - ,K'_---~,..... , .mo~-~s~. + . ~:30 ' • . . , . ~ - ~ ~ . c  
. . . . . . .  +,~,  • 7:00-  ~ .m~_om~.~-~Y;L / _ .  +mB~EI~RTP~C~HIL-L-mHRER. . .  ~ '  - -  • voyages Of exploration was '+ :~_Z.+.~.. . .~ , : ,  "" m ~ " " I ] i  ;v .~, .~,~n~.  m.,~, -~ 
that of Jose Maria Narvaez, • . ; : ,  . . . .  +. 
who named Texada, ~vmc~-"  • . . . . . . . . . .  • .  7:30 '. +~ . . .  ' .+--~ 
Ishinds,LasqueUand,andin honourGabri°laof his ~HIU~S O~ 114/, R~ss~~.b.nv~.. ' - - "  .~'K~P.D ~I~ON,  " : " ' ..' -Oe:00:30 . ..'~'--::~.~;'¢TV "M ,aY._._,~__.r~._;...~ ~0vl| : ~ ~M '-', u ~ - `  
. own sehooner:Saturnina - ~ M , p , u "  , :9 :00 , .  , ,  , (~0VJ | I J%T I . ' - -w l /~ . . . _Lm~' ,  
} __ J O " ~n * " W m ~  1 ' : " • Saturua  Island. --;.,....=: To ~.,+ . . . . . .  
• In the following year, 1792, .., +, I0:00 , "i'miaA~-=-t, 
came "capitan de f raga~"  • . I0 : :~  • ] ...... :?': . . . . .  ," .'--~:-:---'~ ' • 
Dionislon+ ~.Icala Galiano m . • ' . . . . . .  
the schooner Sutil . . . . . .  " .. :.: - ; :  , .  ~ ..... . , , . .H:0~ _. ---"~ ~ - --;---;- 
...... 11:30  ' ,  ".;'." :+:' :+~"~ , L - ' - '~ .~- . - - .~ . . /  . . . .  , accompanied by Cayetano ~";_"~, '_SMOW.'.='_~I..-.} ,. 
. . . .  i i  
Valdez ' ,  commanding  ' • ' r.-+.++,m +, :'+ ' , ' : oq  + ' I  
Mexlcana. Together: ". . .. . . .  " .. . ... ' ~ ,  ;.-=~v~. . , 
Galiano and Valdes charted . . . .  "" . ' / . . ,  . T 
many ' of ~ +the inland ..',c--_~_~=..:~ • ~ " 
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MONTREAL'S FAMOUS MAYOR- 
The colorful Cam illien Houde 
internment camp in film as "very ugly" by a 
P.etawawa, Ont . ,n for  former lieutenant, and was 
advocat ing  c iv i l  characterized .by his 
disobedience, during war- opponents a a drunk and a 
time. traitor. To supporters he 
The incident is one of the was a master politician and 
highlights of an horn'-long a martyr. . 
National F i lm Board Born in 1889 in*a poor 
production entitled His working-ciass district of 
Worship, Mr. Montreal: The" Montreal, Houde first' 
Life and Times of Camiliien became mayor in 1928 
Houde~ to be seen on the during theProhibition era in 
CBC television etwork July the United States. Under his 
10. mayorality, Montreal 
Houde, a colorful 350- quickly gained a re~utation 
pounder, is described in the in the U.S. as a wsde,open 
• city where the liquor flowed 
freely. 
CNIAGE ENDURED 
The image of Montreal as 
a place where gambling and 
prostitution .flourished 
endureduntil the 1950s when 
an investigation into 
corruption led to the firing 
of 33 policemen and the 
eventual" resign~t.ion of 
Houde. 
One of the men who led the 
crusade to clean up the city 
was a young lawyer named 
' Jean Drapeau, who 
succeeded Houde as mayor 
after he resigned in 1954. 
MONTREAL (CP)~-- In 
1939, Mayor Camillien 
Houde of Montreal made 
national headlines when he 
danced all evening with the 
late Queen Mary during a 
~ Canadian •visit by the Royal 
Family. I twas  said the 
Queen never stopped 
smiling and appeared to he 
having a wonderful time. 
A year la.,er, when she 
asked about the mayor's 
health, ~he was told he had 
'been az'rested on the steps of 
city hail and sent to an 
125 Air Conditioned Suite & Rooms With View 
Color TV, Telephone, Tub & Shower, Ele- 
vators, Coffee Shop. Oining Room, Nightly 
Entertainment, Banquet b Meeting Rooms 
For Up To 125 • Kitchenettes Available 
682-1831 FREE PARKING 
~c 
TOLL FREE Reservations- 
112-800-281-3330. 
am.Jim Owned & Operated 
MGR.TED PRYSTAY 
1755 Davis 
English Bay at Stanley Park Bus Stop 
at Our Door and Take You Anywhere In 
The City 1=or The Price Of A Bus Ticket 
2 3&6 
SF.A'n'LE TODAY " 
SHOOT FOR THE STARS 
THAT TUNE 
CHICO AND THE MAN 
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES 




THE 3 O'CLOCK MOVIE. 
,'Slay Ride" 
',MARY HAR',MAN 






• BOB McL~JIN.~ .H~N. 
WILD KINGDOM 
DEATH VALLEY DAYS 
II~,GES OF CANADA 
EDGE OF NIGHT 
TAKE 30 
CELEBRITY COOKS 
I1~S YOUR CHOICE 











'NEWS'. " . THE NATIONAL' • 
t13NIO~IT SHOW NIGHT FINAL . . 
SURVIVORS 
T1HE GREAT UL'~m~'IVIB: 
'MIDNIGHT "SPECIAL" '~ 
He resigned the service in the Second World 
Conservative l adership in  War. . 
1932, partly in response to He. received a .  hero's 
complaints ~hat he .was a welcome when he returned 
heavy drinker. The film ft~om the internment camp 
relates one incident in which in 1944 at the age of 55 and 
Houde appeared in public for the next 10 years, his 
~vearing nothing but his leadership wastmcontested. 
underwear, his chain of Houde had an affinity for 
office and holding aglass of the poor which he acquired 
at the age of eight when his 
gin. father's death forced him to STOPPED DRINKING 
In the same year, he lost work as a butcher boy. to 
his bid for re-election as support his mother. His nine 
mayor, but was swep{ back brothers and sisters all died 
into office in 1934 after before they were two years 
swearing off drinking. The old. • 
film says Houde never took Houde ~ed in 1958, a 
another drink in his l l fe, penniless and disappointed 
Houde was elected to the man. More than I00,000 
mayoralty five times du~ng Montrealers came to his 
his career, receiving nis funeral and many shed tears 
f~th mandate shortly after for the man described by a 
returning from four years of former Montreal policeman 
internment for advising m~a :r°,m/ most wonderful 
Quehecers not to sig n up for Y . 
Two languages 
are necessary  
With the excerption of one 
three-year term, DrapesU 
has remained inoffice smee. 
Houde's political career 
began in the provincial 
arena in 1923, when he was 
elected a Progressive 
Conservative member of the 
Quebec national assembly 
after working as a banker, a
biscuit maker and a coal 
merchant. 
He quickly rose to the 
party's leadership, but 
couldnot break the Liberal 
stranglehold on provincial 
politics, suffering defeat in 
the election of 1931. 
WINNIPEG ~ (CP) -- It is 
no surprise that parents who 
send their children to Sacre 
Coeur see the value of 
learning a second language 
fluently. 
BUt other easons for their 
enthusiasm for the only ele- 
mentary school in Winnipeg 
that offers an all-French 
program.~e not so obvious. 
Sonya Wright; whose 
three daughters have 
attended the school, says 
learning French is 
important for a number of 
reasons. • 
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world being able to read all 
the great French authors 
and "Quebec writers and 
beln~ able to appreciate a 
Momque Leyrac or an Edith 
Piaf," she explains. 
Gall Hifesnian sends her 
youngest daughter Jill to 
kindergaYten atSacre Coeur 
becase she's a girl. 
" I  o f ten  feel the job 
market is weighted in. favor 
of men, and later on if she 
had the potential for a good 
job, the 'second language 
would help her." 
French is Julie Gillies's 
native language, but she is 
married to an English- 
Canadian. She says the 
school helps her childen 
learn the language and 
traditions of her family. 
TAKEN OVER BY CITY 
Sacre Coeur was 
originally a Roman Catholic 
school in a werking~class, 
largely  f rancophone 
neighborhood of the inner 
city. After experiencing 
financial,difficulties n the 
early 1970s; the school was 
taken over b~, the Winnipeg 
school divssion at the 
request of parents and 
became the first total- 
immersion school in the 
province's public school 
system. , 
Children from all parts of 
the City now attend Sacre 
Coeur, some of them relying 
on car pools to help ease 
trailsportation problems. 
Sister Leone Dumesnil, 
the school, principal, says 
the immersion technique-- 
involving French-language 
instruction in all subjects 
except English--has proven 
itself. 
"Through an immersion 
rOgram, you. are able to 
nction m a second 
language--not only to 
converse but to work and-to 
play," she says. 
The students'are t sted 
annually in English and 
results to date show that 
instruction • in French 
doesn't affect the levels of 
achievement, which have 
compared favorably with 
those of children ~ in ~ other 
Winnipeg schools. 
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Harry Tre mai n...star? 
Comb through the,back lots of Hollywood and ,I "It would be out of was to take a dive you'd be was more difficult thanthe 
promise that you won t find a single rock with a star s character Harry, I could out Of business for good. one before - a yacht, a forty 
never make it suck. The Besides which, the fans acre farm, a pistol-shaped 
hame on it that hasn't got a wounded director lying fans would never fall for a would pin the rap on you for swimming pool. It got To 
under  it. Check out the New York publishers' gag like that., getting rid of me." that lcouldn'tkespHarrym 
playground and try to find an editor who hasn't bad h is .  "I don't care about hem "You wouldn't do that to character more than five 
,teeter totterod by a wrangling writer. Spina few discs anymore. Be an arUs!, meHarry." : minutes at a time and I 
'in Nashville and I'll lay you twenty to one' that ~ero  W~te. mr yo, ur_~.ff;, Ive "Ya wantta' bet? I'd do began ~o fall behind on my 
isn'ta platter in the top ten tl~t didn't leave a stain of ,  ga~,~_h~ve ya ~,~.o~_,.. ~^~ anything tol~st out of this work, 
" I I  4 'S , i~U • V ~  ~t .H , I ,~W.  ~.G. t t , .  O U  blood on some producer s jacket . .  Harry, them's the hre~'s'f' stereotype; Tha way things Finally I decided that I are now, I m turning into a wouldn't stooge for Harry 
• • . c l iche and I don't like it. I anymore. It just wasn't my 
The factis that pecple who I w'w 11  ~o .o  ! don't like it one bit.", stYle. So I sturtedhitting 
sell themselves for d l iv in  ander the name of art don  I n e r a J o  Heir, i on  I meoveraharrel.HarrY kn w thatlhadjusthe had twicethe bottle,a day,n°t jnst.onebut every°r 
always appreciate the I ] ~ .  . l signed a contract to turn out minute from dawn to dusk. 
package ased by the poor I L~V / . | eight more books. Without It helped me to forget about 
bastard who .winds up | . , , /m • w,~ . .  • | Harry, they'd sue the shirt Harry, but itdidn't keep the 
fl " their egos to the "Ikay Harry, you call the not only lost my shirt, but  u° c .A ta all, who'sever l ,n ,  n o r e w  F e t t e r  I  mybaek" publisher  away.soonIhad 
heard  of a well,liked [ | shot. What is it ~rou want?" the only suits I had left were 
promoter or an agent who , "Now your talking," he legal ones. I was finished. 
got embarrassed by too socondthough, but this time By the ninth ep!sode, saidwithalecr. "I thought Washedup. Not an eraser to 
/nan kudos, heplayed for time. . thingshadgonewomnadto ynu'dhegintosecthingsmy name. - 
~J~Yof which brings me to "But she's been with me rotten. Harry couldn't way." : As for Harry, for all I 
the case of me and Harry fro~ the beginning,", make it thr.o.ugn, a Never mind that Harry, know he's probably happy 
Tremain Harry Started out "It dont' make  any parsgruphwithout oreaking just give it to me straight, milking cows on his farm. 
as a b~t part m one of my difference Harry. You ve eharacter. Now he not only What's the seam?" Maybe he's even got a 
early stories. The story got to go through wi~ it. wanted his own dame, eh~ "Alright sucker, here it is, family by now. Sure, I could 
never got off the greund, but The fans expects youmput -aemanaeo a six wee nice and painless. By the have fingered him on my 
• I liked Harry well enough, l'ier away a/~d you can't let vacation; a motorcycle and end Of this. episode I want way down, but I didn't see 
that I filed him'away in the them down." a : cane. He even tried my own dame. Next time the paint. 
• back of my mind and Harry went through with push'.mg fo.r a bo.wle.r hat. I around I get the vacation - The way I see it, Harry 
:promised myself that .I'd the caper, but thingswere .Ir.iedmm, nim m.acnoneot and not one of them half-  was just another star who 
pull him out Ofstgrage when different betweenus, uy ~ne mese things w ouJu wor~, ouc assed working vacations didn't like the way he was 
the time was ~,ight. time he was into the seventh he didn't take my wora either. The time after that being packaged by his 
Harry's big chance finally .episode, he was fighting anymore. . it's the motorcycle. Each producer. And, like I said at 
came almost three years over every turn in the plot, 'Tmnosa~,you kn,,ow," new episode, I get to:pick theheginning, thereisn'tan 
ago. I'd spenL a week every line of dialogue and he said one amern~n. ~ ve one new thing. I just want agent around who hasn't 
scrounging for a character every qunstiou ot syntax been doing some thinking ot my fair share, that's all. had his fingers burned at 
to flll the part of a detective right , down.  to. the myown." .  You play along withme and one time or another. I 
in  amugazine piece I was punctuationmaras. ,e  just "Why an you mean I'li play along with you. It's should have known better, 
throwing together. • I. was wasn't the same boy 'Har ry?"  • . as simple as that." " . that's all. I just should have 
" looking for {he kind oz guy anymore. "It'sme .the fans love, no.c. "It's extortion Harry." known ~hetter. , 
who would take the rap tor "I'm.tired of jilting every you, Most m mem can t "Call it what you like, " 
his mother but wouldn't dame that comes along," he evenrememberyoureame.- .that's the deal. Take it or 
flinch over d0uble-crnssing *complained. "Give me ..Harry Tremain ,',m the one leaye'it:~' t " THE SUGARLAND EXPRESS 
his best friend - someone some depth . .  Give me mey care  a~u[  , I , Sotha was he way Harry This story of a young couple, 
• who could give a ~me a something permanent o "Without. me,,, you re wanted it. He was Aladdin who wlth  their  baby in tow, lead 
slap in the kisser wlthOut it haiig on to." • .. . nothing Har.ry... ,, and I got to fill in for the Texas Police on a stormy and 
seem sentimental. Then l "What's wrong wire your "It woras oom ways. Genie. With each new perilous cross-country chase is based on an actual event. Stars 
remembered Harry. Hehad mother?" : , '  ' "  "Just what a re .~ou episede he got another wish. GoldleHawn, WilllamAther~on, 
akind of Sleazy charm that "Ma is Ma. I want my dri#ing at," ! demanu.eo:o. At first I tried to play Oen Johnson and Michael 
made him just perfect for own set- of tomatoes." " "We]], the way t see to, ~ z along, but each new demand Sacks. ' . 
the part. So I d~essed him :.. . 
pin-striped suit, spats, the -- 
whole bit - and we were on .: 
our way. 
The first story went so 
well that I was asked toput 
Harry  in  a novel, then 
another; and another and 
soon Harry Tremain was 
becoming a -part of 
America. Each story was 
different butHarry  was 
alwaysthe same. He had a 
twisted, sardonic wit that 
cut through emotion like a 
machete  through 
watermelon. He didn't ake 
'no' for an answer, 
especially from a dame, and 
he broke more hearts in an 
afternoon that there are in a 
deck Of cards. 
The public loved him and 
Harry Tremain fan clubs 
starte~! springing up au over 
the~ country. Everything 
'was  going Harry's way. He 
had bourbon, brcaos ann 
billiards- fame and fortune, 
He should have becu very 
happy. Yet I sensed that 
something was'.wroug. ' " 
, The. first Sign that thin~s 
wer~ turning sour Came m 
the middle of Harry's fourth 
episode. He had staked out 
h]s.!'0wn office and had 
Caught his ....... secretary 
passing information to the 
C0 • . 
~ ' Sl;ou'll just have to.knock' 
her off," I told him. "She 
knows too much and she 
--n't be t--uste# ~:-~."e . "  
Normally,, Harry would 
have ~ollowed my 
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USEFUL EMPLOYMENT- 
Help for the ,handicapped 
WINNIPEG (CP) - -  
Wo~'king as a chambermaid 
may not mean a great deal 
to many people but it is the 
culmination of about three 
months' training for Suzie. 
Teen-ager.Suzie. (not her 
real name) is a former 
student at Prince Charles 
School in Winnipeg. After 
finishing a program with 
help from a trainer on a 
federal Local Initiatives 
Progr;tm grant, she was 
hired in May by a Winnipeg 
. motel. 
Suzie is classed as 
" t ra inab le  menta l ly  
handicapped" a designation 
for people whose IQs are 
about 50 to 70(100 is 
average). 
Her  employment  
represents considerable 
progress: People with her 
disability weren't always 
allowed in toMan i toba  
public schools, says John 
Holland, co.ordinator of 
work-experience programs 
m i 
at Prince Charles School. 
The students ages range 
up to 21. 
One of the three other sin- 
dents enrolled in the work- 
experience program, which 
prov ides  individual 
attention, has been hired 
full-time at a •daycare 
centre. 
Another wasn't hired at 
the work site and returned 
to "the regular Work: 
experience program while 
the fourth, who worked as a 
dishwasher in a pizza 
restaurant, is learning food 
preparation there. 
P ICKED FOR POTENTIAL  
Suzie is one of about 35 
students from the school 
now active in the program. 
'She and seven others were 
• picked because of pas~, 
records in the. school and 
because they appeared to 
have potential for future 
employment, Holland said. 
Furniture manufacturers, 
the garment industry, .day- 
JIM'S TACKLE SHOP 
Quality Fresh and Salt Water Fishing Tackle 
"Hardy- Fenwick- Arnbassadeur- Algonquin 
- Quick-Richmake" 
Fly Tying '8, Rod Building Supplies 
Souvenirs & Local Crafts 
, Our prices are fair 
. Shop & Compare 
4120 Hwy. 16 East 
2 ,3&6 
IT IS WEITI1"N 
WILD KINGDOM 
OLD T I~ GOSPEl. HR. 
MEETI~ PLACE 
JOURNAl. 
I UKE MYSELF 
"GARDENING WITH ED~ 
HOTFUDGE 
~ THe ~,  
THIS WEEK IN SASEIUtLL 
M,I~R;NER 9 "..~F.BA1,L 
-,.rARI~dER$ ~, MINNESOTA 
635-9471 
care centres and the health- 
sciences centre are among 
places where students are 
working. 
Manitoba legis lat ion 
prohib i ts - -payment o f  
students on .workexperience 
programs, Holland said. 
- Students aren't paid for He conceded employers 
their ~ labors but the benefit from the free labor 
companies pay part of their but said the program gives 
workers' compensation employers the opportunity 
premiums to provide to consider the students as 
protection in case they are potent ia l  permanent  
hurt on the job. employees. • 
The work the students do 
couldn't be done in a 
classroom, he said. I t  
supplements that of regular 
employees but doesn't• 
replace it, so no one .is 
denied a job because of the 
program. 
The program's objective 
is to turn employables into 
employed, tax consumers 
into taxpayers. 
Still an exclusive 
club for gentlemen 
- -  The Waterloo Club is a 
place where men are men 
and women are barred. 
.Founded in 1914 by the 
Seagram family, who used 
toown the premises, it is the 
oldest licensed club in 
Ontario and one of the last 
bast ions of male su- 
premacy. 
It isn't a tightly exclusive 
club. Membership is open to 
all men, annual dues are 
just $50, there is no initiation 
fee and drink tabs are 
modest--70 cents for beer 
and 90 cents for liquor. 
Businessmen and a few 
doctors and lawyers use the 
place as an after-work 
watering hole, for playing 
car&, shooting pool or just 
putting their minds in 
neutral and enjoying a few 
pints with friends, 
"It's like a fraternity, a
blotter for your worries, a 
place where you can come 
and unwind and not worry 
about what you say and do," 
WATERLOO, Ont. ~CP) said waterloo businessman 
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COUNTRY CANADA 
"About Face" V.I.P. 2:00  
CBC sPOnTS.E~JE.TrRIAN 2:30 
3:00 
for 15 years. 
" I t ' s  sort of an in-between 
time after work and before 
~ ou go home. It's not that we on't like our wives, but 
there are certain things that. 
guys just share with each 
other." 
- RETREAT NEEDED 
Hartrick said the reason 
for not allowing women in 
the club is simple. 
"They'd screw it up," he 
said. "This is the only island 
we've got left and women 
can drink pretty well 
anywhere lse anyway. So 
why do they need this place 
too? You let women in here 
, and, I'm telling you, it's the 
end of the club. We need this 
retreat." 
Clarence Young, 76-year- 
old past president of'tbe 
club, said a few directors 
have proposed opening 
membership to women. 
_ "It was turned down fiat," 
he said. "There's a real 
.c, om~  LEGACY 
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fellowship we've established 
at the club because it'S. a 
men's club. It's like a 
fraternity, and we want to 
keep it .that way." : 
Young said the club used 
to be more of an elitist 
operation during the early 
Seagram era ,  whdn the 
membership read like the 
Who's Who of Waterloo and 
Kitchencr. 
"But that's all'changed 
now. We have a real cross, 
sect ion ,  people from 
business and industry, 
professional people, the 
whole gamut." 
TEe typical .scene at the 
club is low-key, members 
flopping back in the red 
leather chairs of the bar 
room or kibitzing in one of 
the two card rooms, 
"All we have here is a 
holein-the-wall hideaway 
where we can come and 
relax, unwind and l~ave a 
few drinks with our 
friends," said Hartrick. 
• Just the way the 
Seagrams wanted it to he; 
he added, 
9 




LOOK AT ME 
VALUES. AND MORALITY 
WASHINGTON WEEK IN 
".E~EW 
WALL STREET ,WEEK 
.GRIAT ~ 
A J~,TTI~ OF smwl z
GERMAN SOCCER 
cma,  m' -~r  ,. 
Canada's only re indeer:  
herd forages neai" Inuvik:. 
the country's northernmost 
incorporated town--about:' 
130 miles north of the Arc- 
tic Pole. The animals are 
descendants of stock im- 
ported from Alaska in the 
1930's. An Eskimo who pur- 
• .chased the reindeer f om the 
Canadian Government three '
years ago operates the herd 
or 7,000 as a business, 
slaughtering them and ship- 
tphing the meat o markets in 
e south. . L  . 
IMt rnsH ' IOCCI t  
'OFFIIOIm ~ 
All IMIIIt~rlEW WITH I 
' . , ; .T  
',nlMIn~!.Nm,..AT.. L'gt's_ ~ ". ' 
. ~ .  ~ .  
Khyber Pass • • 
Pakistan's Khyber Pass--"i 
20 miles of steep, rocky.mad. ' . . 
"is traveled regularly by:.' • 
a fleet of vin~ge 1950 Amer-:{ ' ~"" 
ican Curs'that serve a taxis ' "' 
and trucks., ..' : 
• ' '~Wo. , . . . "  , - ! .  ' . : i  . . . .  
. Ammg.the~Yaml people of .! "-..... 
womm :~ .~d ly . ,  w l th~. .  . . .:, • . .  
m m  ]n  i~er i tm~i  mi  ~ ) : ~ , :. . ' • 
dioosc:~/, own imslmmls.:.. ,/~ .:: 
.: Wi th . i .~ .?dmm an(ll.;-~.. •. "i. 
-ehildrrearing,.:If:a coupl~ ~' ;. ,. : 
r enu~'.chlldlem,.'the huB-" i..'. ~'~ 
• . imn¢ is~.and  m~;:/,-". ':' 
: bedivorcedbylds wifel' . .  ~..":" ... 
~X~' .Z iE - "~,C  . . . .  ' : ' 
• Stars  Br ian Ke l th ,  He lmut ,  " 
Grimm, Im Hendrl/. Captur~l f
German U-Boat ~i commancler~ 
and 600 prisoners plan a dbrln9: 
escape from a POW camp Ini ' 
Scollana. 
t , 
AND OTHER GAMES 
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Obsessed with pinball 
FORT MCMURI~AY (CP) "That year I got a lot of game for you from 1 to 6. some slow, others require family get-together we end 
- -  Brad Cameron, 18, has a games and that really got They're usually perfectly concentration a d some are up in groups of throe p!aying 
thing about games--pinball me going." accurate." best played at certain times games. It's almost 
games, card games,' He plays almost every of the day. _ 
business games, battle game in his ever-expanding Just about everyone who "The whole idea of games 
games, war games, word collection; including Sniff, enters the Cameron house fascinates me. There are al- 
games, spy games, space Airline, Election and King 
games, action games, target Oil--highlyrated games 
games and game-show most-people have never 
heard of. 
M U S T B E unavoidable. 
ENTERTAINING 
Enjoyment, not winning, 
is the key, to a good game; ends up playing games, ways new ideas to put into 
Cameron.said. "Usually when we have a new. games." 
"It has to be able to keep 
games . ,  your attention and supply 
Cameron has more than Game collectors uch as some new twist, and that 
200 games in his eollection-- Brad keep an ear to the doesn't mean it has to be 
from Canada, the United munufaeturing main line. complex. 
States,Britaln, all over the They get an idea of how "I don't look at them as 
world, r Some were challeugingand complex a toys. Most say adult on 
purchased in sto~es, others game is before buying it by them.. It's a form of good 
through catalogues, go in~ through distributor entertainment." 
He has heal a thirst, for catalogues. He said owning a pile of ~ Ar t i s t  games is no different from • - 
games ever since Christmas "-Thero'S one place in owning a large collection of TW Title 
eight years ago. " Britain which rates the records. Some are fast, ~ " ~dan 0'Z~y 
' Undercover Angel 
Busiest season yet 
fOr Stratford hall 
STRATFORD, Ont. (CP) 
In her 21 years as wig- 
dresser at the Stratford 
Festival Theatre, Jean 
Garred can't recall a busier 
summer. 
Already occupied with 
three elaborate productions, 
ths petite hairdresser will 
have to quicken her pace 
further when Much Ado 
About Nothing and As You 
Like It open in August. 
Miss Garrod must be on 
hand for every perfbrmance 
of A Midsummer Night's 
Dream, Richard III and 
Ali's Well That Ends Well to 
fit the period coiffures,• 
helping to restyle a wig or 
repair a beard or moustache 
as required. 
Then shemust  recomb 
every wig and have it ready 
for the next performance. 
She is on hand in the stars' 
dressing rooms for changes 
and assists the entire cast. 
When the theatre opened, 
wigs were rented but now 
there are hundreds tucked 
away in numbered boxes in 
a storeroom. Some cannbe 
restyled and used from year 
to year. 
When Maggie Smith 
arrived a t  Stratford last 
', she. lightened Miss 
arrod's .task bY donning 
her own wigs: ~aid.' making 
her. own eostmne changes. 
But this year the versatile 
British star has *so many 
CITY BENEATH THE SEA • 
Stars Robert Ryan, '  Malda 
Powers. Two American deep 
sea divers are hired to dive for 
gold bullllon aboard a sunken 
ship. off K iosk ,  Jamaica. • 
MEET ME. T(DNIIGHT 
• Stars. Valarle: Habs~, Stanley 
• 'Hol lowoy. • • Three one-act 
• sketches Irom Noel Coward's" 
'..'hit play of the same. r im. . ,  
~LACK • SHIELD'.'~,'. OF 
FALWORTH • 
"Stars Tony Curtb, Janet Lelgh, 
David Farror, BarbaraRush. 
KnlghttHxxl h-alnee lea~rnS 'his 
father was Of noble blood and 
was wrongly  / accused of: 
• disloyalty by Earl who desired' 
• to take over the .throne. 
MISSISSIPPI GAMBLER 
Stars Tyrone Power,  Julia 
Adams.  ~' Aclventures of a 
handsome riverboat gambler 
who decides to build an honest 
~.mbl lng  hot~se .in New 
inns . '  1 - -  ' 
changes that the dresser.'s- 
assistance is needed. 
Miss Garrod has fitted 
wigs for most of the festival 
stars, including Christopher 
Plummer, Alan Bates and 
Ja.~on Robards Jr. 
The job has taken her to 
many parts of the world. She 
accompanied the cast to 
Moscow several years ago 
and watched in horror as 
Russian theatre assistants 
cleaned the wigs with coal 
oil. Unable to object because 
of the language barrier, she 
sympathized with the actors 
who were forced to inhale 
the fumes throughout their 
performance. 
Avoid Waste 
If you shop oq~y once a 
week," avoid waste by using 
up •fresh produce and other 
perishables first. Rely on 
canned and frozen foods to 
carry you through meals the~ 
latter part of the week. 
t 
Potpourri 
When cooking rice or 
beans add a few drops of 
vinegar or lemon juice to the 
contents and your aluminum 
pot will not turn dark. This 
will not change the taste o! 
your food. 
2. Slow Goncln' Don't Turn Me 
On 
3 'Give A Utile Bit 
4 I'm In You 
S Knowing Me, Knowing You 
Lonsly~ Boy 
Looks Like We Made it 
8 " Hover Had A Lady Before. 
Timeless Love 
~rgar i tav i l l e  
1 Dll Doo Ran Ran 
11 Gonna Fly Now (Theme 
From Rocky) 
12 Ufe In The Fast Lane 
13 Jet Airliner 
14 Dreams 
15 I Just Want To Be Your 
Everything 
16 You Made Me Believe in 
Magic 
17 Barracuda - Cry To Me 
18 Your Love Gets Me Aromd 
19 nlUCille 
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ST. JOHN'S, Nfld. (CP) - -  
Three French vessels--a 
naval escort craft and two 
destroyers~re b ing used 
to keep tabs on Canadian 
and other trawlers in a 
special area of unseWed 
jurisdiction between the 
southcoastof . • 
Newfoundland and St. 
Pierre-Miquelon. 
The escort Le Fringaut, 
with Lieut. i Patrice 
Kamengiaser onthe bridge, 
..b~an.. patrol work in ear.]y 
May mm year, a lew monms 
after Canada's 200-mile 
limit went into effect, to 
maintain France's interests 
in the waters between the 
islands and the Burin 
Peninsula of Newfoundland, 
a dozen miles away. 
On a recent courtesy visit 
to St. John's, the French 
commander said iusl~ection 
officers from his ship had 
boarded a number • of 
Canadian trawlers working 
the area hut found ev- 
e~thing in order. 
e only fishing craft 
allowed to fish in the area 
are French, Canadian and 
some Soviet vessels. Until 
the two nations solve the 
problem of the status of St. 
Pierre;Miquelon within the 
200-mile economic control 
zone, joint fisheries patrols, 
seem indicated, the French 
officer said. 
"Canada nd France have. 
jfisoint jurisdiction over a 
hing zone south of St. 
Pierre and, with the 
Canadian coast guard, we 
control Canadian, French 
and Russian fishing craft," 
+ 
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Ahoy! 
Fatty 
her r ing  
• HALIFAX (CP) -~-The 
federa l  f i sher ies  
department is carrying out 
a summer program to 
monitor fat content of 
herring in the Bay of Fundy 
area .  
Dr. E.G. Bligh, director of. 
the technology br/mch Of the 
fisheries management 
division, said fat content of 
herring has an' important 
bearing on the economic 
value of the fish. The fatter 
the fish, the better it tastes. 
The content can vary from 
five to 25 per cent. 
"One can readily see that 
a high fat content m the fish 
is a determining factor in 
• thd price received for food 
herring on the European 
market where there m'a  
great.demand." 
This summer's program 
will he directed by 
headquarters here but the 
majority of work "will be 
carried out i n  cooperation 
with the federal f ish in- 
eCtions laboratories at 
rmouth, N.S., and 
Black's Harbor, N.B. 
• The program calls for an 
elaborate sampling and 
• ana ly t i ca l  schedule. '  
!,"~or~',.~.~.?.~" ,,,.,HI h~ n~ -~'~'  - 
on to f'mh processors io they, 
can determine : wh ich ,  
catches to process as food. 
< 
I' 
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MANY METHODS 
Conserving ne:ed.ed electricity 
NEW YORK {AP)  - -  always'has been cheap, Iz~t WORKS 16 HOURS " Tests are under way to 
Power companies are now zt is hmtm,~ ,,  glm/   ewways Theproy '    te,ted  rom.p.m. toTa,m, the control peak .e  in other 
conventional electr ic ways withthe agreement of
ms y ergy.m by the Green Mountain furnace, heats the home customers. A Detroit 
c°~mmmers- _ - . . . . .  Power Corp. in Burlington, while the storage furnace is company has a signal that 
ro re~rn~e. ,  e)~t.nczzy. Vt., and the American charging and storing heat could turn off electric water 
c.ml..~, smrea..m orzc.~ ac Electr ic  Power System for use the next day. At 7, heaters in homes. 
m gnt t.or_~e the nex~ ea.y. " which is field-testing it in beth units cut off andf#r the ' A Vermont power 
-the msm ram. womu .~ homes in areas from West next 16 hours, a blower company is experimenting 
cne_a~,_ exP~amea ° w. Virginia to Michigan. It moves air across the hot with a radio control system 
uunnam t~rawxora ,  works like this. brielm in the storage core~ to that might beam into a 
president of the Edison ' -provide heat for the home home when the burden 
Electric Institute, an Two units of an electric using electricity only to rnn becomes too great. ", 
association of investor- thermal storage space- the blower. At 11p.m. the Such ideas might require 
owned electric utilities., heating system . are off-pesk direct heating ~ind new meters and .other 
- "It'sanidea that has been positioned side• by side--a storage cycle begins anew. equipment .w .hich- would be 
usen in J,:ttropean countries ~conventional electr ic "It's anidea that would be an added expeuse.~ 
for decades. In the morning furnace and a British-built a good use of energy ff we USING NUCLEAR POWER 
the electric load comes~ck heats torage  fu rnace  become heavily reliant on "Connecticut is using 
and the reduced rate is cut containing a brick-like electrical cars in the. some nuclear, power 
6ff. The method has not been refractory core inside a future," Crawford said. At succb.esfully. Many people 
used in the United.States heavily insulated metal night you~wduld plug your .are frightened Of the •word 
before because electricity cabinet. , ' car into a storage battery, nuclear,but a yesr's waste 
" "Ifenoagh people could be from one plant represents a 
persuaded to use their elec- solid cube of about hree feet 
7 ~ I " 1 .l 1 1 tricity voluntarily .at off- by lthree feet ahd they are 
" 1 ~ 1 1  I r~r '~ lP .~ '~ l tN I  ~ l~e~#'~l  peak times, avoiding tl~.: "thinking about getting i'id of 
y~(~[L1  ~J l~  ~,~l~#~ peak hours--~9 tol l  and 3 to it pel~manently,"~explained 
• ' ' . ~ 7--the outlook could change, CrawLora; - . 
" , but it would probably be The fuel is controversial 
VANCOUVER (CP)  - -  made available to - difficult to get people to do became of radiation fears, 
Ten years ago James B pensioners at UBC and in their wash at night or to "but youprobnblyget more 
Hardwick was turned down the fail he registered as a '  shop at 9p.m.," said radiaUon from an ordinary 
by the department of full-time student Crawford, whose institute house of masonry." 
veterans' affairs when he It'was tough"~oinn but offers a booklet •that In 10 years it is expected 
requested the university teachersandfeHo~st-u°de~ts provides l04 ways to nse less that more than lOO plants 
education due him for his- were more than helpful • energy. 1 ' 1 . ~ have been.built by 50 or 
Second World War service. "It was a. challenge" all SEEK EVEN FLOW so of the mrger companies, 
The reason given? Hewas right,;' he said 1 "I had to "As it is now, everytimea he said. 1 " 
too old. ' study constantly And I company must meet new Meanwhi le ,  u t i l i ty  
Hardwick graduated this wasn't a world-bea'ter--just demands, it must put in companies are exploring 
spring from University of average--but I never extra turbo generators even many ' •possibilities .~of' 
Britisli Columbia with a BA, failed ~ ff they are to be used 0nly a tapping new fuel sources. 
majoring in Slavonic Aft'er g raduat ion -  short time to meet those Experiments at Northeast 
studies. Hardwick went off to take a demands. The whole point is Utilities. include• laser 
He is 73, Russian-born, of three-week course in  that compa~~n to .fusion., which would use a 
English parents. Hegrew up Moscow under th~ auspices get moro~us~b~bf e~isffng fuel source found in 
" .inRiga in what now isthe of the National Institute of ..equipment. If they could, oroinary . water, solar 
I@. tvian Soviet Republic, got • Physical Education and me.savmgs could,,be passed energy, wmd power,_fad 
nis matriculation at a Sports. . on to consumers, ce~ls - -oev lces  wnien 
German school there and - 
found, some years later, 
that his schooling, including - 
commerce, law and ag- 
riculture, was the 
~ equivalent of first year 
university. 
When he was 21 he left for 
England, worked at .the 
• Waldorf Hotel, ..took. night 
courses in French and in 
April, 1029, came to Canada 
to join his brother in 
Alberta, 
Hardwick v/as a 40-year- 
old married man, with three 
children when he joined the 
Canadian Army in 1944. Two 
years later he. was out, his 
marriage had foundered 
and he applied and was 
granted the veteran's right 
to a university, education 
But before he could take 
advantage of it, he had met 
and married a widow with 
three children and it . .  
became vident that college 
would have to wait. • 
For the next 20 years he 
was busy breadwinning'as a 
,bookkeeper and accountant 
until, in 1967, a severe h~art 
attack forced his 
retirement. 
A year later he decided 
the time had come to. catch 
t~ni.P on  the long-postponed 
versity educatzon. When 
the department of veterans' 
affairs, turned :down his 
application, he went'on his 
own: to  :college and grad- 
.uated with a diploma in 
recreational leadership. 
That Whetted his appetite 
. for. ,more .  during the 
summer he took a~antage 
of the fr_eA_~creclit courses 
2 
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DEATH VALLEY  DAYS 
ALL  IN  THE FAMILY  
"EDGE OF N IGHT 
"TAKE:30 
CELEBRITY l ~ 
JT'S YOU~ CHOK:E 
PENCIl; BOX 
' ¢FL  FOOTBALl. (Toron#o at 
~ N ; ;~)  1 
i 
LnTLEHOUSEON PRAIRE • l l 
THE NATIONAL ' "  
~' ~I|OHT FINAl. 
i 
H ~ . ~  ~,mm:  . .  
,9 :00  
9 :30  .. 
' 4" 
Ra~,lpa no~ . 
•..K~EN'S YOGA 
'JEAN CANNEM SHOW. 
FIRST IMPRESSIONS" 
MOVIE MATINEE: 
10 :00  
10:30 • "'DEFINmON 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 ~ NOONNL=~ 
12:30 an~_ 1= 
11:00  
1:30 
2:00  , '1 .  " ,, 
2 :30  '.; 
• 3 :00  
3 :30  
4 :00  
• 4 :30  L~ show 
5:00 , eMe~ 
5:30. 
6:00  NEWS HOUR " 
6:30 
7:00  lmuY ~nNtON". 
7 :30 , HAWAII FIVE-0 
• 8:00 
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.ONE DAY AT A"I~MM ' 
DAVID $'I~INBERG "" "" 
.KOJAK .,. 
~i~'~ i~  R "FT~,.., 
"Nighfleare in WAX" 
i 
? '• 
oduce electricity directly 
chemical reaction-- and 
energ~ that could be con- 
verree from solid wastes. 
' ..SPUME men . 
~(FmXpl__(~...I...~ OUR l NAT l . ;  
~AVJNO'MUStC 
~INFJ NiS'Y.I:AC'~ • 
~c co, 
~pl__~L'~l ~ " 
~ inc. 
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I 
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~ A l ~  ~ 
• 3ovam' soc,s l~ r 
r l ~ u ~  ~ ~ l ~  
~ _s-]el..Ew 
~CmlC co, " 
BIG BI~UE MAnta : " ' 
LEHRER REPORT : 
NINE'S JOURNAL 
IN PERFORMANCE AT 
TRAP' 
A PORTRAIT OF JANdE 







la l uj hOImw 
with Steamex, 
Do It ' f0urself  and Save! 
Steamex Carpet Cleaner 
Rental machine, with six pow- 
e r  jets, gets the dirt others 
don't. 
And now we've added a new 
upholstery attachment and its 
ownspecially-formulated so- 
iution..so you can clean your 
carpets  and upholstery  the 
easy, monb. -saving Steamex 
~THI [  UTMOST IN DRY CLFANIN(~ ~ 
upholstery ©le~br 
a iks~ o0m~y 
®MU,  fvmS~ ec hew ~l~g l  mc I~  
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FLORENCE HENDERSON - .  
.... Many talented entertainer 
LAS VEGAS (AP) --  her own niches in show. 'engngement withcomeman then a few hogs, acowanda 
Multitalented Florence business. Her TV role has Shecky Greene. small tobacco patch. 
Henderson, tbablonde who ~iven people a matronly "A lot of people don't Hertalentwsaroc~nized 
raised The Brady Bonchfor unage of her but she said the realize that on the Brady earlyandthefamflyfoonda 
five years on network image doesn't fit. Buneh, I'm acting," said way to send her to New 
television, says people are " I 'm very outspoken," Miss Henderson. York's Academy of 
often surprised when they said the veteran singer- A native of the small DramatieArts. It wasthere 
meet her. " dancer-actress; as she southern Indiana farming~ at the ~e of 17 that she got 
The  wife of -Broadway relaxed.between shows at community of Dale, Miss her first role in the play 
producer Ira Bernstein with the MGM Grand Hotel Henderson was the youngest Wish You Were Here. 
four children o[ her own, where she recently co- of 10 children" in a poor REACHED STARDOM 




SAVE!, ,o  • ~ ' .31  
o , • 
known for years, it wan The 
Brady Bunch and the role of 
a g0od-natured suburban 
h~- ,w i fe  'with a sizable 
flock that sent Florence 
Henderson to stardom. 
"There's nothin~ like a 
television sernes, a 
successful one, to keep you 
before the public and mal~ 
you a household name," 
Miss Henderson said. "I 
think one thing that pleases' 
me the most about the 
Brady Bunch is that it has 
given me a whole new 
audience of young people 
and they just keep coming." 
Brady Bunch roruns bare 
been in syndication for three 
years, and are  seen in 165 
markets ,  including the 
United States' top 10o cities. 
Despite being ' a 
per fec t ion is t ,  M iss  
Henderson said her work is 
almost a, relaxation to her, ' 
and the audience always 
PERBRflPg0NE 0ENTRE " , am' ' " - : • " I  couldn't walk out and mm A__  J~U'  • do the same thing/or say, 
• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • 'Oh they won't know the 
m Cross over the bridge to the Service Centre, then Pereira's practical prices. We have furniture for m difference.' I know the 
= turn right for top-quality home furnishings at .,ry room in your home. i d~teronce, and I fee] that every audience, no matter 
,m ' ' " " • " " • hOW big or small, deserves m . • 
nm • the be~t that we've got. ! 
urn; . / • don't know another way to SAVE UP TO I.o/ J,.E,.,b , • work." |U /O  to JULY 9th • ~ After Broadway, national 
• i , ' . ' ~ touring companies, a 
1 nd t ;b lo  1 R ,641.95 NOW. . luw. . .  • Song of Norway and  a h i t  
: ~ w .~. . _ . . .  L , _ . . . .  ° ' • television ser ies ,  Miss 
DW,~. ' . "  ,-u.o,, am dMl.'• Henderson said "I Would 
B I:  No.4071~°nly'"~m~.cshed.;0rw ~ tab le  ~, ,~.  Reg. 70 .60  Now " .IgmWI • love to make .another 
. . . . . . . . . .  ~. movie." , Calm.. ~ lmt  No.629 
!S S&lrnmml°llnr%~PRqe~a. IIt3~Y .~ '  : : :  sP r ings i 00  R--. 279,5 Now ' 1. lnmm. ,  " ,d  love to do a real 
Bar Stereo No.614 • , . / IM  M E.. sort of combination of Carol, 
_ ~0.  - "  " " • • comedy, kind of baggy pants 
__ s__ Occasional chairs N0.328 • - 
=am ' ~sp 3 ,- . . . . .  -.-... • U ~ • man appearea m a p l lty rling . a . l l r s  .0.101 . . . .  ... Not']['l~sOne. ,, 
. m .K. I~. uz.,yO now , ~mw I newspaper oJ~ce to p~ce an ... 
= .assocxs  • , a IMe • ad o#er/ng $I00 [or the 
_1. (::hesto,tlekl plus. chair No~7~ ass  Im Reg. ,3 . ,  Now i- W, i l  .I return ot h ,  wife's cat. 
Reg. 799.00 Now: - ". OIP loW Ann rnm " " - ' - .  O f f  . = .That's an aWf.ll~ h igh  
" =1 ChesterfloM plus chair No.S,9 -am ,m " 11t% RMular nrlce = l~.'e f~r. a cat," thec~k 
II , , .u., ,  • _ " " " ~ n ~d.  "Not./or th~ one," 
i.. Reg. 975.95 Now . | i lO.Ul i l .  All calling Iigl d . - - - .  off. ' - i i  ~ the ~/ ,  " I  drowned 
atesterfleM pies chair N0.520 l lR l l sp ,  f i x tum 20 percent ' . ZOne regular pr ice" :  .it. .. . . . .  
• 1~ Reg. 939.95. Now i I I  i l l  All  table " : i. " ' 'm i~ e l f  ".~ i " • I , . .  Same Landlord 
• i, alesterfleM pius chairNo.6?S " l . '  .era Mmps " ' . .  iO~'  regular.price iS' '. A 0ro~p o! American" , 
- .  ,,, . " " , " " ' .~ Eli tounszs.was be/nO gu~Eed 
rim"m• ChesterfieldReg" 103&98plusNOW chair No.678' ,anllhlOne suppliesPlumD'lng . . .  " 30% regularMf . . . .  price -~. guldeEUr°Pe'thr°~ban~castleintold"Thisthem,place""is 600the 
• yea~ old. Nota stone i n  i t  " " • "P.eg. 6~0.00 NOW, Ull l lmll~ eUeclric power usn  o f f  - ' am
• . . . .A  A.~ • ~7@ regular price .11'. ~ered, ,o~h~g replaced in .m ChesterfleM plus chair No.7~ tOOls ' . . . . . . .  • .hos -b~en toud~d,  noth ing  
Reg. 981.95 Now. .  , . . .  |~ l l l , l~  Some hardware  i . . . . .  , 
Sofa bed deluxe No.577 .... & ramping supplies ' a0°/~ ' regular price ~11 (d|~thOSeone w man~ea"'"dr~Z~/,'WeH':"they 
i -Reg. 763.98 No* S99.95 " - § I t . N  Wiring .supplies " • ,musthave."have the same landlord 
• Fire;'lace -lass -';'-r - '  . . . . . . . .  14-2wire for lights & plugs per foot 8 ° n 
• I~ M u~m i~m;),~..m;r~-mw 141m~ P |ugs  ~ SWi |¢haS, '  ' . '  . m 
• Reg. 220:00 Now . , . . . .  ' - -~ 41 o m Courthouse Squares 
• - - ' "  - -  " "  " ' O f f  ' . i vory  ' ~ He l l  • • All C;IS raolos *UAA, ' ' * 
• & -,.,.,,,,,..n.. i IUTo R~,,lar,,,.ice Inglls Appliance Sale - fridges, ~nO/ .  ~ - ~ ~,  
• _..--....: . . . . . .  . . . .  . _~-,,- "v. ranges, washers & dryers. Save upto &ll~m E 
• All mirrors, mealcme 30% on*  ' ' : • " l '  
cabinets, picture frames Regular price " . . ' ..' ' _. " 
• Setof3 tables No 59J ' " ' _ "_ _ ' Remember. We Service What We Se!.l = 
" . Z H . U  ; 
m. . FIRST ,COME m 
. PLUS MANY MOREBARGAINS! • 
m_ ...at these pricesthere'll .be. a small charge for deliveries. • 
~Drop in and visit our showroom-- you'll be pleasantly sur risedl " • • P III. 
• ups ,  p . ,  , • -= you  
m OPEN A CONVENIENT m ' ' • In  , I  ' - :  • '  M ~  A ~ i 
• BUDGET TERM ACCOUNT ' 1116maal la~ ' m, BY Tile TI-IIN~S l : su,,,c,,o..,, - . . . , . .  Home Uentre . + 
• APPROVAL ' "' ~ ' : ' "  : '  ' ' l I ]~ '  H ' I M . . . ' ~ k '  THAT IRRITATE i 
• ' . ' 707 "COMMERCIAL ,  SERVICE CENTRE,.  KITIMAT .. OR CASH m I J l~ 1-;-- ~ J ~  
'Jllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllilll/lilllllllllillllUillliii 
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TO.ENERGY SOURCE ,. 
Leg:e.ndary. waters hold..;,  
BATH, England (CP i -  through the underlying survey b~ the European been made whether there neon, argon,!u'ypton and 
The .:renowned King's rocks to a depth of 400 to 650 Economic Community, are seasonal variations init, xenon in the. correct 
Spring, which gushes 250,000 feot and eventually surfaces which is financing the re- or in such other factors as amounts for air-satiirated 
gallons of hot water daily in as the. King's Spring, search iointly with the temperature levels and rainfall. 
this elegant city in possibly taking 100,000years British energy department, chemical composition. However, there was an 
southwestern E glmad, may to complete tile cycle. The investigations are The only existing records, excessive amount o~ another 
held the key to tl~ discovery Such details must  be being~ carried out by madebetweon1874and1961, inert gas, helium, which is 
of a renewable energy established precisely in scientists from Bath indicate a temperature produced by decaying 
source- for domesUc, order to assess its University and the Institute range of 44.5 to 49 degrees, uranium and thorium. This, 
industrial and agricultural potentiality as an energy of Geophysical Sciences in INGREDIENTS KNOWN associated . with . the 
me. , , source, " I~ondon.'Preliminaryresnlts - Itisknown that the water temperature of  the water, 
Sinee Roman times the As part of the worldwide are expected shortly and a. conti~m mainly sulphate, indicates a loiig circulation 
• water, which has a search for alternatives to full report by Aprfl, 1978. chloride and carbonate as process, great depth and 
temperature of about 46 fossil fuel, the Energy - N o .  g e o t h e r m a I electronegative elements probably a large reservoir .... 
deg~'Cels ius ,  :has .been Technology Support Unit of developments will be and- calcium, sodium, m porous rockS. 
endowed w i th  an .almost. Britain's Atomic Energy undertaken i  Bath itself, magnesium and potassium " " 
mystical reputatioa for its Research Establishment is The purpose of the project is as the principalelectro- 
therapeutic value because co-ordinating research into to attempt to answer basic positive lements as well as 
of its chemical and mineral geothermal energy/as well questions and establish traces of bismuth, iron, 
composition. But there has as solar energy and wave techniques for the wider copper and cobalt. • " Natural Cheese . . 
indication that the water Natural cheese ismade by never been a thorough and wind power, survey. . . , 
investigation ~ of its BACKED BY EEC . Fer example, the flow starts as rainfall ' comes  coagula..ting..milk and then: 
, separating me cure or SOIIG properties-or its source, . . . .  The geothermal studies rate of the King sSpringhas from tests of samples taken . . . . . . .  . 
• Scientists believe it starts involve : a three;year not" been 'm~is.ured"~siiite frb~ -,the"'spring which.--~.tr°m,, e wney or wa: 
out a~.raluwater, percolates, program, ~rt-of  a wider '1836 ~nd'no checx nas ever showed-inert gases uch as . . . .  • v~,. • ........ 
. . .  " . : " . :  . . . . .  - . * . - . / / . .  
• . --,-. ,-, , , .~ .~  - .~ ,~ -WE MAKE 
n l~ l l /g~ , Res taurant ,  J/:.~3~lli Br=eS, VebbSe " 
~.~im~lmW ~ : . :: ; i . . :  " : I I r~ lU '~ Carruthers . . . .  
• ENIERTAINMENT.. .:: " /~7/ j /7 / /~%Owners .  "/ . 
• .... " ' • - " ' (/!".',~Z~'?W. ' 4343 LAKELSE AVENUE 
• ~ .  . . " WITHIN  -TOWN L IMITS .  : . I ~  " 635-1100 . 
~ .  -D ISCouNT ON 
• I nO/_ ......,;....ROE.. " -w lmk ib lU i~ 
' :  • V tO . r l~ l~ ur .u  Ka  . "  _ . 
Breakfas t  : "  O~/~NyoAY ' I .~ : . .HOTEL  
• L~n¢~ :. ' FROM , ' : 1S THE p lace  fo r ,  , - " " 
• ~nop 5ueya lnner l  7AM T IL  ,2AM , . . .T , " . . ,  '~ ~-~ . .  ' • .. 
,.~.o, tam.m,  , weaamg ~ecep~lon8 , 
• • wotASONOAY. . .  ' ' . " • " ' ' • ' 
Tako Out  ~m,  ,= PM.  " Pr ivate  Part ies 
. o~= .... : 638-1946 " Ban.quets  
. 0,%~$,~. 624-2621 o,62.~3359 .. em ohm AVe. .TeR i~Ac ,  Lakelse Hotel will cater your 
~ • ~ / .  - . .  ': / , ~ gathering with buffet dinner; 
' ' "PROBABL; THE B'ES'F~" ~ uunululmuuuu, imlun ~is-. expertly pr~pared,"Danci'ng::,  
. . . .  " ~ ~ T l r i ~  ritz, i "  ~- ~ ' I BLUIZIRIVER " space  is avadable and ~there _ . i s "  • 
. J IMlkm~'J.If laa-qlal w ~l , ,  s ,u , , ,  I Edmonton and Vancouver. . . . . ; . . . . , . . . . _ .~___ : . _  - . . . •  
- , - - ' -="  • 
• , _ • ~.. • i . . . . . . .  , , . ID l imlO @~l l l ' l l |q |  " ' _  
. '41B Lakolso Avo, Tor raeo • ~. ,~ :.:n: • • • 
• " - . " " ~ I " ~ 2 0  Lakollo Avonuo I 
~L~V,_P_  " i ' ! - ~  __ i - -  ~ . - / 
• J L~ l~ ' , J~ i~ FEATURE : . . ' .  ~ . . . : - T 0 " ~ - ~ ~  .~ 
Char-B'ro i ledSteak ' . ,2 .99-  • ' - " -E : - sma- ' -uumus  us  i : ~ ' ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~  n ' l  ~ ~  ', 
• Including: BAKED POTATO . . . .  .. . ' I .  . /~ .~.Tn~# '. , i~'~.<~-----~L'~ l 
CHOICE OF SALADS and ' ' . Lunoh, I ~ ~ - -  I 
• " DRESSINGS. GARLIC TOAST ' , i : ~ A l l l~ i~ W~ . I 
' . . at  Noon in the  D in ing  Rooml ~l~/~Vml lmL ~r |~\  I-  
King-S JzeSteakDJnner  $4.99 l..  llq '  !1I I 
' :  Tender lo in :S teakDinne;  ' $4 ,9 '  .i FR,D YN, HT SHOPPER~ I : ~  " ' ' ! ' _  ~ '  I 
steak &- .Shr impCdmbo " $4 :39  I " ' SPECIAL ,S  PM.  i i  PM,  : ' I ,  . " RESTAURANT I 
" " ;  ' " n " " ' " " r ' ' ' I s teak .d inner  :w i th  baked  . I . . . .  . : "  " , . . . . . . . .  m 
: : . ,  . _ : : - , .  -- ' . . '~n  I . potato, sa lad , , .  :garlic " " I ~:. ~f l /N l~&E & CANADIAN FOOD II' 
. )umbo ~nr impu inner  ,,: ~ ' " '~  " I " b read ,  cof fee and.  dessert.~ I . ,~  . .  : . . . . . .  . . . .  ' - . . . . . . .  " | 
.::: "The~l~ikeburge ; . . . .  ,$139 . " , "  ~ d S = i l  N i l , : :  i l i  W.*  
• " : "  , , " - , , ' , ' :% "2  • " : ~' : " "  " : " :  " ' : "  
o:s¢~l* ' s '~ 's '~ '~*- . - . :  . . . .  , , , ;~ '¢ '  ' ; "  . . . . . . .  ; " '  " " ' " 
; h 
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ONE "R" IS IMPROVING 
New math creating geniu+s • 
secondary students in though they w~e disorders, yea~ a~o..  + .. pereept ions~e altar, ed iby • . 
OntariO. These  were "Stickin{~. a/disease label  "The mmmeseman m con- many.  people m- eoueauon.. 
compared .with. test results onsometh i~ implies that it + ce~ied~ that he. has ~ " , ,~o+h ",,+~,,~.~M~a ' ~e~ 
• . aa s " - • " the " -  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . - - -  dating back to the.  y can be cured by a shot of duped because . . . ]~mpte  , , , . ,  ,,,4H,,oS ,~,t , -K i l i t ies  
when exammatmus for .~n something, which.it can t, tlmt am eommg m . . + +I,,,, +,,+,,,~..,,+o ~,+ m,,th 
schools were set by me mud McPJ~ersou. In many employees am people,.  . . . . ,  . . . . . .  +,,o, .,~.,.:.,. 
prowncml mmmtry. . cases the problem could would .l~ke. to rely on+, . , . . . . .  , o ,~  n ,~K++~n~'~ 
• " " on oean " ~ t me momen~ ,,+,,~.~o-,.  . . . . . . . .  Dr.EncMcPhe.rs , . . . . .  only be adjusted to, not said., B.u  .a . . . .  , . . .+  +h . . . . .  .+ es 
of education at Umvermw ot solved he aoean'~ Know wna~ nem ;-~.- ~;  ,~...._. _studies 
• f the need " ,, • • . mmcamu no ~rumumm sur mm Mamtoba, spoke o .. . He said thepush towards getting. . .- .. ~ ...4,,,~,,,,, . 
for teachers of all subjects, stricter standards should Russell replied that mose ,-,,,~,,-~,-. 
but especial ly math,  to. not end up ~cl~nizing those • . . " 
recogn ize  that  a l l  ch i ld ren  s tudents  ~ho jus t  a ren ' t  r m ~ , ° ,  o ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ |  . 
cannot do all things. "w i red  up"  for that I Im~l , J _ l~ / i '~_  / I P '~ . |  ] | J l~ l l  
The present push ~or a oart ieu larshbject  ' ' ' / ~  w w b y  a ~ '~1 ~ '~""  
return to stricte~ standards " Carman , - J °ynt '  a s :+ • I _ _ " . . . . . .  
in education might run the chartered accountant and • ' I P f ' k  4~l l t l£ :~ I r "  I " I / " I~ IA I ,  
risk of having a bandwagon business representative on L~,~'  O l l V ~ /  . I IV  vv  
effect. " +++ the panel, said employers . . . . . . . . .  
ADJUSTMENT NEEDED have the impression that TORONTO (CP) - -  9tmnea up tin prices m me 
He said t.he tendency in high-school graduates are  Although pewter used to be last two .years to the point 
thepast  has been to treat a far less equipped with basic an inexpe_ nsive alternative whei'e pe~tor and silver are 
student 's  l imitation~ a.&.skills-than4l~y.were'..a,:fe~v:=to,~silve-r:;, inflation+.-has~:-~_omp~abl.y.Prieed.++~s-a~ 's 
. . . . .  .................... ' +"" - • + . - _ Tnam "rai Cmno~ MaJaysla. 
Mrs. Ta i  Chun, who 
visited Toronto recently, Is a 
• \ master pewtersmith. " 
++ Glac'i.er, Ltd +....+ Shedemoant ra ted  her .. craft to the public .and. 
• .explained thaL  Selangor}': 
+lwwter, w i th i t s ,  lustrous- 
• ~mish~iand c la~ea l  l in~] 
• • make,  "It.i a better powtsr. .  
Likem'ya+Ufl, the -q~l i~ . . .  
I : i  i~ter  ig  d e t ~  by  its::.:- 
. ~liatinct ~ring.The m o r e  j ~ ,  '1 
" ~.  . i . . . . .  • ..... lhe clearer the sound when 
• you tap it. n 
• ~ - " • -. + "Awnoothsatinfinish_~o.d:~ 
~ " " +/~ . " + +q " ~ ' " " J k ' + neat" soldering are .o~.er. 
" " + +- • squall'ties to look for w+It,ea+ 
[" " ++ ++: "+ buying pewter," said 1~r~, 
1 ""'~' " .... : Tat.Chum. ,,tt takes ye~'s_. 
~ . . for a craftsman to learn,, the+ 
: ,+ art of wtor polishin . 
. . . . . . .  " .  ~e doesn't hol~ t l~  
. . . .  carbon .s tee lpo l i sh ing  
• . bladesat just the right angle 
• or doesn't hold his hand 
" ";+~+~+ ; !-.. steady, he may remove 
. . . .  + more of the surface from 
one side of a Container than 
• • the other." offers you + She said all surfsces must ' have  the  same sh ine .  +.. : 
' . . . . . .  . + . . .  ~ PLANT POL ISHES . . . .  
• . . .  ~; ' - The .final lustre on 
• t J +; '  in Selaug0r~is °b - ' t~n 'dby  using the leaf of a Malaysian 
, ou r ates v e w s  - oeo  p!ant- -one.ofthe+ gentlest 
• abrasions known to man. 
I - Mrs. Tai Chun said a Well- 
t " finished piece of pewter GNAt  sou ,+ reta in its lustre 
' " RMCMEATI  
+ WINDOWS 
N 4 ;'~ :~1 " J 
, . - , ~ . -  . . . . '  
• . i . I : . . { . 
' ...... 'I : m u l l e l n l l e  " +++I " ++ DOWS 
t~ .; 
CAiLL  6$$ .8885 + +: +.+++(: ,.. +.+ +:+++ 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  :,• :,; • +, /+:+/J+!!;/i / /  ./:/ i!=/, 
f~ I ' + r +I X+'+ . " f ' ' '+ l  I+1 Sip + + M+ "~+~+J " l + " ++ "+ i ~ I~ I ' "+ k+~+ +"1+'" ' " ' ' i t++l~++ 
+- +f  ;~ +, .  : .  
• ' " IM iONDAV r TO Plt lDAY - s a m  to  sp in  ++"+ . . . . . .  - 
. I , :~TAWA' (CP)  - -  The 
,mtbemat iea l  skills of the 
average high-school student 
are..:equai or superior to 
those of  his counterparts in
themid:'50s or '60s, says Dr. 
Howard Russell  of the 
Ontar io  Ins t i tu te  fo r  S tud ies  
in Education. 
He tolda confe~nce of the 
Ontario Association for 
Math  , EdaCation this 
conclusion of a 1976 study 
commissioned by the 
provincial ministr ies of 
~lucation and 'o f  colleges 
and.  universit ies runs 
contrary to the popular 
belief that math standards 
are  failing. 
• The findings were based 
ontests given to a sample of 
secondary and post- 
!t 
• , , . / , !  
'through a lifetime with 0~ 
a simple washing, wire 
warm, soapy water, rinsing 
and wiping dry with a soft 
cloth when de+dad. 
Like cryste l  or +good 
silver, pewter  mus- .be  i 
handled with .care.  Light 
seratcbes can  be removed -+~. .1 + 
with' special pads rubbed.ln . . . . . . . . .  ~ '~ 
the ~t ion  o f  the grain. ~ . . 
• Although it Is softer than 
silver and therefore mere. . . . . .  
easily' damaged,  modern  • ' 
pewter doesn't arnish. ' The • ' 
~lark appe~.anceof.. anf lq~ . 
.powter Is due to its il~t!. . . 
content. .... ' • ~,~i ~://;:// + .~ ' 
: Sia~Cb" pe~/ter . had.'~:'a".i. . / . 
~emuv~y ~ow mdunp_~t i  i/ 
i t :  should not:;be~ uS~i~!~fbr~ r. ;v ' '~ 
the"~e. .  '.."i.,+: : '.,.~ :"~..~i.'. +'-'i!:,-'+. .. ' "... 
I I  +..MtrS.Tai (~S- . , ,  ~+i . :  . "  '+ :?./ 
~ sSduld not+be us~i  for v ,~ ++!+ ` i "  ' '1 . + ' 
/ / 'because  i fertll'tllizer andre  s+i . i~ .d  ,. .. 
5~:water with:a',~:hig rain'"."_.--::' . 
I t .  ;,onient ~ cause c0fr~lo~;'  ' 
l ' I I ' " I | ] "  
+, .: c t~mezoaae i.? i~i" 
. '  :. 'me .+ edna  Zodiac con+r.. 
. tains 12 animals, and each • 
comes around five times in a ' 
60 year  cyc le . .  1977 is the 
Year of the Snake. 
